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ABSTRACT 
Teaching of English has meant several things to 
different people and institutions at different times, 
from the teaching of grammar and rhetoric followed by-
literary masterpieces to a vague concern for the 
aesthetic and moral development of the pupils under 
the care of the teacher of English. Recait trends, 
however, reflect a desirably new and practically wider 
variety of motives. Linked with the changing social 
needs English is treated as an asset in every walk of 
life. The global consumption of English for a variety 
of purposes has resulted in a corresponding increase 
in the range and quantity of its uses, the proliferation 
of numbers of different yet related 'Englishes', their 
increasing function as a vehicle for the media of science 
and technology, of literature and administration, the 
emergence of the unexpected roles of English and the 
consequences of all these for the learners and the 
teachers of English. 
The concept of English for Specific Purposes (ESP) 
has emerged as a collective professional response to 
meet new demands which are less generalised in nature 
but more closely related to learners' specific needs 
and purposes. ESP, it is claimed, caters to practical 
aims, i.e., specific coiranunicative needs of the 'specialist 
as opposed to the 'generalist' learner. The concept 
of ESP is still fairly new, although its practices 
may have existed for some time. In the absence of 
a clearly established body of previous research in the 
field ESP offers a new challenge as a dynamic area. 
The present study seeks to explore this major and 
rapidly growing branch of English Language Teaching 
(ELT). One of the objectives of this study is to 
examine the range of uses that English has assumed in 
the new setting and to assess its value in the edu-
cational, vocational and professional fields. It is 
proposed to examine the relevance of ESP to purpose-
oriented forms, i.e., ESL (English as a Second Language) 
proficiency directed to designated areas of study/ 
vocation. 
The everyday understanding of ESP is realised in 
such labels as 'English for Engineers', 'English for 
Nurses', 'English in Workshop Practice', etc. This 
implies that ESP texts are differentiated by their 
subject matter. On this basis we can hypothesise that 
(a) it is possible to isolate the language of subject/ 
job specialisms as manifested by certain inherent 
rhetorical features and patterns of discourse which are 
vitally linked with specific linguistic devices, and 
(b) vocabulary is a major feature distinguishing special 
subject matter. As an instance of purpose-specific 
variety this project will deal with Medical English 
as characterised primarily with a specialist vocabulary. 
Linked with the range of uses is the problem of metho-
dological techniques, syllabuses and materials and a 
far wider range of roles required of the teacher of 
English. 
This study proposes to address itself to some of 
the major issues that are vital to the foundations of 
ESP. Definitions of ESP are numerous, the concept 
being fluid enough to support a number of interpretations 
A great deal of the work in the field is innovatory 
and experimental. ESP, if it is to survive, must make 
adjustment with pedagogical realities, a sort of compro-
mise between theory and practice, a cross-fertilisation 
between the conventional wisdom and new insights. A 
prominent feature of this study is to establish this 
kind of link between theory and classroom needs. A 
study of lexis as part of the total communicative 
structure of a language of specialism is an area rele-
vant both to ESP and the specialist learner. The model 
of 'generative vocabulary' as envisaged in this project 
is an attempt in this direction. 
The study is designed to evaluate : 
(a) the theoretical framework within which ESP has 
emerged, definitions of and approaches to ESP, origins 
of ESP via register (Chapter I). 
(b) notional, functional/communicative ideas, linguis-
tic vs. communicative competence, text and discourse 
analysis in the light of Widdowson's concept of 
'scientific discourse', and an appraisal of the 
conununicative approach (Chapter II) . 
(c) principal stages of task analysis in ESP, needs 
analysis, syllabus, materials, methodology and teacher 
training (Chapter III). 
Chapters IV to VI will be particularly concerned 
with the application of linguistic knowledge and 
insights to the area of vocabulary. Chapter IV deals 
with the status of lexis in the language system and the 
role of vocabulary in language teaching. It looks at 
different aspects of the vocabulary of English and takes 
up an analytic survey of the growth of specialist voca-
bularies within the general vocabulary of English. 
Chapter V illustrates the communicative potential 
of vocabulary and its role in the performance of commu-
nicative tasks. It presents a model of 'generative 
vocabulary' drawn on the procedures of word grammar. 
Chapter VI examines pedagogical strategies for the teach-
ing of Medical English Vocabulary and offers certain 
principles for the selection and listing of lexical 
items of specialist use. Topic based lists are pro-
vided as illustrations and suggestions made for the 
enlargement of such lists as per requirement. Repre-
sentative selection from different areas of contact 
situations and from the multifaceted nature of medical 
discourse has been made on the belief that the language 
that occurs in the classroom is a sample that acts 
as a trigger for the operation of the general language 
acquisition process. The concluding chapter (VII) 
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presents the inferences drawn from the theoretical and 
the practical aspects of the study. 
The general aim of language teaching is to create 
among the learners a capacity to communicate in a 
foreign or second language. A great deal of language 
teaching can be understood as a means of preparing the 
students for subsequent language learning. Simplifi-
cation is both a characteristic of good teaching and natural 
acquisition. The role of the teacher is, above all, to' 
set up opportunities for the learners to engage in 
genuinely communicative and academically stimulating 
activities. Language is a tool chest. There are 
important differences between the different tools but 
they are used in a family of ways. Language plays us 
entirely new tricks by a creative use of these tools. 
Foremost among them are words which make a discourse' 
'something more than a commonCplace vehicle of expression; 
in journeying from one idea to another one can enjoy 
the dialectal landscape en route.' The power to use 
a word in all its richness demands a sensitiveness to 
word value. It concerns less with the arrangement and 
more with their choice in a given situation. A study of 
lexis reveals the potential of words and this is what 
this study aims at. While the suggestions made herein 
may not be new the evidence presented in their support, 
mainly from the specialist discourse, is, and may prove 
a little more convincing than the casual observation 
and profession of personal belief that have tended to 
precede it, 
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PREFACE 
Language teaching is both a theoretical and 
practical occupation. Until ' recently the greatest 
effort in teaching English to speakers of other lang-
uages has been concentrated on English as a general 
educational subject taught within the framework of a 
school or post-school system. The importance of this 
kind of English teaching cannot be underestimated but 
at the same time the profession has to be responsive 
to a greatly increased range of needs and purposes 
which a knowledge of English is increasingly required 
to meet. In recent years numerous factors have con-
tributed to a great upsurge of interest in the teaching 
of English to an enlarged scale of users the world 
over. There now exists in addition to conventional 
English teaching a large and growing demand for English 
courses to be provided specifically for the needs of a 
particular subject, profession or occupation. World-
wide consumption of English for manifold interests 
and needs of human communication and endeavour nece-
ssitates a focus on the nature of the language to be 
presented to meet new demands. More information on the 
language and the ways in which it is used reveals rich 
patterns of variety in speech and writing. The present 
study seeks to categorise the major and rapidly growing 
branch of English Language Teaching (ELT) popularly 
known as ESP (English for Specific Purposes), and examine 
its relevance to purpose-oriented varieties in desi-
gnated areas of study, profession or vocation. As an 
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instance of purpose-specific variety we propose to 
deal with Medical English as characterised by a spe-
cialist vocabulary. 
ESP clients are generally identified by their 
subject areas. The importance given to subject matter, 
a key point of difference between ESP and other forms 
of language teaching, is crucial both in itself and as 
a motivating factor for students. It implies that 
language use manifests variation from subject area to 
subject area and that variation is discernible with 
reference to a range of devices, e.g., linguistic 
forms, language functions, linguistic activities etc. 
In planning ESP teaching we have to recognise that 
certain factors have greater relevance and higher 
priority for the learners. One of the aims of ESP is to 
enable learners to interpret and produce discourse 
typical of their specific area. Vocabulary appears 
to be a major feature distinguishing subject areas 
as semantic relations between items vary with the 
conceptual space of the subject area; thus the relation 
between 'invasion' and 'attack' in a medical text 
is not the same as in everyday use. Semantics of an 
utterance are largely supported by lexical forms 
which leads us to draw accurate inferences as to some 
one's intentions. Pragmatic features, as relevant 
to the participants, are perceived on the basis of a 
shared knowledge of a lexicon which should not only 
be substantial but considerably precise. 
: vixi 
The treatment of vocabulary in ESP materials has 
so far been guided by the 'registral'or 'structural' 
orientation and at the most within the Chomskyan pre-
mises strictly confined to the 'sentence'. Certainly 
it is not to be desired that any one theory, aryi^  one 
approach or any one system be universally prescribed. 
It may be hoped that a sharing of divergent points of 
view and the accumulation of insights from varying methods 
and techniques will provide a framework within which 
pedagogical models can be produced. A study of lexis 
as part of the total communicative structure of a 
language of specialism can profitably improve the 
quantitative, statistical approach. What the ESP 
learners have to learn is the connection between lan-
guage and context as evidenced by lexical forms. On 
this basis we propose that it is possible to isolate 
the language of subject specialisms as manifested by 
certain rhetorical features and patterns of discourse 
which are vitally linked with specialist vocabularies, 
and that vocabulary is not an appendage subservient to 
the mechanics of grammar but a level of linguistic 
analysis, a sub-system contributing to the overall 
patterns of meaning. The model of Generative Vocabu-
lary as envisaged in this study is an attempt in this 
direction. 
This study addresses itself to some of the 
major issues in ESP. The work is divided into six 
chapters followed by an inferential summing up as 
chapter VII. The first three chapters forming a unit 
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by themselves are devoted to a review of the main 
theoretical lines of emphasis in the field of ESP and 
the remaining three chapters deal with the status of 
vocabulary and vocabulary teaching for both general 
and specific purposes. Considered as a key issue, a 
model of vocabulary teaching has been proposed with 
special reference to the vocabulary of medical sciences. 
A prominent feature of this study is an attempt to 
establish a link between theory and practice, a mean-
ingful compromise between the 'academic' and the 
'practical' type of activity by adopting a multi-
disciplinary approach to language based problems. 
References to the specialist discourse as available 
in standard texts especially medical textbooks, journals, 
case conferences, case histories and doctor patient 
discourse etc., are supported by consultations with 
the subject specialists, and definitions of the 
lexical items of specialist use adapted and simplified 
from standard medical dictionaries. No branch of a 
living subject stands still, more so in an age of 
increasing specialisation. An attempt is made to 
recognise and cover briefly the representative areas 
and developments. Selection is inevitable and howsoever 
careful or planned it might be, the subject specialist 
may still find it scanty in bulk and distorted in 
emphasis. The material has been arranged into chapters 
and sections with the focal topic indicated but as 
many topics interrelate they naturally recur in other 
contexts as well. Strict compartmentalisation in 
the organisation of material as also in the listing of 
lexical items has proved to be impossible and extensive 
cross reference has been reported to. 
Part of this study owes its origin to my asso-
ciation with Kufa College of Medicine, Kufa, Iraq, 
during 1980 -82. As the sole member comprising the 
department of English and entrusted with the task of 
giving a special course to the students of M.B.Ch.B. 
(I Year ) with no syllabus and materials of any kind 
available I planned some lesson®, in medical termino-
logy in response to the students' high priority concern 
as revealed by a questionnaire and numerous personal 
consultations. Provided with the facility of expert 
consultation with an eminent body of specialists on 
the faculty, to whom I record my deep obligation, the 
course was warmly received by the students and appre-
ciated by the specialists. To make a few exceptions to 
the anonymity of my acknowledgements I record my grati-
tude to Dr. D.D. Suleiman, F.R.C.S., Dean, Kufa College 
of Medicine, Dr. Tomas Blazek, Ph.D. (Medicine) from 
Prince Charles University, Prague, Czechoslovakia.and 
Dr. Pratibha Gupta, M.D., Deptt. of Physiology, from 
University College of Medical Sciences, University of 
Delhi, India, 
The final motivation for a systematic study of 
Medical English within the framework of ESP came 
from my esteemed teacher Prof. Munir Ahmed, Department 
of English, A.M. U. Aligarh, on whose wise counsel 
I continue to draw. I am especially indebted to my 
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teachers Prof. A.A. Ansari, and Prof. M. Hasan, the 
former and the present Chairman respectively, of the 
Department of English, A.M.U. Aligarh, for the gene-
rosity with which they extended permission for the 
pursuit of this study and for the use of the resources 
in the department. To Prof. R.N. Srivastava, Chairman, 
Department of Linguistics, University of Delhi, I owe 
the stimulus of direction in discourse analysis and 
communicative methodology in the study of language, both 
in teaching and research. What I owe to Mr. S.M. Rizwan 
Husain, M.Litt. (Edinburgh), the supervisor of this 
project, calls for special mention. To him I owe the 
main directions of my work from the most general issues 
down to the contribution of examples and practical 
advice on the setting-out of the material. I record 
my gratitude for his generously given attention to every 
aspect of this study, for his patient and stimulating 
criticism and for his brilliant suggestions. I am 
also indebted to Mr. S.G. Hashmi, Vice-Principal Incharge, 
Zakir Husain College (Evening), University of Delhi, 
whose help and encouragement has been an abiding source of 
inspiration throughout. 
I am conscious of the debt owed to my predecessors 
and contemporaries in the field of language teaching. 
I must record my deep obligation to the eminent authors 
and researchers whose works have been consulted and used 
both directly and indirectly. Citations from authori-
tative sources reflect the debt I owe to them and convey 
a message of special thanks. To all those, my colleagues 
and students, the staff of the different libraries. 
Xll 
especially The British Council Library, Delhi, and the 
faculty and students of the medical colleges that I 
visited, I offer my sincere thanks. I hope I have 
made proper use of the resources, suggestions and 
advice wheire I have not, and for the errors and 
imperfections that nevertheless remain I am, of course, 
wholly responsible. 
DELHI, MARCH 1986. ^.U. KHAN 
CHAPTER I 
ESP ; THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
1.1 Introductory 
1.1.1 Recent years have witnessed a massive global 
expansion of the use of English. It is commonly accep-
ted that the English language is vastly more used 
nowadays than it was in the past and the expansion of 
its use continues apace. It is estimated that the 
number of those who use English now exceeds 600 million 
of whom about 300 million are native speakers (Bowen, 
1976). Thus English is used by an enormous speech 
community with the biggest number of non-native users 
of any of the world's languages. English like any 
other language serves the native speakers with a wide 
range of uses but it is striking to note that it 
serves the non-native users with an equally wide 
range of uses in most of the countries where it is used, 
1.1.2 Linked with this phenomenal expansion is the 
changing status of English. English has assumed the 
status of a valuable instrument of local, national, 
intranational and international communication. Today 
the ability to use English effectively is treated as 
an asset in every walk of life. An increasing aware-
ness of the value of this asset in educational voca-
tional and professional fields has made English assume 
a wide range of functions. The reasons for this 
expansion of demand and the consequent evolution of 
its nature are undoubtedly complex but we can isolate 
the most dominating factor as the range of socio-
linguistic pressures linked with the urgent needs 
for economic development. Within the general context 
of the expansion of the use of English it is signifi-
cant to observe that the demand is less and less 
generalised in nature and more and more related to 
the learners' needs and purposes. 
1.1.3 The large and the growing field of English 
Language Teaching (ELT) recognising this change has 
modified its procedures in order to meet this demand 
by providing instruction in direct response to the 
learners' needs. Given this, the aims of language 
teaching have become more practical. The older con-
cern with an all-purpose mastery of English as a 
Foreign Language (EFL) is declining and giving way 
to a timely desire to teach a working knowledge of 
English for clearly definable purposes. Traditional 
EFL activity, characterised as it has been, by an 
attempt to teach as much as possible of the system 
and components of English as a language for general 
purposes, is gradually adapting itself to the teaching 
of English for specific communicative needs. In the 
event, the field of ELT has been swayed by tremendous 
new developments for the last several decades, the most 
significant being those brought about by the increasing 
specialisation of content in the English language 
teaching curricula. This development has the sanction 
of a world-wide trend towards 'learner-centred education 
and has strongly been shaped by certain lines of 
intellectual enquiry and commitment in the field of 
language learning and teaching. 
1.1.4 A growing concern for the specification of 
the particular needs of the learners, supported by the 
understandable criteria of 'relevance', has brought 
to focus specialised forms of English strongly associated 
with those needs. In other words, vast increase in the 
range and quantity of the use of English has caused 
a proliferation of its forms. Consequently professional 
attention has focussed so clearly on the language 
needs of the 'specialist' as opposed to those of the 
'generalist' that the extent of teaching for limited 
purposes is steadily growing. Thus within the total 
envelope of English we can witness several different 
kinds of 'Englishes'. An impressive illustration of 
current developments is English for Specific Purposes 
(ESP), one of the most prestigious fashions of recent 
years in language teaching, 
1.1.5 The diversity of purpose-oriented forms is 
naturally accompanied by new teaching strategies and 
techniques. ESP has, therefore, proved a dynamic 
field in the way it has stimulated innovation in 
approach and methodology. ELT experts and an increas-
ingly professional body of teachers all over the world 
are busy updating their theoretical proficiency and 
methodological devices. In the absence of a clearly 
established body of previous research the field 
presents a new challenge to the classical scholar, 
the applied linguist, the traditional teacher and the 
modern learner. Therefore, the concept 'ESP' needs 
to be understood in its historical perspective and 
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interpreted in terms of its growth apropos the illu-
minating insights provided by different schools and 
scholars. 
1.2 The Emergence of ESP 
1.2.1 The emergence of ESP is directly linked with 
changes in social needs and the resulting objectives 
of foreign language teaching. What society now demands 
is a predominence of practical command given to a more 
diverse population of language learners. in other 
words, literary, aesthetic and intellectual demands 
are now giving way to more practical and functional 
ones. This shift of emphasis has rightly caused a 
change in expectations and attitudes on the part of the 
learner. To keep pace with the situation professional 
responses have manifested themselves in the form of 
changes in approach and methodology providing a link 
thereby between the classroom and the world outside, 
1.2.2 The emergence of ESP is also indebted to the 
revival of interest in the study of language in social 
contexts, as witnessed in the 1960s, associated mainly 
with the anthropological and ethnographic work of 
Labov, Hymes and Gumperz. The valuable intellectual 
contributions of these sociolinguists aided by applied 
linguistic researches substantially modified the 
character of ELT programmes. What is more, the emer-
gence of ESP can thus be attributed to a multidisci-
plinary approach to the solution of language-based 
problems. A remarkable feature of this development is 
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the close relation between theory (especially in 
applied linguistics) on the one hand and the practi-
cal classroom needs on the other. It has narrowed the 
gap between the 'practical' and the 'academic' 
(Strevens, 1980 : 43) and paved the way for a meaning-
ful compromise over the long standing argument about 
the relation between linguistics and language teaching, 
ESP undoubtedly owes a great deal to both the academic 
and practical considerations in language teaching. 
1.2.3 Our language needs usually grow with our 
language resources. The more we can say the more wa 
want to say. We are more specific now about the relation-
ship between linguistic form and communicative function. 
More so, we are more aware than we were in the past, of 
the variety and range of communicative devices employed 
by the speakers, as also of the constraints which the 
situation, the setting and the background of the 
speaker-hearer impose on the utterances produced. 
Developments in sociolinguistic theory and practice 
over the last fifteen years or so have caused major 
changes in the foreign language scene' quickening the 
process of the rise of ESP. Recent developments, one 
must admit, have systematised our insights and spread 
a general awareness of the issues far into the pro-
fession. 
1.2.4 The emergence of ESP can also be seen as a 
collective professional response to the changed social 
environment and the role of English therein. An inter-
national meeting of specialists held in London in 
December, 1960 on second language learning as a factor 
: 6 : 
in national development in Asia, Africa and Latin 
America focussed on three basic needs : (1) internal 
communication (2) transmission of science and techno-
logy and (3) international communication. This 'needs-
profile' is significant in so far as it implies a 
specification of purpose for the learning of languages. 
Such a need for specification vas in itself novel to 
ELT course planning and materials designing at the 
time as the textbooks of the era exemplify. It also 
implies a suggestion that the teaching of English could 
be bound up with the teaching of other subjects in the 
school or postschool curriculum. It offered a parti-
cular role for English as a vehicle for transmitting 
knowledge as a means rather than an end in itself. 
This development is naturally linked with innovations 
in methodology. 
1.2.5 Another angle to trace a point of departure 
from the traditional EFL activity can be a growth of 
specialised content in English teaching programmes, a 
corollary to new developments. This can be visualised 
in what Ronald Mackay wrote in 1975 ..."for the last 
ten years or so, the term language for special purposes 
has begun to appear more and more frequently in 
language teaching literature". And again Mackay and 
1. Mackay, R. (1975). 'Languages for Special 
Purposes', EDUTEC 3, April 1975. 
Mountford (1978) refer to "over the last ten years 
or so" as the period in which the concept of languages 
for special purposes has became current. The first con-
ference on 'languages for special purposes' was, however, 
convened in 1959 (Perren, 1969) which provides yet 
another starting point for consideration. 
1.3 ESP A Definition 
1,. 3.1. A definition of ESP is not easy to produce. 
In the process of speedy evolution ESP has come to be 
identified with several concepts. We can only attempt 
to produce a working definition by probing such ques-
tions as what ESP is, what it seeks to do, and the 
areas with which it is concerned. And such questions 
can best be handled in the general context of the 
changed status of English and the emergence of the un-
expected roles it has to play. 
1.3.2 English has emerged not only as the main 
language of international coiranunication but it is 
now established as the principal international language 
of|^cience. UNESCO reported in 1957 that nearly two 
thirds of Engineering literature appears in English 
but more than two thirds of the world's professional 
engineers can not read English. Undergraduates and 
would be professionals are thus obliged to raise a 
reasonable fund of proficiency in English. Stressing 
1. Mackay, R., and A. Mountford (eds.) 1978. English 
For Specific Purposes, London, Longmans, p.5. 
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this urgency Ewer and Latorre (1967) rightly remark: 
Success in graduate work is becoming more 
and more related to the ability to read 
the appropriate literature in English and 
to take part in international conferences 
where the greater part of the contracts , 
take place through the medium of English. 
In other words the role of English is intimately linked 
with particular uses of English in different fields 
of specialised knowledge. 
1.3.3 The teacher of EFL is faced increasingly with 
requests from his students for specialist courses to 
meet their specific requirements, EFL courses with 
their non-specific goals appear to be of little use 
in this situation. ESP, therefore, caters to the wide-
spread demand of foreign learners pursuing their edu-
cation/vocation in English. It is naturally concerned 
with the specific requirements of the specialist 
disciplines. ESP learner demands English as a means 
to the pursuit of his academic or vocational goals and 
not English as an end in itself. In Selinker and 
Trimble's (1976) terms ...."our students are learning 
a foreign language primarily in order to manipulate 
2 difficult intellectual material in it" . 
1. Ewer, J.R., and Latorre, G (1967). Preparing an 
English Course for Students of Science and Techno-
logy, ELT Vol.XXI, No.3. 
2. Selinker, L., and L. Trimble (1976). Scientific 
and Technical Writing: the choice of tense, English 
Teaching Forum 14, 4. 
1.3.4 The basic element in a definition of ESP is 
obviously the requirement or the purpose of the learner 
for learning English. The main requirements of an ESP 
learner are essentially centred around professional 
performance, "a clearly utilitarian purpose" (Mackay, 
1975). It is not easy, however, to characterise this 
clearly utilitarian purpose or purposes for which 
learners need ESP. Mackay and Mountford (1978) suggest 
three kinds of purposes : (a) occupational requirement, 
e.g. for international telephone operators, civil 
airlines pilots, etc., (b) vocational training programmes, 
e.g. for hotel and catering staff, technical trades 
etc., and (c) academic or professional study, e.g., 
engineering, medicine, law etc. Thus purpose being an 
important consideration in ESP or what White (1974) 
calls 'a crucial determinant of language form' we can 
realise that English assumes an important auxiliary 
role in furthering specialist education or as a means 
of performing a social or working role (i.e., as a 
scientist, a technologist etc.) effectively. 
1.3.5 Attention to the pucpDse of the learner is 
certainly a key element in any definition of ESP. 
Strevens (1977b) emphasises this element when he 
remarks..." in SP-LT the language using purposes of 
2 
the learners are paramount". It implies that ESP 
1. White, R.V., (1974). Communicative competence, 
register and second language learning, IRAL XII,2. 
2. Strevens, P. (1977b). Special purpose language 
learning : a perspective. Survey Article, Language 
Teaching and Linguistics, Abstracts 10, 3 July 1977. 
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courses should be learner centred. Munby (1978) 
in his definition of ESP makes learner-centredness 
the basic criteria. The crucial element is inevi-
tably the 'purpose'. Although there has always been 
a purpose behind all good teaching one of the most 
valuable aspects of ESP is that it has concentrated 
our minds on the ends we seek to achieve. If we teach 
English for a certain predetermined purpose we have 
to consider the appropriate ways in which we hope to 
achieve that purpose. In other words, we have to design 
a syllabus that will meet the needs of the learners, 
and adapt our methodology to it in order to facilitate 
the acquisition of necessary skills and achieve the 
objectives specified^therein. 
1.3.5 The second element in a definition of ESP 
is 'special' or 'specific'. The 'S' of ESP formerly 
signifying 'special' has undergone a significant 
change and is now commonly taken to stand for 
'specific'. English for special purposes is liable 
to be confused as it is thought to suggest special 
languages whereas 'specific' focusses our attention 
on the purpose of the learner and at the same time it 
refers to the whole range of language resources. it 
is an important distinction and it must always be main-
tained. We must not confuse the idea of a special 
language ( or segment of a language) with that of a 
specialised aim. Special language like the language 
of air traffic control, of a dining room waiter etc. is 
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strictly limited. It could be satisfactory in a few 
well defined and situationally determined contexts, 
tasks or vocations but it does not allow the speaker 
to communicate effectively in novel situations or in 
contexts outside the vocational environment. 
1.3.7 The term 'special' or 'specific' of ESP 
implies a special or limited aim which will determine 
the precise language content required, skills needed 
and the range of functions to which language will be 
put. The student of ESP is learning English en route 
to the acquisition of some quite different body of 
knowledge or set of skills. We have to distinguish 
the specific purpose (as contrasted with the general) 
for which a particular student or group of students 
recjuire English- The emphasis of the word 'special' 
or 'specific' should be firmly placed upon the purpose 
not on the language. 
1.3.8 In the light of the above analysis we can 
offer a working definition of ESP focussing upon the 
vital elements. ESP aims at providing instruction in 
consonance with the learners' particular needs as 
related to their designated areas of study, occupation 
or vocation with an appropriate selection of language 
content and skills needed. 
1.4 ESP and General ELT 
1.4.1 ESP contrasts with General ELT not just in 
nomenclature but more deeply in principle and pers-
pective. ESP is based on a close analysis of the 
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learners' needs — this is the fundamental principle. 
Every ESP learner or group of learners has its own 
identifying profile of needs and, therefore, requires 
its own appropriate syllabus, materials and methodology. 
It can be seen that this is a very different position 
from that of General ELT where syllabuses differ 
little from each other, remain usually unchanged 
over the years and do not vary according to the 
learners' needs. Among the several reasons for the 
rapidly growing demand for ESP courses the most con-
vincing reason evidently is the increasing irrelevance 
of General English courses. It appears to be fruit-
ful to examine the aims of General ELT as contrasted 
with ESP in order to arrive at a conclusion pertaining 
to the utility of specialised programmes. 
/ 1.4.2 General ELT has general aims, that is, broad 
educational aims. It is usually regarded as part of 
a broad education. It is a general, educational, 
culture and literature-oriented language instruction 
in which language itself is the subject matter and the 
purpose of the course. General ELT classified into 
its finer categories as EFL/ESL entails a wide range 
of technicalities and varying degrees of sophisti-
cation in approach, objectives and methodology. Still 
it has a general aim. The terms EFL/ESL have been 
used for long almost interchangeably but they have 
gradually acquired distinct meanings. EFL (English 
as a Foreign Language) means English taught as a 
school subject or at an adult level solely for the 
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purpose of giving the learner a foreign language 
competence which he may use in several ways, e.g.,to 
read literature, to listen to the radio, to communi-
cate with the foreigners etc. ESL (English as a Second 
Language ) is concerned with a situation when English 
becomes a language of instruction in the schools or 
a lingua franca between speakers of widely diverse 
languages. ESL is often more fundamental to the life 
and functioning of a country than EFL. Again, EFL 
is subsidiary to the main interest with a pressure to 
achieve the required level of competence in the target 
language in the minimum of time. / 
1.4.3 General ELT could be a part of the primary or 
the secondary level of education but the typical 
'General English' course is usually given at the 
secondary and post-secondary level. The specific/ 
general contrast substantiates the time factor and 
the age of the learner. Moreover, General ELT has 
no immediate or specific requirements. The courses 
are generally conceived to have been designed on pre-
conceived preferences having no immediate purpose to 
serve. The use or the application of the knowledge 
gained is deferred till the higher stage of education, 
only to serve as a general kind of help in academic 
studies. What is taught is usually a knowledge of 
syntactic and lexical rules based on habit formation, 
theory of learning and a structuralist description of 
language. For adults, at the tertiary level, it is a 
mere repitition of the content and techniques already 
employed at the secondary stage. The results are un-
likely to be any more effective than they were before. 
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^ 1.4.4 The teaching of English in our schools has 
been a matter of grave concern for educationists as 
well as the enlightened public. Seminars and con-
ferences have been organised and campaigns of all 
sorts have been run with varying degree of success. 
It is ironical that with the growth of sufficient 
training facilities in the field of teacher's edu-
cation the achievement of our pupils should be steadily 
falling. A near chaotic condition prevailing at the 
school stage extends itself to the degree level with 
not much of improvement. That the instruction has 
been inadequate at the secondary level and that the 
'deferred' purpose difficult to achieve when the stage 
arrives can be felt by the provision of courses like 
Remedial English, Technical English, Bridge Courses etc. 
Such courses are obviously aimed at repairing the defi-
ciencies of school teaching but they too hardly produce 
the desired result. The emphasis still remains on 
English as a subject in its own right. 
1.4.5 In General ELT aims are defined internally 
by reference to examination requirements. it is often 
cynically referred to as 'English for the exam,' The 
course appears to be an externally imposed syllabus 
neither cognisant of the learners' maturity nor rele-
vant to their social role. Examinations aims are ful-
filled somehow but the social aims remain poorly achieved. 
The learners too become disillusioned with the value 
of such instruction and sceptical of their capacity 
to acquire the required proficiency in the language at 
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all. The best criteria of relevance being 'use' is 
very often felt to be missing and the entire instruction 
turns out to be merely a teacher based activity, 
1,4.6 What strikes our attention as a matter of 
urgent need is a focus on well defined objectives at 
each stage of learning. In EFL/ESL setting school 
ELT programmes must recognise as their basis a sound 
knowledge of the working of English adapted to real 
life situations. The learners must be equipped with 
tools efficient enough to apply the knowledge of English 
gained at school to the instruction in his specialist 
discipline at higher stages of education or vocation, 
and thus perform his respective role competently. For 
specialised aims he can opt for specific purpose instruc-
tion in English viz., ESP for which he would have 
already acquired a sound basis. It is indisputable 
that ESP has emerged as a distinct field to cater to 
the requirements of the latter kind but it mast be 
realised that the success of ESP instruction will 
depend to a great extent on school ELT achievements. 
1.5 Sub-divisions of ESP 
1,5.1 A difference in approach is needed when 
English ceases to be an examination subject and assumes 
the role of an instrument of communication. Mainly to 
meet this situation the concept of ESP has emerged. 
Originating perhaps from LSP (Language(s) for Special 
Purposes) which is an international term, a host of new 
terms have taken wider currency in the ESP field. 
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Perren (1974) in his foreword suggests that "language 
teaching for special purposes is not a very satis-
factory blanket term to cover a variety of vocational 
and professional reasons for learning or teaching 
languages". The term ESP has changed its signification 
during the last decade. Formerly denoting 'English for 
Special Purposes', the term now used by an increasing 
number of scholars, practitioners and institutions is 
English for Specific Purposes. As a result of a deeper 
investigation and a finer analysis of the 'purpose' of 
the learner ESP has been sub-divided. United Kingdom 
Ministry of Overseas Development, British Council, in 
its Report of Working Group on English for Specific 
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Strevens (1977b) modifies this yhen he suggests that 
'all SP-LT (special purpose language teaching) courses 
are either educational or occupational in nature'. He 
proposes a further three way distinction according to 













English for Science and Technology (EST), a most pres-
tigious development has surfaced as a major sub-divi-
sion of ESP. Where would this fit in eitter of these 
figures? It seems to belong to both the educational 
and the occupational uses of English. Again, Strevens 
(1977c) proposes a taxanomy of ESP courses, classifying 
the different types of ESP and incorporating, of course. 
1. Strevens, P (1977c). New Orientations in the 
Teaching of English, OUP. 
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the new development, i.e., EST; 
I— EST I— occupational 
ESP— 














Examples for EOP are English for air traffic controllers, 
hotel employees, international banking, civil engineering, 
doctors in general practice etc.; for EEP or EAP .,, English 
for medicine, engineering, economics, general science etc. 
An Indonesian learning English for working in an oilfield 
at the same time that he is being instructed in the job 
itself is an example of Pre-experience ESP, whereas a 
Pakistani doctor learning English in order to communicate 
with his patients in surgery is an example of post-experience 
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ESP. A Turkish student in the preparatory department 
of the Middle East Technical University who is learning 
English is an example of pre-study discipline based 
ESP. A Mexican student in the faculty of Veterinary 
Science learning English to read books, articles on 
his subject is an example of in-study discipline based 
ESP. Independent school subject ESP is English serving 
the study of one or more of the subjects in the school 
curriculum. Integrated ESP is learning of English 
parallel to the study of, e.g., Maths/Science. 
1.5,2 In this age of specialisation ESP with all its 
sub-divisions is often felt to be not specific enough. 
Even such categories as EAP, EOP, EEP, EST are found to 
be too general now. We have begun to talk in terms of 
'English in Workshop Practice', 'English in the Medical 
Laboratory', 'English in Agriculture', 'Nursing English', 
etc. depending of course, on the nature of the purpose 
involved, ESP, therefore, appears to be a banner which 
flies over a host of varying types of courses, some 
of which are a great deal more specific than others. 
The latest perhaps is the concept of One-to-One courses 
or in other words SSP (Student Specific English) which 
must be really special. The particular attraction of 
One-to-One courses is their true individuality, designed 
as they are for individual requirements in the manner 
best suited to the learner personally. A large number 
of textbooks representing a wide range of approaches 
towards specific requirements have been produced but 
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before going into a consideration of different theore-
tical propositions supporting these materials we would 
consider the divergence of opinion regarding the basic 
concept of ESP. 
1.6 ESP ... Some Critical Viewpoints 
1.6.1 Robin Davis (1977) makes a frontal attack on 
the concept in general and the pedagogical procedures 
in particular..."English for Specific Purposes - Yes, 
this is the functional seventies. Logic and reason have 
arrived in EFL at last," In an ironical contrast between 
ESP and general ELT he observes...."we feed our students 
on 'pure steak' and in so doing omit ingredients that 
will be conducive to general language learning vitality." 
1.6.2 Lewis Kerr (1977) doubts the use of 'special' 
with reference to ESP and holds that the so called 
General English has a number of very specific purposes 
in mind viz. to enable a foreigner to carry out his 
daily life in English. He is of the view that a foreigner 
spending six months learning English before joining a 
course in Chemical Engineering in England needs (a) 
social English for shopping, conversation, transport 
etc, and (b) English for his subject, of course. Simi-
larly a businessman conducting business in England will 
need Social English + English for Business. What can 
1. Robin Davis (1977). 'All protein and no roughage 
makes Hamid a constipated boy' in Susan Holden 
(ed) 1977, English for Specific Purposes, Modern 
English Publications Ltd,, pp,69-70. 
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be inferred from this viewpoint is the fact that ESP 
can neither replace nor substantiate the objective of 
General ELT although it can be treated as an added 
dimention to our language competence. 
1.6.3 John Munby (1978) seems to refute the fore-
going idea when he observes that "in dealing with ESP 
one is not centrally concerned with non-specialised or 
broadly socio-cultural purposes such as travelling or 
performing everyday routines ... the main interest here 
focusses on the basic division of ESP into the occu-
pational and educational dimensions." 
1.6.4 Christopher Brumfit (1977) while pointing out 
the deficiencies of ESP warns that new emphases require 
to be dressed up in order to achieve academic respecta-
bility or to attract students to new style courses. 
Treating ESP well within the tradition of EFL/ESL he 
observes that "it would be a pity if ESP...were felt to 
exist in some way as an independent aspect of language 
2 
teaching...perhaps language teaching is indivisible". 
1.7 ESP : An Appraisal 
1.7.1 Summing up the foregoing discussion and 
opinions we can observe that an ESP course is aimed 
at a particular purpose i.e.^successful performance of 
educational or occupational roles. It is based on a 
1. Munby, J.L. (1978). Communicative Syllabus Design, 
CUP, p.3. 
2. Brumfit C. (1977). Common Sense about ESP in 
Holden, S (ed), pp.71-72. 
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rigorous analysis of the learners' needs and thus it is 
essentially lerner-centred. Rather than studying for 
an open ended period for a general examination the ESP 
learner usually learns English to perform a role there-
with. This attention to successful performance in 
English rather than a passive knowledge of the rules 
of English is part of a contemporary approach to 
language teaching and therefore ESP can be placed within 
the tradition of ELT:EFL/ESL with a renewed emphasis on 
purpose and as a consequence on corresponding methodo-
logy, h growing awareness of the many different varia-
bles -- academic, occupational, geographical, personal, 
linguistic, pedagogic -- the term ESP has led to finer 
distinctions and experimentations in the ELT field. 
An ESP course, depending upon the purpose, may differ 
from another in the selection of skills, topics, situ-
ations, functions and content. It is likely to be of 
a limited duration. ESP learners are more often adults 
but not necessarily so, and may be at any level of 
competence in the language, i.e.,beginner, post-
beginner, intermediate etc. Learners may opt for the 
course before embarking on their occupational or edu-
cational role or they may combine their study of 
English with their specialist role. ESP courses are 
suitable both for the foreigner and the native learner 
as the native learner too when learning a new trade 
or profession has a certain amount of work to do on the 
language of his job. To conclude, there are rugged ends 
around any definition of ESP but it is generally agreed 
that it is a pragmatic response to a developing 
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situation allied to the learners' specific needs in 
education, vocation and society. This shift of 
emphasis leads to more meaningful insights into the way-
language resources are put to different uses and hence 
to more efficient learning. 
1.7.3 The foregoing conclusions can be diagrammati-
cally represented as under: 
ELT 
, 1 , 
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1.8 Origins of ESP 
1.8.1 A review qf the theoretical framework under 
which ESP has grown to its present shape can be made 
with a brief consideration of the 'history' of ESP, 
: 24 : 
According to a section of opinion the origins of ESP 
are older than we generally recoginse. In his article 
'English or Special English' Corbluth (1975) suggests 
that special purpose teaching in the sense of omitting 
items irrelevant to a particular group of students' 
needs, dates back to the work of Harold Palmer and 
Michael West. Strevens (1977b) suggests that LSP 
has a much longer history, offering 1575 as the date 
of the first phrase book for foreign tourists. He 
decides, however, that language courses of the type 
'German for Science Students' can more properly be 
regarded as the earliest form of SP-LT without giving 
any dates, 
1.8.2 Both these opinions seem to stem from a 
recognition of a specially selected vocabulary as the 
basis for the purpose-oriented teaching. Selection 
of vocabulary, as for exatiple done by Palmer and West 
is a major contribution in the ELT field but this can 
never be seen to constitute the whole of ELT, or for 
that matter of ESP. Phrase books for tourists simi-
larly, provide an extremely limited help in handling 
a few social situations and that too in an awkwardly 
mechanical manner. They can hardly be effective in 
providing a basis for communication in even a super-
ficial way. 
1.8.3 Tickoo (1976) and Lee Kok Cheong (1976) 
look at the development of ESP from the point of view 
of the trends in linguistic analysis and in the 
selection of materials. Both suggest without giving 
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any dates that the first stage in the development of 
ESP was eclectic and pre-linguistic, that is, not 
influenced by any particular theories of language or 
even of language teaching. Scientific English was 
looked at from the viewpoint of literature and seen to 
be needlessly complicated, not really in kind, except 
perhaps in vocabulary, from ordinary language but different 
in degree (of elegance). These opinions seem to ignore 
the fact that language teachers have always been experi-
menting within the framework of broadly defined social 
and educational objectives and enriching their devices 
in the context of practical teaching situations. 
Scientific texts selected and adapted with a view to 
giving the learner a feel of language variety have 
usually been a part of ELT programmes. These broad 
objectives were definitely not those claimed by ESP 
where needs and purposes are rigorously analysed. The 
first stage in the development of ESP, therefore, can 
be one where this shift from 'general' to 'specific' 
embracing a host of exciting new developments takes 
place. With the development of linguistic procedures 
the profession has no doubt benefitted immensely but 
it must also be admitted that amidst a host of linguis-
tic approaches, often conflicting and unstable, it is 
the teacher who delivers the goods by his experiment, 
intuition and practical response to a given situation. 
Eclecticism is still the order of the day and it is 
seen it pays. 
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1,9 ESP ... The Reqistral Approach 
1.9.1 The origins of ESP are also traceable to the 
concept of 'register'. Tickoo (1976) suggests that 
subsequent to the study of register there was an 
interest in skill-based materials but that not much 
was produced. Brumfit (1977) holds the view that ESP 
is indebted to 'the tradition of the analysis of fun-
ctional style or register'. Candlin (1978:3) remarks 
that in the 1960s a growing concern in the study of 
language in social contexts and the specification of 
particular needs was satisfied by appropriate courses 
and materials designed mostly on the basis of applied 
linguistic research. He observes ... 
..the then popular term 'register' filled 
in nicely and gradually empirical research 
into the structures and vocabulary of 
scientific and technical specialisms led to 
materials which displayed in a most useful 
way the lexical and structural identity of 
a variety of such branches of science and 
technology. Although the differences in -, 
structure that were isolated were fewer... 
1.9.2 The concept of register and the production 
of materials based on register analysis is not the 
most recent but it is still in some quarters a source 
1. Candlir^ C.N. (1977). Preface to Mackay R and 
A. Mountford (eds), 1978. 
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of discussion and research. Moreover, since the ori-
gins of ESP are traceable to the concept of register 
it is nonetheless relevant to consider what is involved 
in register analysis and the application of the regis-
tral approach to ESP. Language has formal meaning and 
situational meaning. All language is part of a wide 
non-language situations. One of the interests of 
linguistics especially in the last two three decades has 
been the description of how the language of an utterance 
links with the meaning of the situation. Certain formal 
features characterise our language when we become 
conscious of our specialised performance in particular 
situations. This leads to some kind of variation from 
the language of ordinary use. The idea of register is 
based on such variation. Registers can thus be dis-
tinguished on the basis of certain features like the 
choice of words, collocations and structures in certain 
situations. Perhaps the word 'register' was used 
for the first time by Reid in 1956 and later Hill 
(1958) elaborated upon the idea of registral variations 
along the dimension of style, genre and mode. Firth 
(1956:105) referred to the same as 'restricted language' 
but later in 1959 he observes-, "there are vocational, 
technical and scientific languages set in a matrix of 
closely determined sections of what may be cal led 
the general language." He calls such variations 
'satellite language^' which are governed by personality 
in social life and the general language of the commu-
nity. Firth proposed a description of register from 
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a semantic viewpoint, that is, language variety re-
lated to language use. 
1.9.3 Halliday et al (1964) define register as 'the 
name given to a variety of language distinguished 
according to use'. They stress that registers are 
defined by their formal properties, their differentia 
lie more in lexis than in grammer and that it is the 
collocation of two or more lexical items that is spe-
cific to one register. Another definition current 
in register studies reads..."Register is the general 
term used for the varieties of language or sets of 
language patterning obtained by relating situational 
2 
and linguistic groupings". 
1.9.4 Inspite of this general recognition of 
registers and their essential nature, that is, formal 
statistical analysis with an emphasis on lexicon and 
to some extent sentence patterns, frequency counts of 
linguistic items from a large corpus of text noting 
reliable markers etc., materials based on register 
studies suffer from many inadequacies. There are 
considerable theoretical difficultieis in attempting 
to isolate the 'language of specialisms'. Parren 
(1974) observes in his introduction, "the notion ... 
that a distinctive 'special' register (appropriate to 
a specialist subject) can be identified by contrast 
1. Halliday, M,A.K, et al (1964). Linguistic Sciences 
and Language Teaching, London, Longmans, pp.88-89. 
2. Ure, J.N.(1965). The Theory of Register and Register 
in Language Teaching, Edinb. Univ. Workpaper, Edinb. 
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with a 'general' register is fraught with confusion." 
Evidence in the form of research carried on the lines 
of registral approach leads us to agree with Perren. 
The most commonly quoted source of information on the 
language of science is Barber (1962) but his data is 
too limited for his conclusions to be usefully gene-
ralised. Other much quoted research in this area is 
that of Huddleston et al (1968) of which Mackay and 
Mountford (1978) write that it is not of any great use 
to the language teacher. 
1.9.5 Thakur (1969) and Porter (1976) cast doubt 
on the existence of a clearly definable 'English of 
Science'. They find, many, often very different 
sub-registers within science in English. The same 
point is made by Ewer and Latorre (1967). They have, 
however, produced a course in Basic Scientific English 
as the result of register analysis. 
1.9.6 Any useful research tends to confine itself 
to very limited clearly defined areas, for example, 
'Prepositions in Chemical Abstracts' (Sastri, 1968) 
or 'Noun Adjuncts in an Engineering Text' (Sears, 1971) 
or 'Latinate Names and Article Usage in Biology' 
(Swales, 1976). Even with this "kind of research we 
cannot decide that one feature uniquely characterises 
one particular register. Perhaps we can be inclined to 
suggest that a unique constellation of features 
rather than any single characteristic could make one 
register distinctive in comparison with another. 
White (1975) has sufficient confidence in the value 
1. White, R.V. (1975). The language,the learner and 
the syllabus, RELC Journal 6, 1. June 1975. 
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of register studies to suggest that with sufficient 
data it would be possible to devise a series of "register 
specifications in which typical constellations of 
features could be specified for each register." 
1.9.6 Too often the term 'register' is used to 
refer just to vocabulary and collocation. Most of the 
studies carried on this pattern have concerned them-
selves with the characterisation of a lexical analysis, 
the choice of the lexical verb phrase, noun phrase, 
types of adjuncts etc. Garwood (1972) seems to identi-
fy register with lexis and suggests a way of obtaining 
lists of lexical items and later lists of structural 
items. In order to make up a syllabus, Cheong (1976) 
divides register studies into two stages: firstly, 
the analysis of the lexicon, considering in particular 
the frequency of occurence of items and the presence 
or absence of items, and secondly the study of the 
syntax. Inclusion of syntactic patterns may be seen 
as a move beyond the lexis but the studies made on 
the basis of supposed characteristics of certain 
registers often yield conflicting results. Swales 
(1971) suggests that main verbs in scientific texts 
are generally in the present simple tense whereas 
Close (1965) emphasises the continuous form of the 
verb. 
1.9.7 Studies based on the registral approach 
leave many conflidlng issues -- what are the parameters 
of a register? Is it lexis or grammer or both? Do 
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registers have some common core or they are totally 
independent? Is it possible to ascertain specific 
characteristics of each important register in English? 
Is the linguistic range of a register fixed? How far 
can this kind of work be relevant in providing a frame-
work for pedagogy? Can the recognition and analysis 
of formal properties in a sentence based approach 
justify the communicative function of language? It 
is evident that the study of lexis of the verb or 
noun phrase, even of sentence patterns in a cruel 
isolation from the living context is not enough. If 
we keep the communicative purpose in mind we will agree 
with Candlin et al (1978) when they suggest that the 
analyst must go "beyond the study of words and the 
structures they are found in, certainly beyond the 
sentence, if not outside the text". 
1.9.9 Register analysis is now considered to be of 
not much direct use to a course design, especially when 
English has assumed a wide range of functions mani-
festing a variety of context determined forms. A study 
of lexis as part of the total communicative structure 
of a language of specialism can profitably replace 
the quantitative registral approach within the frame-
work of the new 'qualitative' approach which upholds 
the communicative function and considers such things 
as communicative competence and role performance essen-
tial to both linguistic descriptions and pedagogical 
strategies. 
1. Candlin, C.N., J.M.Kirkwood and M.M.Moor (1978). 
Study Skills in English — Theoretical issues and 
practical problems, in Mackay and Mountford (ed) 
1978, p.l94ff. 
CHAPTER II 
ESP ; THE COMMUNICATIVE APPROACH 
2.1 Introductory 
2.1.1 An ESP course is directly concerned with the 
purposes for which learners need English and these 
purposes have to be defined in functional terms. In 
the process of evolution ESP has, in the 1970s, em-
braced notional, functional and communicative ideas. 
These terms are frequently used in language teaching 
these days. Prone at times to some sort of uncertainty 
about their meaning they jointly reflect a new attitude 
towards language, a concern with the rhetorical and 
discoursal aspects as directed to meaningful interaction 
between human beings. This attitude manifests a 
striking contrast with the earlier attitudes that see 
language as a collection of formal lists of items and 
entities, rules and paradigms etc. ESP, like any other 
development in language teaching, is likely to reflect 
the current theory and practice in general. Placing 
it firmly within the general movement towards functional/ 
communicative teaching of the last decade or so many 
of the ESP practitioners have taken great pains to 
examine, interpret and redevelop the traditional theo-
retical framework in order to determine what sorts 
of interaction and what language activities are going 
to be needed by their learners, and to direct teaching 
materials and techniques accordingly. 
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2.2 Structuralism and Transformational-Generative 
Linguistics 
2.2.1 The study of language has, in Europe, a very-
ancient history stretching in an unbroken line from 
the Greeks, through the work of the grammarians and 
rhetoricians of Alexandria and Rome, to the Scholastic 
grammarians of the Middle Ages and the normative gramm-
arians of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Froii 
the very beginning there was a split between those who 
saw language as a system of elements to be catalogued 
in a logically satisfying way and those who saw it as 
a human artifact which had arisen from social and indi-
vidual needs, i.e., a dichotomy between those whose 
interest in language was the study of its form and 
those whose aim was to describe its function. Equally, 
there has been a division between those who seek to 
discover universal characteristics of language as a 
phenomenon - the 'grammatica speculative' of the Middle 
Ages and those who wished to produce definitive des-
criptions of individual languages - 'particular grammer 
as nineteenth century linguists called them. In scien-
tific method too, linguistics has oscillated over the 
centuries between empiricism and rationalism and the 
choice of scientific method has always implied a 
belief about the nature of language learning, a 
leaning towards what we would call today behaviourism 
or cognitivism. The most overt manifestation of this 
dichotomy in the present century was witnessed in the 
views and methods of two major schools of linguists 
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whose influence on language teaching has been, and still 
is, very strong indeed - structuralists and trans-
formational-generative linguists. 
2.2.2 Structuralist linguistics arose in the 
1930s, adopted a strongly empirical approach and consi-
dered language as a system of speech sounds arbitrarily 
assigned to the objects, states and concepts to which 
they referred, used for human communication. Whereas 
the structuralists' philosophical standpoint in relation 
to learning can be termed as 'mechanistic' the psy-
chological basis of the position adopted by them 
corresponds to 'behaviourism'. The late 1950s saw a 
strong challenge not only to structural linguistics 
but also to the psychology associated with it, a 
challenge which reoriented linguistics towards a menta-
listic philosophy, rational scientific method and a 
cognitive psychology. 
2.2.3 Transformational-generative linguistics 
normally abbreviated as TG, was the result of a period 
of mounting dissatisfaction in the 1950s with structuralist 
linguistics. The first important publication in which 
the TG approach was outlined was Chomsky's Syntactic 
Structures (1957), followed by a series of books and 
papers, the most significant of which were Aspects of 
the Theory of Syntax (1965), in which Chomsky expanded 
the model introduced in 1957; and Language and Mind 
(1968) in which he formulated the philosophical bases 
of the theory. For the transformationalists, language 
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is a system of knowledge made manifest in linguistic 
forms but innate, and in its most abstract form 
universal. T G, for descriptive linguistics, repre-
sented a major advance on the structuralism which 
preceded it. The underlying philosophy of the disci-
pline shifted from mechanism to mentalism, the scientific 
method from empiricism to rationalism and the focus 
of investigation from the physical manifestations of 
language system to the structure of the knowledge of 
the system which permits the creation of such physical 
manifestations. 
2.2.4 Rejecting Skinner's 'behaviourist' model as 
inadequate for the complexity of human language and 
the creativity of the speaker-listener, Chomsky 
(1965:3) writes: 
linguistic theory is concerned primarily 
with ideal speaker-listner in a completely 
homogenous society who knows its language 
perfectly and is unaffected by such gramma-
tically irrelevant conditions as memory 
limitations, distractions, shifts of atten-
tion and interest and errors (random or char-
acteristic) in applying his knowledge of the 
language in actual performance.^ 
The perfect knowledge here is mastery of the abstract 
system of rules by which a person is able to understand 
and produce any and all of the well-formed sentences 
of his language, i.e.,his linguistic competence; the 
1. Chomsky, N. (1965). Aspects of the Theory of 
Syntax, Mouton. 
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actual use of language is evidently the domain of 
linguistic performance. 
2 »3'' Linguistic vs Communicative Competence 
y 
2.3.1 Socio-psycho-linguistic research takes excep-
tion to Chomsky's restricted view of competence and 
stresses the need to study language in its environ-
ment. Hymes, Wales, Campbell, Jakobovits, Cooper, 
Widdowson and others all reject Chomsky's limited view 
of competence and the hereto all pervasive fruitful-
ness of transformational-generative grammar. Jakobovits 
(1970) holds, "there is no gurantee that generative 
transformational grammer or for that matter any other 
linguistic theory will be able to account fcr all 
the facts about language which the native speakers 
2 
possess." He argues that social context selection 
rules are as necessary a part of linguistic competence 
of a speaker as those in syntax. In Kymes'(1970) 
words, "there are rules of use without which the rules 
3 
of grammar would be useless." Thus the notion of 
1. Cf. Chomsky's further statement —"a record of 
speech will show numerous false starts, devia-
tion from rules, changes of plan in mid-course 
and so on" (p.31). 
2. Jakobovits, L.A. (1970). Foreign Language Learn-
ing: A Psychol.inguistic Analysis of the issues. 
Mass: NB House, p.17. 
3. Hymes, D. (1970). 'On Communicative Competence' 
in Gumperz JJ and D.Hymes (eds) Directions in 
Sociolinguistics, 1970, p.14. 
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competence must include contextual appropriacy. The 
restriction of competence to perfect knowledge in a 
homogenous speech community independent of socio-
cultural features is inadequate to account for lan-
guage in use, i.e., language as communication. Campbell 
and Wales (1970) point out that Chomsky's notion of 
linguistic competence omits by far the most important 
linguistic ability — "to produce or understand utter-
ances which are not so much grammatical but, more 
important, appropriate to the context in which they 
are made", and they continue, "by context we mean both 
the situational and verbal context of utterances." 
Again Hymes (1971) points out that Chomsky's category 
of competence "provides no place for competency for 
language use but neither does his category of perfor-
mance". This, according to Hymes, omits almost 
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everything of socio-cultural significance. Thus the 
attempt to formalise the relationship between the lan-
guage and a particular situation in which it is appro-
priate has led to the concept of 'communicative compe-
tence', which can at best be seen as a socio-linguistic 
resolution of the competence - performance dichotomy. 
1. Campbell, R. and R. Wales (1970). The Study of 
Language Acquisition in Lyons J (ed) New Horizons 
in Linguistics, Penguin, p.27. 
2. Hymes, D. (1971), Competence and Performance in 
Linguistic Theory in Huxley R and E Ingram (eds) 
Language Acquisition : Models and Methods, 
London, Academic Press, 1971, p.11. 
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2.3.2 Halliday rejects the distinction between 
competence and performance as misleading. He is 
interested in language in its social perspective and so 
he is concerned with 'language use to account for 
language functions'. Widdowson (1972) offers a valuable 
suggestion when he says that knowing what is involved 
inputting sentences together correctly is only one 
part of what we mean by knowing a language, and it has 
very little value of its own; it has to be supplemented 
by a knowledge of what sentences count as in their normal 
use. A speaker's competence includes knowing how to re-
cognise and how to use sentences to perform rhetorical 
acts, e.g., defining, classifying, promising, warning 
etc. He adds, "perhaps the only way of characterising 
different language registers is to discover what rhe-
torical acts are commonly performed in them, how they 
combine to form composite communicative units and what 
linguistic devices are used to indicate them." 
2.3.3 We must, nevertheless, acknowledge Chomsky's 
unique contribution in revitalising theoretical linguis-
tics enabling us to apprise the problem as we can. A 
transformational grammar is a logical specification of 
the syntactic knowledge which the learner needs in order 
to produce grammatical sentences. As such, it can 
bring out an endless series of grammatical but communi-
catively disjointed sentences. For TG to be a psycho-
logical theory which modelled the processes that take 
place in the human brain it would need components which 
1. Widdowson, H.G, (1971), Explorations in Linguis-
tics, OUP.-.pp.12-13. 
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ordered social as veil as linguistic knowledge. The 
notion of competence enlarged with a socio-culturai 
orientation into coiranunicative competence includes the 
ability to use linguistic forms to perform communica-
tive acts and to understand the communicative functions 
of sentences. It can be said to consist of two 
parts -- 'grammatical', i.e., knowledge of the rules 
of sentence formation and 'communicative', i.e., know-
ledge of the rules of their 'use'. In order to achieve 
target communicative competence in ELT field, the most 
crucial problem, there has been a move from grammati-
cal, and later, situational approach towards one which 
is variously described as notional, functional or commu-
nicative approach. 
2,3.4 In ESP a notional, functional/communicative 
approach seems to be the obvious one to adopt because 
the most elementary assessment of the needs reveals 
that learners will have to put the language they learn 
to actual use outside the language teaching context. 
The communicative approach is being rapidly adopted 
"as the new orthodoxy in language teaching" (Widdowson, 
1977). Let us examine this development, its principles 
and limitations and its relevance to ESP. 
2.4 The Notional, Functional Approach 
2.4.1 In the 'notional/functional' field one view 
and probably the most influential finds expression in 
the work emanating from the Council of Europe, in 
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particular in Wilkins (1973) and Van Ek (1975). This 
work is based on a recognition that in actual use of 
language people do not just produce sentences but 
express concepts and fulfil coitimunicative function in 
so doing. On this basis it is proposed that the con-
tent of language teaching course should be defined in 
terms not of the formal elements of syntax and lexis, 
as is customary in the grammatical approach, but of 
the concepts and functions these elements are used 
to realise. 
2.4.2 The exponents of functional criteria claim 
that we need to take into account from the very beginn-
ing the communicative purposes for which language is 
going to be learnt. They emphasise the need for a 
fairly radical reconsideration of the linguistic basis 
of our courses. The facts of language are highly com-
plicated. There is actually not a simple one to one 
relationship between the forms of laguage and the 
meaning of language. One form expresses a great 
variety of meaning and one meaning is often expressed 
by a great variety of forms. What we have been tra-
ditionally doing, they point out, is to take the facts 
of language first and subsequently demonstrate what 
kinds of meaning these forms convey. it is possible, 
on the other hand, to do it the other way round, i.e. 
take meanings that are involved in language first and 
the corresponding forms later. This would give, it is 
claimed, a different orientation to our language teaching. 
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2.4.3 Much of the language teaching is devoted to 
reporting, e.g., narrating events, describing situa-
tions and people. However, in practice language is 
used as much to do things as it is simply to inform. 
We use language to do a lot of things, e.g., to praise,, 
to condemn, to abuse, to allow, to request, to question 
etc. We make conjectures with language, infer, explain, 
define, generalise etc. We need skills of language 
use to do these kinds of things and many more. Wilkins 
(1977) elaborates upon this idea with the help of an 
example: the function of 'warning' -- the convention 
is very simple, that is, 'look out' or 'stop' etc. 
are used to effectively perform this act; 'to warn' 
(verb) or 'warning' (noun) not necessarily used in 
the performance of the act of 'warning'. We can 
refer to the things we do with language as the fun-
ctions that language has for us. What is required, 
then, is a systematic attempt to present this kind of 
skill in doing things with language. That is to say, 
"what we do as we use language, is to express this 
kind of functional meaning, the meaning of these kinds 
of functions". 
2.4.4 Some basic precepts of notional/functional 
criteria appear to be like this ... first predict the 
situations the learner is likely to use the language in, 
1. Wilkins, D. (1977). Current Developments in the 
Teaching of English as a Foreign Language in 
Holden, S. (ed.) 1977, pp.5-7. 
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then identify the language functions the learner will 
have to perform, then teach the language necessary 
to perform these functions. There are obvious practi-
cal difficulties involved, viz., listing and descrip-
tion of communicative functions, prediction of situations 
the learner may have to encounter, the absence of a 
universal principle in so doing, etc. O'Neil (1977) 
calls an approach like this "sterile and unpalatable". 
He holds, "the idea' that everything I write or teach 
must be seen to be of direct value to the learner in 
situations we can predict he or she will encounter' 
is based on delusion; secondly, it cannot be carried 
out; thirdly, if you try to do so you will debauch 
the concept of communication itself." He goes on to 
argue that we cannot teach people to communicate 
in a foreing language if we become obsessed in every-
thing we do with specific communicative aim, clearly 
defined purposes or functions. 
2.4.5 The notional/functional approach does not 
deal with language use in context but only with con-
cepts and functions in idealised isolation. Language 
enables us continually to express novel propositions. 
In other words, the demands that we put on language 
1. O'Neil, R. (1977). The Limits of Notional/ 
Functional Syllabuses —or 'My guinea pig died 
with legs crossed' in Holden, S. (ed.) 1977, p.9. 
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are virtually limitless. Our faculty of language 
is a faculty of linguistic creativity. The way in 
which language is organised to meet these demands is 
the application of the grammatical system in the actual 
process of communication depending on the features of 
the personality, the setting of the interaction and the 
purpose of the user. These factors consistently influence 
the user's choice of linguistic forms. Finally, there 
are rules governing the way in which language is ex-
pressed physically either as sound or as visible marks 
on paper. Linguisitic competence must naturally 
include a knowledge of all these aspects of language. 
2.4.5 Whereas the sentence-based structural approach 
defines language content in formal terms, as lexical 
items and grammatical patterns manifesting the language 
system, the notional approach does so by defining it in 
functional terms, as notions which are realised by 
formal items. In both the cases, however, the essen-
tial design is an inventory of units in isolation and 
abstraction. With regard to language description the 
structural approach deals with the distributional pro-
perties of surface forms; the notional approach, 
however, marks an improvement by taking into account 
the communicative functions of language. In the vital 
area of learners' needs the two recognise the same 
goal, i.e., ability to communicate but with a marked 
difference in emphases and methodolgy. The structuralisi; 
position insists on a knowledge of the system, i.e.. 
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core linguistic competence,the notional standpoint 
invariably favours that coininunicative competence needs 
to be taught expressly. Both the positions derive 
from an analyst's and not a participant's view of language, 
the former lacking in an awareness of the meaning poten-
tial of forms and the.varied ways in which this is 
realised in contexts of use, the latter, although 
offering a set of strategies and creative procedures 
for realising the value of linguistic elements in 
contexts of use does not represent language as dis-
course. It deals with the components of discourse 
not with discourse itself. (Widdowson, 1978). 
2.4.7 The notional/functional approach can at best 
be seen as a means of developing the structural approacla 
rather than replacing it. The move from sentence to 
notion is definitely an advance but still it does not 
face the complexity of real communication, the ways 
in which notions are realised in discourse. Coitimuni-
cation only takes place when we make use of sentences 
to perform a variety of different acts of a social 
nature. Thus we do not communicate by merely compo-
sing sentences but by using sentences to make state-
ments of different kinds. When one is learning a new 
language or a new variety of language one is learning 
to perform appropriate communicative role. Allen and 
Widdowson (1974), therefore, suggest that what is 
needed is a new approach which would consider commu-
nicative competence essentially linked with role 
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performance, i.e., a move from an exclusive concern 
with grammatical forms to at least an equal concern 
for rhetorical functions. They hold: 
Communicative competence consists of both 
the ability to handle the formal devices 
of the language which enable the learner 
to create and combine sentences and the 
ability to recognise how sentences are 
used in the performance of acts of communica-
tion, the ability to understand the rhetori-
cal functions of language in use.l 
2.5 Beyond the Sentence 
2,5.1 A view of language as a vehicle of communi-
cation cannot be adequately handled by a sentence 
based formal approach. In other words, a model of 
language as a formal system is not sufficient to account 
for how language users use language to communicate. A 
single word that epitomises formalist linguistics both 
for description and pedagogy is 'sentence'. Using 
the sentence as the maximum unit and proceeding down 
(or up) in a hierarchically ordered arrangement of 
items through group-phrase-word—morpheme/phoneme can 
be a convenient method of analysis but these units of 
description are not exclusively effective in acquiring 
communicative skills. Halliday (1969) observes: 
1. Allen, J.P.B., andH.G., Widdowson (1978). Teach-
ing the Communicative use of English, in Mackay 
and Mountford (eds) 1978, p.58. 
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special languages may be characterised 
by different distribution of grammatical 
patterns, special meaning of generally 
occuring patterns and by discourse features 
of connected texts.^ 
It suggests that a characterisation of language for 
special purposes (e.g., ESP) could profitably be approached 
by moving away from the sentence based analysis towards 
an examination of the context. Only percentage counts 
of how frequently this or that item occurs, or even 
structural descriptions of patterns which occur more 
frequently than others will not do. A description in 
terms of the communicative value of the language used 
by a scientist or technologist at any particular time 
is what is essentially needed. 
2.5.2 Mackay and Mountford (1978) hold that we need 
to know, on the one hand, the communicative value of the 
language pattern as well as, on the other, its stru-
ctural description and the likelihood of its occurence 
in a particular field. Stressing the importance of the 
communicative adequacy of a language pattern they observe 
that merely recording that the modal 'will' is more 
frequent than 'going to' in a mechanical engineering 
text does not help us much, we must also record what 
the communicative value of 'will' is, as in the follow-
ing statement: 
This motor will produce Xhp at 3500 rpm. 
1. Halliday, M.A.K. (1969). 'Existing Research and 
Future Work' in Languages for Special Purposes, 
CILT No.11, 1969. 
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It is obvious that here 'will' corranunicates the 
concept of the potentiality or the capability of the 
motor rather than predicting a future burst of acti-
vity of the motor. This crucial distinction between 
the "usage of language to exemplify linguistic cate-
gories and the -ase of language in the business of 
2 
social communication" must be maintaxned. 
/''2.5.3 There is an increasing recognition of the 
need to pay as much attention to rules of 'use' as 
to rules of grammar or 'usage'. "Rules of use", to 
quote Widdowson (1971) again, "are rhetorical rules 
and communicative competence is the language users' 
3 
knowledge of rhetoric." Syntactic description, on 
the other hand, represents the rules which control 
the correct usage of language. They 6o yield a set of 
sentences but fail to account for how communicative 
import is carried along over stretches of language 
consisting of a number of sentence-like units connected 
together. All these aspects are essentially comple-
mentary in accounting for the whole 'language event', 
to use a Firthian term, and the language event need 
not be restricted to one sentence in length. 
1. Mackay, R. and A.J. Mountford (1978). A Programme 
in English for Overseas Postgraduate Soil Scien-
tists at the Univ. of Newcastle in Mackay and 
Mountford (eds), 1978, 
2. Widdowson, H.G. (1971). The Teaching of Rhetoric 
to Students of Science in Perren G. (ed) 2971, p.85 
3. Ibid., p.84. 
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2.5.4 What this amounts to is a realisation of 
the fact that we must extend the scope of our enquiry 
beyond the traditional domain of sentence as the basic 
unit . With the impact of a functional/communicative 
view of language the sentence barrier has been broken 
and attempts have been and are being made to push 
beyond the sentence and discover how larger units of 
language are structured. Not that linguists were 
unaware of the larger units within which sentences 
existed as constituents, they were perhaps unable to 
discover a suitable structure for language beyond 
the sentence. 
2.6 Text and Discourse 
2.5.1 There are two ways of looking at language 
beyond the limit of sentence, as text and as discourse. 
Both have their own purpose and have been dealt with 
variously by linguists as well as literary critics, 
and also by people who happen to share both the 
fields. Finer distinctions exist among various inter-
pretations. Text, discourse and their analyses have 
received much attention in recent years. The appli-
cation of text-discourse insights, especially discourse 
analysis techniques to ESP is a natural development 
but, as with notional/functional criteria, several 
things are intended by these terms. 
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2.6.2 Text analysis, or to use Hill's term 'macro-
linguistics', is exemplified most obviously in the works 
of Harris. Harris (1952) represents the analysis of 
text in terms of combination of sentences, approaches 
the text as a whole and seeks to discover the ways it 
'holds together'. He observes, "language does not occur 
in stray words, or sentences but in connected discourse 
Harris' concern,however, is not to characterise dis-
course as communication but to use it to exemplify the 
operation of the language code in stretches of text 
larger than the sentence. He conceives of discourse 
in purely formal terms as a series of connected sen-
tences. Although a formalist analysis this is defi-
nitely a step forward since it provides some direction 
for working with larger units of language. 
2.6.3 Fowler (1977) holds the view that a text has 
an overall structure analogous to that of a single 
sentence and that texts are constructed out of sequences 
of sentences. He observes, "a sentence is an element, 
or unit, or constituent of a text; a text is made out 
of sentences in a quite ordinary sense of 'made out of'"' 
Fowler's basic standpoint is that texts are structu-
rally like sentences and that the categories of struc-
ture that we propose for the analysis of sentences 
1. Harris, Z.S (1952) 'Discourse Analysis : A 
Sample Text' in Language Vol.28. 
2. Fowler, R. (1977), Linguistics and the Novel, 
New Accents, p.41ff. 
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in isolation can be extended to apply to connected 
sentences, i.e., larger structures in texts. Just 
one step ahead of Chomsky, Fowler conceives of text 
but with a sentence perspective, an approach which 
does not admit of text as an independent unit where 
sentence can be overstepped and treated as a sub-unit 
of text. But Fowler has a very significant point to 
make when he remarks that in certain circumstance a text 
may consist of a single sentence, e.g., proverbs (A 
stitch in time saves nine), or notices (Please switch 
off the light). We can,however, argue that the fore-
going examples do not exhaust their value just as 
sentences or statements manifesting a formal struc-
ture alone, i.e., usage as Fowler treats them to be 
but they count as utterances,as instances of 'use' 
having a communicative import within their context. 
Texts, therefore, are not merely sentences put together, 
they are exceedingly complex. Ability to construct 
and to decode sentences is not sufficient to explain 
all the complexities of whole texts. 
2.6.4 Text analysis is also exemplified, perhaps 
less obviously, in the work <± Halliday in the notion 
of register and in Hasan's (1958) work on grammatical 
cohesion. Register analysis may have its own uses 
but it seems to have little value in establishing 
the way in which sentences are connected to consti-
tute a text. The study of grammatical cohesion, 
on the other hand, does have direct relevance to the 
analysis and teaching of texts since it attempts to 
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discover "the characteristicfe of a text as distinct 
from a collection of sentences." Analysis, here, 
is focussed on cohesion between sentences as exem-
plified by pronominalisation, anaphoric and exophoric 
reference, by means of which sentences are linked 
and references are made to parts of the text which have 
passed and to the other parts which are to come. Hasan 
is essentially concerned with the cohesive functions 
of certain linguistic forms and functional notions 
and provides an inventory of points. Cohesion deals 
with internal aspects of textuality and cohesive 
ties do contribute to the unity of a text. They can 
be grammatical, e.g., pronouns, prop words or substi-
tutes like do, does, one, latter, former etc.; defi-
nite article, however, nevertheless etc.; lexical, e.g., 
repetition of lexical items or its near synonyms, and 
phonological. 
2.6.5 There are certain factors which lead to 
rhetorical cohesion of a text, namely (a) intra-
sentential^ in which sentences stand in a particular 
relationship to one another indicated by subordinating 
corgiinctions such as because, although, whenever etc. 
and (b) intersentential^whereby the relationships bet-
ween sentences are marked by connectors such as 
1. Hasan, R. (1958). Grammatical Cohesion in Spoken 
and Written English, London, Longman, p.24ff. 
See also Halliday MAK and R. Hasan (1976). 
Cohesion in English, London, Longman. 
'moreover' (relationship of addition), 'on the other 
hand' (relationship of contrast), 'therefore' (re-
lationship of consequence) etc. The latter kind has 
to do more with the communicative value that sentences 
have in discourse — a generalisation followed by 
illustration, contrasting assertions etc. 
2.6.6 Text as a level of linguistic analysis demands 
that we must perceive and interpret not only its 
lexical meaning but also its grammatical and rhetori-
cal structure. The activity of interpretation requires 
the simultaneous perception and understanding of 
not only word meaning but relationship between words, 
within and between sentences, within and between 
paragraphs. The study of cohesion, of discourse 
markers etc. would seem to be another trend in linguis-
tics and language teaching which has developed along-
side ESP. Much progress has been made on the basis 
of insights provided by Halliday and Hasan (1976) and 
appreciable advances are afoot in the application of 
cohesive links to the study and teaching of specialised 
materials. 
2.6-7 Another line of enquiry is offered by 
Labov (1970). He is thinking of the way language 
forms are used to perform social actions. He observes: 
Commands and refusals are actions; decla-
ratives, imperatives, interrogatives are 
linguistic categories — things that are 
said rather than things that are done. The 
rules we need will show how things are done 
with words...1 
1. Labov, W. (1970). The Study of Language in its 
Social Context, Stadium Generale, Vol.23. 
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If Harris' approach of formal analysis can be called 
text-analysis Labov clearly points towards discourse. 
If we aim at developing the ability to do things 
with language then it is discourse which must be the 
focus of our attention. 
^2.6.8 Discourse and discourse analysis have been 
the subject of study in recent times but the terms 
have embraced several distinct activities and approa-
ches, viz., the study of the narrative structures of 
literary texts, the study of the rhetorical coherence 
of records of interation in which the locus of atten-
tion is the way communicator draws on the resources 
of the language to participate in the exchange of infor-
mation. It appears to be worthwhile to refer briefly 
to the different meanings associated with the 'term' 
discourse. Discourse may first of all refer primarily 
to spoken interaction which will be analysed in terms 
of units of meaning, organised into a hierarchy employ-
ing some or all of the terms like act, move, exchange, 
transact and others. Secondly, discourse may refer 
to a stretch of language either spoken or written, 
analysis of which will consider aspects of sentence 
connection or cohesion. The first meaning of discourse, 
i.e., analysis in terms of a hierarchy of constituent 
units is best exemplified by Jones (1974). A related 
study is made by Lilley (1976) analysing a science 
lecture. Both Jones and Lilley make suggestions 
for analysis and the preparation of teaching materials 
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based on their analysis. The seond meaning of dis-
course is examplified in Halliday's (1969) obser-
vation — 'discourse features of connected texts'. 
And these features obviously include cohesive devices. 
Candlin and Murphy (1976), however, consider both the 
meanings as constituting discourse. 
2.5.9 The third meaning of discourse relates to 
the study of rhetorical function or communicative 
process. This can be exemplified from the work of 
Trimble and Trimble (1977) who engage in the identi-
fication of the rhetorical functions in any given 
text or group of texts, consider the sequencing of 
function and analyse the forms of their linguistic 
realisation most particularly, the verb forms. 
Mackay and Mountford (1978) have dealt with the theory 
and practice of ESP in terms of discourse features of 
specialist texts contributing to the communicative 
purpose. They have also produced materials, parti-
cularly Mountford, most notably in the English in 
Focus Series which exemplify an interest in connectives 
and also in the structuring and sequencing of rheto-
rical functions. The editors of the Focus series, 
H.G. Widdowson and J.P.B. Allen have also produced 
detailed accounts of the nature of ESP and seem to 
have a more dynamic approach. The paper by Allen and 
Widdowson (1978) 'Teaching the communicative use of 
English' introduces certain distinctions between use 
and usage, the grammatical cohesion of text and the 
rhetorical coherence of discourse which now form part 
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of the basic metalanguage of ESP. Widdowson (1971) 
makes a useful distinction between text and discourse. 
He conceives of text as a stretch of language exempli-
fying the structure of the language, especially the 
devices indicating such structuring above the level 
of sentence, and discourse as a stretch of language 
being a unique piece of communication. Incorporated 
in Widdowson's definition of discourse is the third 
meaning of discourse referred to above which includes 
the consideration of rhetorical functions or communi-
cative purposes. "An utterance is not just the phy-
sical manifestation of an abstract rule of grammar, 
it is also an act of communication". 
2.6,10 The rnapact of this change of orien-
tation has been, and in future will also be, very 
significant. Meaning and role are now in the fore-
front and learning a language is now seen as learning 
how to mean in a wide range of social settings. It 
helps us concentrate on the needs of the learner, 
and design courses for specific, job related purposes 
where the learner discovers -- to quote the title of 
the influential book by the philospher Austin -- how 
to do things with words. It demonstrates the nature 
of language as a social skill which constitutes an 
open system of elements and relationships and which 
interacts with context of its use, in contrast with 
the closed system, context-free view of the formalist 
approach. Today we seek to provide the learner not 
only with the linguistic knowledge which enables him 
to produce and understand grammatical sentences but 
also the social knowledge and skill which permit him 
1. Widdowson, H.G. (1971). The Teaching of Rhetoric 
to Students of Science and Technology in Perren, 
G (ed) 1971,op. cit. 
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to produce and comprehend socially appropriate utter-
ances. We deem it as part of the speaker's compe-
tence to be able to use sentences to form 'continuous 
discourse' as Halliday (1969) puts it, to use sentences 
to perform what Searle (1969) calls 'speech acts', 
Lyons (1970) calls 'semiotic acts' and Widdowson 
(1971) calls 'rhetorical acts'. 
2.7 Scientific Discourse 
2.7.1 In recent years there has been a growing 
recognition of Prof. Widdowson's major contribution 
to the study of communicative language teaching. By 
virtue of having a teaching perspective his ideas on 
scientific discourse are of special relevance to ESP 
and need to be examined closely. Widdowson defines 
scientific discourse as "the verbal and non-verbal 
realisation of the communicative system of science". 
People who talk about scientific English usually give 
the impression that it can be characterised in formal 
terms as having a high frequency of certain linguistic 
forms like the passive and the universal tense in 
association with a specialist vocabulary. But to 
characterise in this way, Widdowson believes, is to 
treat scientific discourse merely as an exemplifi-
cation of the language system without indicating what 
kind of communication it is. This is just to conduct 
1. Widdowson, H.G. (1975), EST in Theory and Prac-
tice, British Council, ETIC; later in Explora-
tions in Linguistics (1979), OUP, pp.37ff. 
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a kind of register analysis, which treats, for exam-
ple a chapter in a Chemistry textbook, as a sample of 
language without indicating its communicative function 
as a description, a report, a set of instructions, 
an account of an experiment etc. Apart from the 
purely verbal features of the sample there are for-
mulae, symbols, line drawing, tables etc. which are 
an essential and intrinsic part of the sample and 
contribute to its communicative value as a whole. 
Since they do not exemplify the language system an 
analysis of the sample as text will make no reference 
to them. If we treat the sample as a unique piece 
of communication, i.e., a sample of scientific dis-
course we must take into account both verbal and non-
verbal features. 
2.7.2 Widdowson regards scientific English not as 
a kind of text but as a kind of discourse, that is 
to say, as a way of using English to realise universal 
notions associated with scientific enquiry. He believes 
that as a scientist one is obliged to perform certain 
acts like the making of hypothesis, the calculating 
of results, writing of descriptions, instructions, 
reports, making of deductions etc. These are some of 
the basic cognitive and methodological processes of 
scientific enquiry which constitutes a 'secondary 
cultural system' and which is independent of the 
'primary cultural systems' associated with different 
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societies. Widdowson elaborates: 
What I am suggesting, then, is that 
fields of enquiry in the physical and 
applied sciences, as these are generally 
understood, are defined by the communi-
cative systems, which exist as kind of 
cognitive deep structure independently 
of individual realisations in different 
languages.1 
Thus, according to Widdowson, scientists belonging to 
different primary cultures and societies, have as 
scientists a common sub-culture sharing certain discourse 
conventions which are used to communicate this common 
culture. And, these conventions, Widdowson asserts, 
are independent of the particular linguistic means 
which are used to realise them. 
2.7.3 Again, Widdowson (1977) observes: 
Scientific discourse is a universal 
mode of communicating or universal rhetoric 
which is realised by scientific text, in 
different languages by the process of 
textualisation.2 
This view considers three distinct aspects of inter-
preting the language of science viz. text, textuali-
sation and discourse -- text referring to the physical 
1. Widdowson, H.G. (1975). EST in Theory and 
Practice, op.cit., p.42. 
2. (1977). The Description of 
Scientific Language, in Explorations in 
Linguistics (1979), op.cit., pp.52-61. 
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manifestation of the language system, i.e., 'surface 
variants in different languages', textualisation 
referring to the processes both verbal and non-verbal 
mediating between text and discourse, and discourse 
as such referring to the 'universal rhetoric of science"" 
Widdowson (1977) explains: 
We can compare the discourse approach 
with the grammarians' search for linguis-
tic universals textualisation approach 
with a study of language specific trans-
formations and the text approach with the 
study of these forms as such in the manner of 
texonomic grammarians with regard to their 
outward appearance. 
2.7.4 Widdowson's ideas have certainly led to a 
rethinking of methods and approaches and have paved 
the way for the production of interesting and useful 
materials in the ESP field. Some of his suggestions 
are most valuable but at the same time controversial. 
They are controversial because they make a number of 
assumptions not all which can be justified. We must, 
therefore, examine his basic assertions and scruiti-
nise the limitations of his ideas. His first basic 
assumption about the universality of science, undoubtedly 
his a^pst significant contribution, appears to be 
quite sound theoretically but its pedagogic efficacy 
in ESP is yet to be tested and proved. His second 
assumption is about the attainment of the learner. 
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He assumes that the learners have'some knowledge of 
the subject of their study and a good deal of knowledge 
of how Ll in general operate^'. These must be put 
together. That is to say, our task is to devise 
teaching procedures which will exploit these different 
kinds of 'knowledge' in order to extend the learners' 
experience of language to include communication in 
English for his specific purposes. Thus it follows 
that the English teacher will not be teaching English 
language as such (because the learners are supposed 
to know it already) but will be providing the learners 
an opportunity to induce meanings by reference to 
their 'own knowledge'. 
2.7.5 Widdowson is mainly concerned with ESP at the 
tertiary level; so we must not expect his ideas to be 
applicable generally in ESP, or at lower academic 
levels at least. Even at the university level we can 
surely not assume as do Mackay and Mountford (1978) 
probably following Widdowson that students will have 
an advanced conceptual knowledge of objects, substances, 
processes and operations. As a matter of fact, many 
students at this level do not have much knowledge of 
science in their languages; may be it does not exist 
in those languages. That is perhaps one reason they 
are learning science in English or in other words, 
learning English to learn science. Moreover, within 
the area of skills, many learners may at times be 
deficient in the required competence in their Ll. 
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This is definitely one reason for the development of 
ESP and more particularly EAP and study skills. With 
regard to the time factor in ESP Widdowson's ideas 
are appropriate to post-experience courses. The 
majority of ESP learners are probably pre-experience 
or in-service students. Even the post-experience 
learners are at times seen to be equipped with limited 
rather inadequate knowledge of English. Communi-
cative skills can be acquired only after language 
skills are attained upto a reasonable level of 
proficiency, 
2.7.5 Use can certainly be made of Prof. Widdowson's 
valuable ideas for more dynamic methodologies and 
materials. His ideas range from theoretical discussion 
to actual class-room practice. Intended neither to 
be prescriptive nor conclusive, as Widdowson himself 
acknowledges, it is for the profession to make further 
explorations. A methodology for such a qualitative 
approach, Widdowson agrees, has not yet been perfected. 
He urges that studies be made and materials be produced. 
One such attempt is the concern of the present work 
which takes up in the following chapters a study of 
the communicative potential of the lexicon of subject 
specialism, especially medicine. 
2.8 The Communicative Approach — An Appraisal 
2.8.1 The communicative approach with all its advan-
tages requires a rigorous scruitiny. Regarding the 
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communicative orientation with which our classroomlKas 
come to be identified Widdowson himself cautions us 
that it is dangerous to be too ready to follow the 
dictates of fashion without submitting them to careful 
scruitiny. So it was with the structural approach, 
so it is now with the communicative. "If we are 
really serious about the teaching of communication 
we cannot just exchange notions for structures, fun-
ctions for forms and suppose that we have already 
concluded the business" (Widdowson, 1979:29). 
2.8-2 In most general terms we may say that commu-
nicative teaching is one which recognises the teach-
ing of communicative competence as its aim. Can we 
expressly teach 'communicative competence'? What 
techniques can best be used to teach communicative 
competence? These questions pose methodological 
problems of a serious nature. Communication is a 
highly complex skill involving grammatical appropriacy, 
the role-relationship between interactants, the setting, 
topic, linguistic context, constraints upon the 
speaker and the nature of responses etc. The argument 
that once the grammatical system of a language is 
properly acquired a knowledge of how to put it to use 
will develop of itself is practically not very con-
vincing. When a language is being taught to serve 
an immediate practical purpose the fallacy of this 
belief becomes evident. The difficulties which advanced 
level students face in coping with scientific material 
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in a foreign language bear witness to it. Similarly, 
most of advanced level ESP learners with a reasonable 
amount of proficiency in the grammatical system of 
English find themselves deficient in handling the 
skills and tasks of their designated areas of study 
or vocation and, of necessity, turn to specific purpose 
training in English. 
2.8.3 The apparent heterogeneity of communicative 
needs and an almost immeasurable span of 'communicative 
tasks' poses another challenge to the communicative 
approach. Though we may often repeat ourselves much 
of our communication is to some degree novel. We hear 
and produce utterances that we have never heard or 
produced before. Stressing this problem Davis (1977:69) 
remarks, "Clutching 'Wilkins' in one hand and 'Threshold' 
in the other we determine the communicative require-
ments of our language learners". Rationally deter-
mined and goal oriented language functions, however,rigo-
rously decided upon, cannot encompass the whole range of 
communicative requirements that ESP learners will have to 
cope with. We must not invite the danager of forgetting 
that ESP learners are not merely language learners they 
are human beings in contact with other human beings. 
Widdowson (1979:239) appears to be conscious of this 
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fact but only in relation to other approaches, 
not the ' coitimunicative' when he observes: 
Skinner is disposed to see language 
in terms of operant behaviour and tends 
inconsequence to equate human beings with 
pigeons. Chomsky is disposed to see 
language in terms of mathematical symbols 
and so tends to equate human beings with 
automata.! 
2.8.4 Perhaps the most serious drawback of the 
communicative approach is the neglect of the personality 
of the learner. We assess his requirements, measure 
his purposes, analyse his needs with reference to 
his specialist study or vocation but we hardly provide 
for an integration of his 'personality into his commu-
nication. Brumfit (1977:71) points to this in his 
observation — when effective speakers use language 
(native or foreign) they use it for purposes other 
than the production of language. They use it to convey 
messages, certainly but also — even in purely academic 
or occupational contexts -- to define their own atti-
tudes, to protect themselves against criticism, to 
express sympathy or disapproval or for many other 
purposes. Thus language should not be viewed merely 
as a system imposed on the learner or acquired by him, 
it should rather be viewed as a system integrated 
with and manipulated by the learner both for himself 
and others. 
1. Widdowson, H.G. (1979). The partiality and rele-
vance of linguistic descriptions in Widdowson, 
H.G. (1979), op.cit. 
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2.8.5 What then should be the implications of 
these interrelating factors and how should we go 
about forming our strategies for ESP? It seems silly 
to throw out one approach entirely because another 
has become more fashionable. We must investigate new 
vogue words and determine their value. Rather than 
being swayed by impressive sounding titles and the 
dictates of fashion we must resist the temptation and 
examine their efficacy in terms of educational goals. 
At the same time we can not outright reject the new 
proposals and fresh insights provided by the current 
state of our knowledge. We must remain concerned 
with both the communicative orientation and the 
system that makes it work. We must organise our 
teaching in a way that the needs, of both the system 
and the communicative functions it is used for, are 
kept in some kind of equilibrium. A view of language 
as communication is to be treated as an acceptance 
of further dimensions of language, an enrichment, and 
it implies teaching materials which interrelate form, 
function and strategy in a methodology which promotes 
participation by the learner in the process of inter-
preting meaning. Of course we have been too much 
concerned with language system, formation of correct 
habits, ability to construct correct sentences, emphasis 
on usage as we are aware that the system is not only 
essential but it should be strong enough to be put to 
use in the performance of social actions of different 
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kinds, an emphasis on the learning of language from 
the learner's point of view as a communicative 
instrument. This implies a focus on the learner as 
a participant in the composition and interpretation 
of discourse. A communicative method to be really 
effective is likely to make use of both the analytic 
and synthetic forms. Finding ways to reconcile these 
two aspects of language, viz. usage and use, is the 
biggest challenge for our profession in the 1980s. 
2.8.6 Each age is marked by its forms of curiosity, 
its own modes of enquiry. A socio-linguistic view is 
typical of the present day outlook. Advances in our 
understanding of language have also come from the 
sociology of language and the philosophy of language. 
Searle (1969) following the lead of Austin (1962) 
has specified conditions attendant upon acts of pro-
mising advising, warning, greeting, congratulating and 
so on. We might expect that as this kind of work 
proceeds we shall be able to describe a type of dis-
course in terms of the communicative acts it represents 
and the manner in which they are given linguistic 
expression. Thus we might be able to characterise 
varieties of language not as registers or types of 
texts but as different ways of communicating. In such 
a context new insights are bound to emerge and have 
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dramatic implications for applied linguistics in 
general and for language teaching in particular. 
New kinds of learners with new kinds of needs and 
purposes await us and fresh insights into the nature 
of language, its social function and manner of 
learning will have to be integrated into our response 
to these needs. A ma;]or cnallenge tor the next 
decade is that of allowing more oper^ended work on 
language system and communicative orientation, styles 
and strategies, learners' purpose and personality, 
all these and more. "There is a great deal of explo-




3.1.1. ESP, as noted earlier, has developed along-
side a new concern for the needs and purposes of the 
learner. It is a developing situation in which the 
purpose of the learner is made amenable to more sys-
tematic descriptions. The very notion of ESP is based 
on learner centred instruction, it implies that there 
is something specific to impart through explicit 
instruction. This development necessitates a review 
of our pedagogical postulates and, as a consequence, 
a reframing of our strategies. The principal stages 
of task analysis in ESP include a detailed analysis 
of learners' needs, preparation of suitable syllabuses, 
production of appropriate teaching materials, devising 
methodological procedures and techniques for the 
realisation of the predetermined objectives and, of 
course, the provision of orientation facilities for 
the ESP professionals. This shift in focus, it is 
widely claimed, is warranted not by the practice of 
the linguist but by the essential needs of the learner. 
3.2 Needs Analysis 
3.2.1 An analysis of the learners' needs is seen 
as a first step in the preparation of an ESP course 
design. Dealing not with structures alone but 
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incorporating the categories of meaning also the task 
becomes more complex. The uses to which a language 
may be put are very many. We can not teach all the 
'functions' of English in the same way as we might 
teach all the structures through proper grading and 
selection. Some criterion of selection is needed 
which will identify these 'functions' which a parti-
cular group or groups of learners will find especially 
useful. Once identified, these can be taught exclud-
ing the less necessary ones. Views about the cri-
terion of such a selection and the procedures for the 
identification of learners' needs vary greatly. Two 
significant theoretical studies in this area are, 
however, worth mentioning. The first belongs to the 
Council of Europe, particularly by Richterich (1973) 
who attempted to do this by looking closely at the 
language needs of certain groups of learners. In 
Richterich's words, language needs are the "require-
ments which arise from the use of language in the 
multitude of situations which may arise in the 
social lives of the individuals and groups" . The 
key word in this definition is 'situation'. It is 
by looking at the situation in which our learners 
will want to use English that we shall be able to 
1. Richterich, R. (1973). Definition of Language 
Needs and Types of Adults - Council of Europe. 
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decide which 'functions' and 'notions' and which 
language 'forms' associated with each will be most 
useful to teach . It involves an analysis of the 
different factors in the concept of situation and the 
identification of important or useful functions or 
notions and the corresponding forms, in other words, 
a careful selection of skills and language content 
to achieve the target communicative competence. 
3.2.2 In another document contributed to the Coun-
cil of Europe, Richterich and Chancerel (1978) suggest 
that the identification of learners' needs is under-
taken by three separate bodies : the learner himself, 
the teaching establishment, and the user institution. 
They distinguish language activities ( e.g., telephon-
ing, writing letters etc.), language functions (e.g., 
asking for information, arguing, explaining etc.), 
language situations (e.g., face to face in a working 
group etc.) and the four language skills. They also 
provide a comprehensive survey of all the different 
sources of information for a needs analysis -- surveys, 
questionnaires and interviews through language and 
intelligence tests to attitude scales to job and 
content analysis. The obvious advantage of this 
approach, especially in ESP, is that it enables us 
to develop syllabuses sensitive to the needs of the 
different groups of learners. Various models based on 
this general paradigm have been developed and tried. 
3.2.3 The second most extensive theoretical study 
of the learners' needs is that of Munby (1977 and 1978). 
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Munby's work represents a sociolinguistic model for 
defining the content of purpose-specific language 
programmes. The model aims to give a valid specifi-
cation of the target level communicative competence 
of a student and operates in two stages: firstly 
by building up a profile of students' needs and secondly 
by converting the needs into syllabus content. Stated 
in terms of microskills and units of meaning from 
which detailed item banks have been devised, the model 
is an operational instrument which can be used pra-
ctically to ensure the relevance and appropriateness 
of syllabus content for ESP. 
3.2.4 Any real needs analysis is admittedly a 
difficult task and thus liable to suffer from a number 
of drawbacks, namely lack of a common language between 
the informant and the planner, gathering of information 
regarding job specification, nature of roles/activitiess 
involved etc. Perren (1974) is referring to the same 
problem when, in his introduction, he points out that 
identifying the learner's needs is a tricky business 
and we must beware of foisting on him needs which we 
think he should have but of which he himself is unaware. 
The teacher and the planner must, therefore, investi-
gate the uses to which the language will be put in 
order to determine accurately what these specific 
purposes are. The three concerned agencies viz., 
the learners, the teaching institution and the employer, 
can fruitfully coordinate the efforts in this direction. 
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Two formal ways of gathering information, i.e., a 
questionnaire or a structured interview, can be 
effectively used to identify the real needs of the 
learners. But the means utilised should be rich enough 
to gauge the level and experience of the learner and 
calibrated to assess what the learner needs and what 
he needs it for. 
3.3 Syllabus 
3.3.1 Needs, once identified, must be realised in 
actual language forms by means of the specification 
of language skills needed and the language functions. 
Skills, functions and language forms together constitute 
a syllabus content. A syllabus is a chief instrument 
in the planning of language teaching. It embodies 
the content and sequence of what is to be taught. 
Principles of syllabus design have evolved through the 
application of different types of criteria. The pri-
macy of needs analysis reinforces the role of the 
syllabus in establishing the content and sequence 
of teaching. The concept of ESP, becoming influen-
tial day by day, has been gaining strength from the 
wide ranging linguistic investigations in order to 
cater satisfactorily to the demands of the overseas 
market for English courses for specific purposes. 
Recent years have seen many exciting developments at 
the level of syllabus design. But the implications of 
the new development have not been, by any means, fully 
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explored. A general upsurge of interest in syllabus 
design appears evident at an ad hoc level, not so 
much in terms of theory. Various case histories of 
ESP courses are available but they offer little help 
in arriving at a consistent theoretical framework and 
the designer's concept of a syllabus has to be assem-
bled piecemeal by the reader. 
3.3.2 The tradition linked with the pioneering 
work of Harold Palmer and Michael West in the 1940s 
and 1950s merging with the principles of syntactic 
patterning and lexical grading implicit in Hornby's 
work which dominated language teaching at least upto 
the 1970s is being undermined and a new consensus 
isanerging. The phenomenon of the structurally 
competent but communicatively incompetent student has 
shaped recent trends in language teaching. There 
has taken place a movement away from grammatical sylla-
but and then situational syllabus to what can variously 
be described as notional, functional and communicative 
syllabuses. Another line of development has been 
influenced by the work in discourse analysis giving 
us useful information about the structure of inter-
actions and texts. Other areas of recent research have 
approached language from still another direction, i.e., 
our attitude to error has been fundamentally changed. 
We now view errors as learner's response to his situ-
ation as illustrating gtages in the process of learning. 
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3.3.3 In the wake of these developments one can 
discern a shift of focus from the traditional concept 
of the mastery of English structure achieved through 
'a list of items' to teach, in other words, 'lists 
of structures to teach' to a question of mastering 
not only structures but also 'meanings' or 'uses'. 
Thus the new trend emphasising lists of meanings or 
uses has to be duly incorporated with the list of 
structures in a comprehensive syllabus design. The 
traditional view of syllabus as a list of structures 
alone becomes inadequate. 
3.3.4 Wilkins (1972) proposes two categories T-
(a) meaning and (b) use, suitable for a syllabus design. 
The first category he calls 'semanto-grammical' and 
this is akin to what we call 'concepts'; they are 
semantic categories because they are items of meaning. 
But Wilkins includes the word 'grammatical' in his 
label to recognise the fact that they relate fairly 
directly to grammatical categories. The second cate-
gory is 'communicative function', i.e., the uses to 
which we put language. This has come to be popularly 
known as 'functions'. Functions do not relate directly 
to grammatical categories, Wilkins (1976) holds that 
we should include his semanto-grammatical and functional 
categories as the means of listing concepts and uses 
in our syllabus. He uses the term 'notional syllabus' 
to describe a syllabus containing such lists -- a cover 
term to refer to his two categories. Wilkins' proposal 
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(1972), a contribution to the Council of Europe work 
on the development of a language teaching system 
suitable for teaching all the languages in the Coun-
cil's member countries, provides a framework for list-
ing 'meaning' for the purpose of syllabus design. 
Munby's Communicative Syllabus Design (1978) presents 
an exhaustive list of "micro-skills" from which the 
shorter lists of particular skills needed by a learner 
can be assembled. He gives a detailed inventory of 
"micro-functions".also from which the necessary sele-
ction can be made. 
3.3.5 The development of notional/functional criteria 
or for that matter, even the communicative aims and 
procedures of language teaching have been subject to 
criticism. There is a feeling, and perhaps rightly 
so, that the attacks on traditional grammatical 
syllabuses have sometimes been overstated. Emphasis on 
methodological procedures which 'contextualise' and 
make the language 'meaningful' by plenty of activity 
in 'life-like situations' with suggestions about how 
to 'situationalise' the language material presented 
in the syllabus have not been taken very favourably 
(Brumfit, 1981). There can be no disputing the fact 
that the traditional grammatical syllabuses neglected 
non-grammatical features of communication but as Swan 
(1981 : 23) remarks, "the outright rejection of the 
conventional wisdom" is as mistaken as a thoughtless 
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embracing of the prevelant fashion. He asserts, 
"narrowly communicative syllabuses are unlikely to 
be any more effective than earlier syllabuses". Swan 
gives us the timely warning that if the earlier approa-
ches emphasised 'form' at the expense of 'meaning' 
or 'use' the opposite should not be allowed to happen 
now. It is interesting to note that in the index to 
Munby's (1978) there are no entries for grammar or 
structure. The vital question, then, that engages our 
attention is what in the light of our present knowledge 
is the best way of shaping out proposals for new forms 
of syllabus design in order to achieve the practical 
purposes to which language teaching is directed today. 
We can convincingly argue that it would be wiser to uti-
lise contemporary insights as an enrichment to the 
existing dimensions of language especially as a battle 
against 'communicative incompetence', and to reach 
communicative aims within a framework of a 'marriage 
of functions and structures'. 
3.3.6 The concept of the syllabus is directly 
linked with certain objectives. We can not think of 
a syllabus without any aims behind.it. An ESP 
syllabus must naturally have specific aims but it 
must be acknowledged that however specific or limited 
our purposes may be syllabus can not be specific to 
the same degree, it must include some general or 
non-specific objective. Moreover, there is no such 
thing as a single compact syllabus, communicative or 
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notional or structural or anyother. There can be 
various syllabuses corresponding to the various 
objectives and points of view from which language can 
be described, and a language teaching prograitvme will 
contain elements drawn from some or all of them. A 
syllabus can be viewed as a multidimensional instru-
ment in which the focus of attention is allowed to 
change as the course develops, and which is drawn from 
unidimensional syllabus inventories in accordance with 
learners' needs and purposes. Thus phonological, 
lexical, structural, notional, functional, situational, 
rhetorical, stylistic etc. constitute such syllabus 
inventories and contribute to a syllabus design. Some 
of these inventories appear to be essential to any 
course design while some of them could be totally 
excluded depending on the purpose, and some of them 
may appear to overlap in a certain syllabus. These 
inventories can lead to syllabuses of different orien-
tations with structure and lexis as fundamental. It 
must be acknowledged that a semantic orientation 
does not replace or exclude a structural orientation. 
We must incorporate semantic insights into a syllabus 
design, but, as Swan (1981 : 27) categorically asserts, 
"structures will have to be learnt and they have not 
become mysteriously easier over the last few years" 
3.3.7 A syllabus must make possible opportunities 
for both 'accuracy' and 'fluency' , in other words. 
Swan, M. (1981). False beginners in Johnson, K. 
and K.Marrow (eds.) Communication in the Classroom, 
London. 
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system and use. A grammatical specification of 
syllabus is essential because syntax is the only 
generative system so far described for language 
and a generative system is more economical than a non-
generative taxanomy of items. Brumfit (1981:55) very 
wisely stresses this point and suggests 'a cross ferti-
lisation' between grammatical and functional catego-
ries but with the grammatical system fundamental to it, 
to base a syllabus on a 'genuine system' (i.e. syntax) 
and to use a list of basic functions simply as a 
checklist, to be integrated methodologically into the 
practical working out of the syllabus in teaching. 
This will make us view syllabus, in Brumfit's words 
as a "grammatical leader with a functional spiral 
around it" and would be a sensible approach to take. 
3.3.8 Some of the essential factors of an ESP course 
design which can serve as a general guideline can be 
listed as under: 
(1) Sociological: information regarding the kind 
of learner and his requirement for learning the lan-
guage; age of the learner, previous experience of 
English and level of attainment in English; learner's 
needs and uses, e.g., academic, job, profession etc. 
to which he will be required to put English. 
1. Brumfit, C. (1981). Teaching the general student 
in Johnson, K. and K. Marrow (eds), 1918, op.cit. 
l"3^/il y 
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(2) Linguistic : linguistic content of the variety of 
language to be used for particular purposes, 
a) Code features of the language system, e.g., 
vocabulary and syntax. 
b) Communicative features of language use, e.g., 
defining, describing, explaining, classifying, making 
deductions etc. 
(3) Pedagogic : Particular tasks requireing parti-
cular skills, e.g., involving linguistic, functional, 
communicative skills; selection of skills and the 
sequence of their presentation. The very concept 
of ESP demands that each course must be different, 
each uniquely geared to the purposes and interests of 
the learners participating in it. Needs and purposes 
are undoubtedly the determinant of a syllabus design 
but sociological and linguistic features pertaining 
to each group of learners will have to be given due 
consideration. A group of learners may have common needs 
but their proficiency in English prior to joining an 
ESP course may vary. While the native ESP learner may 
preferably be given training in the specialist voca-
bulary of his designated area of study or vocation 
a non-native may require a reinforcement of the general 
vocabulary also. Again, among the non-natives the 
same yardstipk will not be very suitable to apply. 
The levels of proficiency among the non-natives are 
bound to vary, e.g. a non-native with a poor or even 
nil attainment in English will require General English 
+ ESP; a non-native with EFL level of proficiency may 
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be given 'Core course' in General English + ESP; 
similarly a non-native with ESL level of proficiency 
may sometimes be found fit for ESP alone. Assessment 
of the levels of proficiency, therefore, has to be kept 
parallel to the assessment of needs and purposes and 
the findings of these together will contribute to the 
design of a syllabus. 
3.4 Materials 
3.4.1 Syllabus specification is naturally followed 
by the production of appropriate teaching materials. 
Unlike general ELT where course books organised around 
general human interest topics, situations etc,, could 
either be readily available to the teacher or produced 
by course book writers ESP demands that the materials 
will relate to the learner's subject-job specialism, 
ESP materials have thus a special feature; they can 
best be produced by those who are involved with the 
course directly and are fully aware of the requirements 
of their students not only in terms of the subject 
matter but also in terms of level, of functions and 
of skills. 
3.4.2 Despite the growing number of published ESP 
textbooks any sort of theoretical framework for 
materials production is difficult to formalise, 
perhaps each case is very different from the other. 
Much helpful information can still be gleaned from 
an analysis of various important published materials, 
as with syllabus design. And this analysis will serve 
a twofold purpose. Firstly it may provide some sort 
of systematisation of the various approaches to 
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materials, a welcome step by itself, and secondly, 
it may reveal how far the claims of ESP are justified 
by the materials produced specially for the purpose. 
3.4.3 The available ESP materials can be classified 
under two broad categories, viz., (a) several series 
of books (b) materials/textbooks defined by topic. We 
propose to offer a brief review and examine the aims 
of some of the significant materials from both the 
categories, and to arrive at certain conclusions as 
to the application of several approaches therein and 
their suitability for the projected aims. 
3.4.4 Special English Series (Collier-iMacraillan) 
introduces titles on a wide range of technical subjects, 
e.g., Air Travel, Advertising, Computer Programming, 
Nursing, Seafaring etc. Each volume, it is claimed, 
illustrates the special English of a particular trade 
or profession in both its spoken and written form. 
Aimed at students with a "good grounding in basic 
grammar and vocabulary" but who want to improve their 
English "within the framework of technical vocabulary, 
that is of interest, either privately or professionally", 
the series represents an interesting juncture of two 
dimensions of register analysis, i.e., technical voca-
bulary and colloquial or informal speech. 
3.4.5 English Studies Series (Oxford University 
Press) is one of the older ESP series covering mostly 
academic areas in social, physical and applied sciences. 
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Aimed at university students as a kind of help in 
their reading and writing each book contains 20-30 
extracts from authentic texts simplified but graded 
by difficult level, demonstrating a range of styles, 
followed by comprehension and other language exercises. 
Some of the exercises deal with elementary points of 
grammar, e.g., articles and prepositions, assuming 
it to be an area of common mistakes, and also include 
relative clauses, verb/tenses, modals, and some advanc<jd 
structures. Vocabulary exercises are generally of 
the one-word substitution type and discriminating 
between near synonyms. The series perhaps helps more 
in a general consolidation in English than it helps 
the requirement of a special subject area. 
3.4.5 English for Careers Series (Regents, New 
York) , a large series mainly on the technical side, aiirs 
to give "a general introduction to both the opportu-
nities and problems" involved in different professional 
and vocational fields covered, e.g., tourism, air 
travel, hospital services, banking and accounting etc. 
The emphasis is on vocabulary exclusively. The learners 
are assumed to have acquired most of the structural 
patterns of English..."his or her principal goals as 
a learner should be to master vocabulary, to use the 
various structural patterns in a normal mixture and to 
improve his or her overall ability to communicate in 
English". It is not clear, however, how students are 
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to improve their 'overall ability to communicate (as 
no skills are referred to) with vocabulary lists and 
slot filling vocabulary exercises provided. 
3.4.7 English for Special Purposes Series (Evans 
Brothers) is a fairly new series, all with accompanyinc 
cassettes and includes titles like English for Bank 
Cashiers, English for Hotel Staff as also Listening 
and Note-taking, Reading Scientific Texts etc. The 
material used is mostly authentic and exercises focus 
on vocabulary, and on the manipulation of structural 
patterns different in form but similar in function. 
Specialist vocabulary items are practised within con-
textualised dialogues. The different units are short 
and linked to the taped material. They can convenien-
tly be used for self-study. 
3.4.8 Nucleus-English for Science and Technology: 
(Longmans) presents a corebook General Science and 
related books for different subject specialisms, e.g.. 
Biology, Engineering, Chemistry, Geology, Medicine, 
Agriculture, Mathematics, Nursing Science etc. Each 
book is accompanied by Teacher's Notes, and cassettee 
material. The series is aimed at "beginning students 
in higher education who...have some knowledge of 
General English but who need to reactivate this know-
ledge and apply it to the comprehension of written 
and spoken discourse" . It aims to introduce the 
learner to the uses of English which are essential to 
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scientific and technolgical coiranunication. The core-
book presents and practises language which is shared 
by the various branches of science and technology with 
a focus on, (a) vocabulary items of general use and 
semi-technical items and (b) essential grammer items 
such as passive, modals, sentence connectives etc-
Each special subject textbook follows the same concep-
tual sequence as the corebook but uses more specialised 
language. The texts are generally short and non-authentic, 
3.4.9 English in Focus Series (Oxford University 
Press) aims to develop in students who are entering 
higher education "an ability to handle the kind of 
written English that they will be concerned with as 
an integral part of their specialist subjects... the 
purpose is to make students aware of the way English 
is used in written communication and thereby to help 
them develop techniques of reading and to provide them 
with a guide for their own writing. The Focus Series 
is significant in that it is organised around the concept 
of communicative teaching. Allen, one of the editors 
of the series holds, "in preparing the focus series we 
have consistently taken the view that an EST programme 
should aim to give effect to a communicative view of 
language." Widdowson, the other editor supports him 
by stating that "a concern with ESP/EST necessarily 
2 
entails a conern with communicative competence". 
1. Allen, J.P.B, (1975). The Focus Approach, Edutec-9, 
2. Widdowson, H.G. (1979a). EST in Theory and Prac-
tice, British Council. 
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In pursuance of these general objectives the Focus 
books contain reading passages with the following exer-
cises focussing on aspects of it as a 'text'. The 
textbooks exemplify an,interest in connectives and in 
cohesion and also in the structuring and sequencing of 
rhetorical functions. 'Relationship between state-
ments' for practising the use of connectives and 
'rephrasing', searching in the text for synonyms 
of words given in the exercise for vocabulary conso-
lidation, are generally thought useful. Grammar exer-
cises focus on the familar structures of most books 
in scientific English, e.g., short form relative 
clauses, noun+noun constructions, --ing structures 
and the passive. But many of these exercises are 
traditional, mechanical, re-writing types. "Information 
transfer" exercises, i.e., writing a piece from a 
diagram or producing a diagram to explain a piece have 
been much admired. Inspite of the manifold virtues 
the Focus series is generally regarded as theoretically 
sound but pedagogically weak. 
3.4.10 ELTDU Materials (Oxford University Press) do 
not form a series but on the basis of certain similari-
ties they can be treated as a group. They cover comm-
ercial and technical fields in a non-academic way. 
The materials are aimed at or near the intermediate 
level, providing a mixture of traditional and modern 
ideas. Each course contains a certain amount of grammai' 
presented through traditional drills alongwith free-
ranging role-play exercises and other devices to promote; 
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discussion. Thus ELTDU materials incorporate the 
national/functional components into the grammatical 
exercise types, a mixture which appears to succeed. 
The methods of data collection and selection are not 
explained by the course writers but the texts appear 
to be both realistic and relevant. 
3.4.11 Next to the series of books, as indicated 
above, are materials defined by topic which can be 
placed under subject-specific categories, viz., social 
sciences, physical sciences, technology, medicine, 
commerce and lastly study skills. Since the number of 
published books under each category is fairly large 
it is proposed to consider briefly some of the signi-
ficant and well known titles from different categories, 
3.4.12 Social sciences are rather poorly represented 
in ESP. Some textbooks are, however, available in the 
fields of law, economics and journalism etc. which seem 
to focus on the teaching or listing of vocabulary. 
Mc Arthur's work for students of economics is a fairly 
lively book with plenty of grammar and vocabulary 
exercises, aimed at practising reading comprehension. 
Textbooks on the physical sciences represent a wide 
range of approaches and aims, intended for various 
levels - advanced, intermediate, and even the beginner. 
Thus Ewer and Latorre's (1959) A Course in Scientific 
English, and Croft and Brown's (1965) Science Readings 
for Students of English as a Second Language, draw 
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upon frequency studies in the selection of materials 
whereas Swales' (1971) Writing Scientific English is 
a result of the analysis of various types of scienti-
fic texts and is aimed specifically at writing. The 
BBC course 'Scientifically Speaking' with its focus 
on vocabulary is thought to introduce spoken language, 
3.4.13 ESP materials on technology can be located 
in both EAP and EOF. Thus engineering as a subject 
of study in higher education is served by several 
textbooks with an academic bias. The practical needs 
of the engineer on the job as well as other technical 
workers are served by a number of publications. For 
all the levels the emphasis is mostly on the vocabulary 
and reading. Textbooks on medicine (of which a de-
tailed review will be made.in a later chapter) are 
mostly general grammar consolidation, with or withotit 
vocabulary work. They concentrate mainly on reading, 
with very little on speaking or even listening. 
3.4.14 There is a large number of textbooks in 
the area of commerce, particuarly in the general 
field of office practice and business management. 
Most of these works are intended for beginners and near 
beginners, pursue the traditional structural syllabus 
practising all the language skills with a specialist 
vocabulary, guiding to write business letters concen-
trating on layout and basic grammar points. 
3.4.15 Study skills is still an underdeveloped 
area in ESP in terms of published materials. Most 
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of the work is in the form of articles. This is an 
area where the needs of foreign and native learners 
are seen to overlap. Mention must be made of Purvis' 
(1978) Read and Note: English Study Skills for Science 
and Medicine, a significant study which is specially 
valuable for the practice of note-taking. Note taking 
is not necessarily an academic skill but also used 
by secretaries and other people in commerical situations?. 
Listening to lectures,reading strategies, use of libra-
ries, essay and thesis planning, writing in general 
are areas receiving attention of many scholars in the 
field of study skills. 
3.4.16 Some of the main features of the materials 
reviewed above can be summarised as under: 
a) Both structural and notional/communicative 
approaches ahve been adopted in the preparation of 
ESP materials. ESP is considered by many to belong 
more appropriately to the communicative approach but 
much requires to be done in the expression of that 
theory in materials. 
b) Very few textbooks are based on any kind 
of register analysis although a number of them in the 
area of science make reference to the supposed impor-
tance of passive. Some course writers refer to the 
value of language used by people in work situations and 
using that language or work based on it for their courses 
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c) Most textbooks have been p r ^ ared for adults 
although some of the newer ones are for use in 
schools. Most of the books assume an intermediate 
level of competence. A great many, including those 
aimed higher, include some general, even remedial 
grammar as well as work on the special grammg^r of the 
subject area. Many course writers have their own set 
of working assumptions in the treatment of specialist 
grammar. 
d) Many reading courses use authentic texts. 
Opinions, however, differ on the use of authentic 
texts. Much objection has been levelled in recent 
years against authentic texts. 
e) Lastly but most significantly, vocabulary 
appears to be a key issue in ESP materials. Materials 
belonging to various subject specialisms ranging among 
diverse levels draw upon a heavy component of voca-
bulary. Some of the course writers use it indirectly 
and at times even claim that this is not what they 
are concerned with. Approaches to vocabulary teaching, 
testing and rehearsing, however, vary greatly. Still, 
majority of course writers treat vocabulary within 
the registral framework with plenty of traditional 
drills. 
Much remains to be done in the area of ESP materials 
especially with regard to the treatment of specialist 
vocabulary and specialist grammar, modes of lexical 
and grammatical explanations, the amount of language 
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to be given to the learner, the incorporation of 
communicative strategies and the provision of an 
activity based language for subject/job specific 
courses. Appropriate and relevant materials will 
yield better results. 
3.5 Methodology 
3.5.1 During the last fifty years or so there has 
been a tremendous emphasis on methodological proce-
dures of language teachj.ng. Exciting new procedures 
and techniques that have been developed are sometimes 
seen as a reaction to the old and outdated practices. 
The publication in 1933 of Leonard Bloomfield's 
Language marks one of the most important events of 
the first fifty years of twentieth century linguistics 
not only academically but in many fields of applied 
linguistic enquiry. Bloomfield and his disciples, in 
their attacks on traditional school grammars, pioneered 
the development of new techniques of native and foreign 
language teaching. Bloomfield's analysis of language 
as a set of identifiable 'signals' described within a 
system of singlas with little or no overt reliance on 
meaning was a work well attuned to its day. He preached 
a grammar of observed structures and advocated study 
of language by an analysis of the distribution of the 
elements identified. 
3.5,2 Quick, easy and permanent learning 
has often attracted the attention of educationists as 
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well as psychologists. All the theories of learn-
ing started from both educational practice and psy-
chological research. Of the different theories evol-
ved at different stages the most significant are 
those known as behaviouristic and cognitive. The 
behaviourists hold that mental processes can noL be 
measured as such; they can be measured only in terms 
of behaviour and habit formation. The cognitive 
approach, on the otheohand, claims that everything 
can not be simplified in terms of behaviour, we must 
take into account the cognitive powers of the mind. 
Behaviourists' contribution to the psychology of 
learning can briefly be enumerated in the works of 
some representative figures, namely Thorndike (law 
of readiness, law of exercise, law of effect etc.), 
Pavlov (conditioned reflex), Skinner (S-R: stimulus -
Response), Tolman (purposive behaviour). Hall (S H R : 
Stimulus - Habit - Response ); and then the Gestalt 
psychologists who found Similarity, Proximity, Closure 
as fundamental principles underlying all learning. 
Tha neuro-physiological school represented by Penfield 
and Hebb emphasises the associative capacity of the 
human brain as distinct from the merely sensory of the 
animal brain. 
3.5-3 Bloomfield's proposals for a structural 
grammar are closely linked with the behaviouristic 
psychology as characterised by scholars like Watson 
and Skinner. The influence of Bloomfield was carried 
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onward through the forties and the fifties by Fries, 
Francis, Roberts and Levin. The authoritarianism 
of old traditional courses and Bloomfields's over-
stated case of structuralism would have resulted in 
a state of anarchy in the language classroom had not 
Chomsky, Halliday, Lyons, Lamb and others presented 
theoretical viewpoints which reasserted the notional 
basis of grammar and rejected Bloomfield's mechanistic 
structuralism on scholarly grounds. It is this 
movement which seemed to have restored some measure 
of balance but it must also be admitted that this 
situation caused considerable confusion for the 
language teacher and reminded him of the need for 
a cautious eclecticism in all the approaches to 
theory, particularly the theory dealing with the nature 
of language and language teaching. 
3.5.4 More recently, however, the premises of 
earlier models of language learning are being attacked 
and new sources of power and influence aided with 
applied linguistic research in language teaching 
theory, materT.als and syllabuses are appearing in the 
English language teaching area. The conscientious 
teacher is faced with a dilemma either to carry on 
with his personal modification of the earlier tra-
dition or to follow new slogans. He is being tossed 
about in a sea of conflicting advice. Hence the need 
for certain general principles to be established 
in the field of methodology. 
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3.5.5 Methodology grows out of a synthesis of 
various ingredients like the psychology of learning, 
organisation of teaching materials and the context of 
teaching. While the first is unchangeable, the second 
under the control of the teacher, the third may be 
either known or unpredictable. A consistent methodo-
logy is more than just a collection of techniques. It 
requires an underlying set of principles in the light 
of which specific procedures can be evaluated, rela-
ted and applied. Research both experimental and obser-
vational, an essential pre-requisite of an efficient 
educational system helps in assessing the effective-
ness, or otherwise, of the system and informing us 
about the alternatives. Thus method can broadly be 
defined as some overall means of achieving the general 
objectives of a course; a method will be realised as 
the carrying out of a set of procedures or activities 
chosen by the teacher because they together relate 
coherently to the way in which it is hoped to achieve 
the course objectives. A method is thus seen as a 
set of procedures, the procedures themselves involve 
the use of specific techniques to ensure their success 
The success of a method will naturally depend on how 
effectively it provides to synthesise the various 
elements in a teaching situation. 
3.5.6 The three vital elements of the teaching 
situation are obviously the teacher, the pupils and 
the demands of the subject matter. While the pupils 
will be judged in terms of aptitude, attitude, moti-
vation, age, previous language experience etc., the 
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criterion for teachers will norinally entail such 
factors as training, use of resources, methodology 
chosen and techniques applied. Some other internal 
as well as external factors affect the encounter 
between the teacher and the pupils in the classroom 
situation, viz., national educational policy for 
language teaching, social situation which causes parti-
cular languages to be taught, local situational 
factors like the size of the class, time allotted 
and the quantity of instruction allowed, resources 
like materials, syllabuses, textbooks, audio-visual 
aids etc, available to the teacher. A successful 
method will be one which seeks to establish the most 
productive relationship between the teacher and the 
pupils to cope with the demands of the subject matter. 
3.5.7 Changes in tlie methodology of English lan-
guage teaching usually come from two main sources: 
changes in our attitude to language under the influence 
of advances made in linguistic reasearch and secondly, 
changes in the social demands made on the language. 
The concept of ESP has emerged under both these influ-
ences. This development poses a vital question -do we 
need to evolve an absolutely new type of methodology 
for ESP? There seems to be a general feeling that 
the methodology of ESP instruction both in the class-
room and in the textbook should be somewhat different 
from what has gone before. Hesketh (1974) stresses 
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the need fQr "a teacher who is flexible and adaptable" 
similarly Drobnic (1978) emphasises the importance of 
'flexibility in an ESP course especially regarding 
2 books and materials." The value of a modular course, 
not relying on one textbook alone but using a variety 
of materials has also been stressed upon. ESP has 
thus been treated as a system in its own right and 
not simply 'something extra' which can be tagged on 
to the body of conventional practices and assumptions 
subsumed in general ELT. 
3.5.8 Some writers on methodology, on the other 
hand, take pains to demonstrate that familiar equip-
ment and methods which might be thought inappropriate 
for ESP can in fact be used for it, for example, simple 
audio-visual aids and langauge laboratory. Swales 
(1970) describes some lively language lab drills for 
use on a service course, such as a sequence of 'listen 
to instructions -- draw a diagram following the instru-
3 
ctions -- write a paragraph describing the diagram' , 
etc. These exercises could equally well be used on a 
1. Hesketh, P.M. (1974). An RAF view of language 
learning in Perren (ed) 1974, op.cit. 
2. Drobnic, K. (1978). Mistakes and Modifications in 
Courses Design: an EST case history, in Trimble, T 
and K. Drobnic (eds) 1978, ESP: Science and Tech-
nology, Oregan State University. 
3. Swales, J. (1970), Language Laboratory Materials 
and Service Courses, AVL Journal 8,1. 
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general language course. As a matter of fact, the 
success of an ESP course will depend on a selection 
of procedures tried and tested over the years incor-
porating, of course, the new insights available to 
the present age. Any new methodology does not destroy 
all that has gone before. It should rather endeavour 
to evolve an organic synthesis of all that is most 
useful in the language teaching world today. More-
over it is the appropriateness of the linguistic 
content which is more important than methodological 
techniques, as the latter are determined with reference 
to the former and adapted to the varying requirements 
of the teaching situation. Ewer's (1976) categorical 
remark supports this line of argument: 
Contrary to a surprisingly common mis-
apprehension ESP does not rely for its 
implementation on some new and magic 
system of classroom methodology but on 
all the methods evolved over the decades 
by conventional ELT.l 
3.5.9 Other possible features of an ESP methodology 
derive from its association with communicative and 
functional approaches to language teaching. Some of 
the exercise tvpes have definitely arisen with ESP 
(e.g., use of games, projects, role-play etc) 
because of its greater attention to 'relevant' lan-
guage practice, to students' motivation and needs 
1. Ewer, J.R, (1975). Report on a Seminar-Work-
shop on ESP held at Salta, Argentina 5th—14th 
January 1976, British Council. 
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and to the efficiency of teaching and learning. But 
we must, at the same time, consider the fact that the 
new exercise types can not be declared entirely inappro-
priate for general ELT. 
3,5,10 ^Another type of methodology with which ESP 
is specially associated is that involved in the use 
of authentic materials. The second Isfahan Conference 
on ESP suggested that "methodology...must... at some 
stage involve stimulation, role rehearsal, approxima-
tion of real-life language usage and a concern with 
authentic information." This approach emphasises 
role performance on the part of an ESP learner, i.e., 
conducting an experiment mending a water pump, audit 
some accounts etc. Thus we find courses where some 
or all of the teaching is done in a laboratory or 
workshop. An opposing view is taken by Widdowson 
(1976) who attacks the direct confrontation of learners 
with authentic material on the ground that this confuses 
terminal or target behaviour with the means to obtain 
it. He observes, "the pedagogy of any subject aims 
at guiding learners towards their terminal behaviour 
2 by the contrivance of appropriate intervening stages." 
And these intervening stages are to be manipulated 
not for exposing the learner to genuine instances of 
discourse in his subject specialism but for developing 
1. Documents from the 2nd Regional Conference on 
ESP, Isfahan, Iran, 6th-l0th Nov., 1977, British 
Council. 
2. Widdowson, H.G. (1976). 'The authenticity of lan-
guage data' in Fanselow, J.F. and R.H. Grymes 
(eds) on TESOL, Washington. 
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an awareness of the conventions of coitununication. "We 
do not begin with authenticity; authenticity is what 
the learners should ultimately achieve" (Widdowson, 
1979:166). Opinions on the use of authentic material 
differ. It also produces a dilemma for the teachers arid 
designers of ESP courses. Recently, there has develope'd 
a tendency among ESP practitioners to try to de-empha-
sise authentic subject matter from specialist areas, 
A British Council conference on ESP in 1980 upheld 
that it was not particularly important to draw upon 
the students' specialist subject area. Elsewhere, 
Huthinson and Waters (1980) suggest that the subject 
matter required by ESP students, especially those of 
EST,is in fact general background material. In the 
event, we would be well advised to make our selection 
from the specialist discourse, narrow it down to the 
relevant level of instruction by simplifying the content 
extracted from. the source, i.e., the kind of texts 
that the learner will eventually have to read. We 
need to typify a kind of discourse and this is possi-
ble without using full length instances. 
3,5.11 In ESP we are primarily concerned with 
developing a methodology which will reconcile rheto-
rical conventions with the teaching of the linguistic 
conventions of the code. Formal models of linguistic 
description can be of immense help in this direction 
but we have to develop pedagogic descriptions to 
design effective methodologies. The main responsi-
bility for achieving best results and for leading the 
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learner towards the required terminal behaviour ad-
mittedly rests on the shoulders of the teacher of 
English. 
3.6 Teacher Training 
3.6.1 Teaching of English has meant several things 
to different people and institutions at different 
times -- from the teaching of gramir.^ r, rhetoric 
followed by literary master-pieces to a vague concern 
for the aesthestic and moral development of the pupils 
under the care of the English teacher. Recently, 
however, a thoroughly desirable change took place 
reflecting a wide variety of motives for which English 
is taught and learnt. Many institutions now offer 
courses with the word 'language' in the title, reco-
gnising that it is becoming something of a vogue 
area . A large number of institutions do seem to be 
concerned to deal with 'language work' but feel that 
this should be done in a general and non-theoretical 
way. Perhaps general language courses need more care-
ful considerations as they must certainly be geared 
to the needs of the 'general student' who always 
constitute the majority. 
3.6.2 The course planners and the teachers of a 
language course must surely make certain that it 
reflects what we know systematically about language, 
not merely passing on traditional myths but legiti-
mate interpretations of the current state of our 
knowledge. Common sense alone is insufficient to 
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answer many of the problems which will arise in consi-
dering the complexities of language. One can, no 
doubt, build up one's own framework'but there already 
exists a fair wealth of experience which we can consult. 
There is in existence a core of knowledge and theory 
about language to draw up and those involved in it 
must be acquainted with it. What is necessary is a 
programme of re-education at all levels of the system 
and the programme must be planned. The over practical 
'tips for teacher' approach is liable to create con-
fusion because even the most specific 'tip' must relate 
to some theoretical position and the teacher must be 
able to relate theoretical position to the requirements 
of classroom practice. Obviously the theories behind 
practices are important and require to be known. 
3.6.3 With regard to ESP the problem of trained 
teachers is rather more acute. The provision of an 
adequate supply of teachers is a serious problem for 
ESP courses in many parts of the world. In most cases 
the people teaching and administering ESP programmes 
have themselves received no special training in ESP. 
The report on an ESP seminar held in Manila in 1978 
notes that most of the participants are 'university 
teachers who had found themselves thrust willy-nilly 
into ESP and Service English programmes in their insti-
tutions." Many of the teachers handling both 'general' 
1. Coffey, B. Report on an ESP Seminar in Manila, 
October 1978, British Council, 
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and specific purpose' language courses have a tradi-
tional literary background. Although the number of 
teachers with recognised TEFL/ Applied Linguistics 
qualifications has increased in recent years we must 
admit that their training may ndfhave included a compo-
nent on ESP teaching. To overcome this situation Moody 
(1975) suggests that there is an argument for a 
"conversion course to methods of material writing and 
teaching for ESP." 
3.6,4 A vital competent of any teacher training 
programme, for ESP in particular and for general ELT 
in general appears to be a change of attitude of the 
teachers towards 'language' and towards some of the 
other subject specialisms more particularly science. 
Most of the English teachers generally academically 
trained in the literary tradition are reluctant and 
feel uneasy about teaching 'language', a job reserved 
for the few specially qualified for TEFL in the depart-
ment. When it comes to science and other subject spe-
cialism even the TEFL qualified teachers get bored 
and do not feel concerned with the special linguistic 
features contained therein. Swales (1975) points out 
that when asked to teach EST they experience "a crisis 
of confidence and tend to treat a scientific text as 
they would a literary one, ignoring many relevant and 
1. Moody, K.W. A Report on Responses to RELC 
Questionnaire, 1975, British Council. 
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useful types of exploitation." ESP clients are 
usually identified by their subject/job specific 
subject matter and an apathy to the source is likely 
to spoil their motivation and their needs not fully 
catered for. 
3.6.5 Ewer (1976) suggests that there are five 
problems for teachers when considering EST -first is 
the problem of attitude as mentioned above, second 
is conceptual, i.e., difficulty in grasping the con-
cepts of science, a third problem^ is a linguistic one, 
i.e., special lexical and structural features of scien-
tific English. Fourthly, there may be a problem with 
methodology as most EST courses are concentrated at 
the late secondary or tertiary level. Finally, there 
is the organisational problem of how to set up an EST 
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programme. Ewers' analysis is quite comprehensive 
and can be utilised for a phased orientation course 
for teachers of ESP. The demands ESP makes on teachers 
are considerably greater than those in the traditional 
general ELT programmes, and the necessary changes in 
attitude and performance will only be achieved by means 
of systematic in-service training and gradual adjust-
ment and accommodation made by practising teachers in 
the light of their own experience. 
1. Swales, J. (1975). Introducing Teachers to EST, 
Edutec 3, 1975. 
2. Ewer, J.R. (1976). Teacher Training for Science 
and Technology, in Richards, J.(ed) RELC Seminar 
on EST, Singapore. 
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3.6.6 An effective teacher training programme 
would be one which concentrates on the components 
vital to the teaching of language in general and to 
ESP/EST in particular. It should be based on a 
selection of insights from the whole range of theore-
tical and descriptive studies of language incorporat-
ing a process of adaptation to the requirements of 
teaching. It must provide a guidance in the form 
of a set of basic pedagogic principles which the 
teachers bring to bear on particular teaching situa-
tions. The language teacher needs an explicit concep-
tual framework with which he can devise particular 
teaching strategies. What we can hope to do is to 
illustrate useful approaches and to put the trainee 
in a better position to make his own choice. It is 
important to distinguish between education and indoc-
trination. There is no one model of language which 
has the monopoly on the truth. It is the teacher's model 
which is relevant to his purpose. 
3.6.7 Alongside the usual components of an orien-
tation course in linguistic theory and applied linguis-
tic techniques directed towards language learning 
and language teaching the ESP trainee teachers need 
to be exposed to the special lexical, structural and 
rhetorical features of the language of science and 
the subject specialisms, including symbols and abbre-
viations. The trainees' 'conceptual vacuum' is filled 
in by readings on science and technology, by visits to 
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to scientific and technical institutions and by build-
ing up the portfolios of informative material and 
visual aids. The trainee teachers should be given 
lectures on scientific data and methodology, taught 
by the subject specialist as recommended by the Isfahan 
Conference (1977) also. Contact with subject spe-
cialist teachers offers substantial help in understand-
ing the complexities of subject ^ecialist discourse 
as well as in assessing the language requirements of 
the would-be specialist learner. Still another part 
of the training programme will deal with the production 
of teaching material from specialist texts. 
3.5,8 The recent enormous increase in sophisti-
cation of materials and techniques has not been matched, 
and perhaps can never perfectly be, in the teacher 
training courses. Recognition of this gap is a joint 
responsibility of the trainers and trainees. Classroom 
methodology is dynamic and must keep pace with contnual 
developments. Teachers' education is also a continuing' 
process. "The best trainers of teachers are teachers 
themselves" (Strevens, 1980 : 45). 
1. See 3.5.10. 
CHAPTER IV 
VOCABULARY IN ELT AND ESP 
4.1 Introductory 
4.1.1. Language, as is well known, is an immensely 
complex phenomenon. This complexity manifests itself 
most potentially when one tries to analyse and des-
cribe it. It has been proved beyond doubt that the 
totality of its features can not be described all 
at once, by one method and within any one scheme of 
categories. Of necessity we split the language 
and set up different levels of analysis. It facili-
tates the task of analysis and description by helping 
to concentrate at any one time on different but 
interrelated aspects of the subject matter. As a 
system language operates with the support of a net-
work of sub-systems. The recognition of the sub-
systems, the exact demarcations among them and the 
determination of their status with reference to the 
totality of the system must naturally depend on the 
amount of support each of them lends to the working of 
the whole. The sub-system that usually seems most 
obvious, even most important but very often refused 
the status of a sub-system, is the word-stock, also 
known as vocabulary or lexis. We may think of this 
as our total collection of names for things: the names 
of actions, objects, qualities and so on. The more 
words we recognise and use the better we are able to 
enjoy our environment and describe our experience of 
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it. Understanding the vocabulary system of a lan-
guage is the prime concern of a learner. 
4.2 Lexis as a Linguistic Level 
i 4.2.1 There are several levels of structure in a 
language. They are, of course not wholly independent 
but for the most useful description each must be 
clearly distinguished from all others. The different 
levels that are considered profitable to recognise, 
their exact boundaries and the way they are to be 
interrelated is a matter of continuing debate. Such 
relatively familiar terms as phonetics and grammar 
refer to two such levels. By extension the 'term' level 
can also be used to designate those aspects of a lan-
guage on which at any time the analyst is concentrat-
ing. Similarly, dividing an account of a foreign 
language into different topics, e.g., spelling, pro-
nunciation, grammar and vocabulary etc. is doing just 
that. There have been various ways of dividing and 
various names for the divisions because there are 
many different purposes. There are, above all, many 
different kinds of things to say in each division. It 
must, however, be clarified that it is not language 
itself which is divided like this. It is in fact the 
operation of the analyst which demands this division 
and thereby enables him to make analytic statements 
in each division. The traditional tripartite division 
substance, form, content or phonology, syntax. 
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semantics is a simplifaction in many ways. One of 
the factors ignored is the division between syntax 
and lexis. 
4.2.2 The two interprenetrating ways of looking 
at language form are Grammar and Lexis. The two 
have been traditionally bracTcetted together yet we 
gain by separating them. First, because they re-
present two different ways in which language is 
organised and there are different things to be said 
about each. Second, because it helps in highlighting 
a significant aspect of language in our effort to 
devise a model suitable for the purpose in view. The 
model most useful for language teaching purposes can 
ideally be one which makes the task of the language 
learner and that of the language teacher easier, 
4.2.3 The distinction between grammar and lexis 
is discrenible with reference to the varying range 
of possibilities that arise at different places in 
the language. Grammar deals with the grouping and 
classification of recurrent elements in the structures 
of utterances or stretches of writing both in terms of 
their functional places and relations. Grammar is 
thus organised on two dimensions, viz., syntagmatic, 
i.e., relations holding between elements forming 
serial structures at a given level, and paradigmatic, 
i.e., relations holding between comparable elements 
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at particular places in structures. A limited number 
of regular patterns in a language enhances the possi-
bility of infinite number of utterances in that lan-
guage. These patterns are composed of members of a 
limited number of classes of elements in various 
statable relations. In grammar we look at the patterns 
of language as if they could be described by a large 
number of separate choices, each choice being from 
a small list of possibilities. In each case the possi-
bilities can be itemised in full and we can talk of 
choosing one item rather than the other. Grammar 
is thus concerned with a choice among a small and 
fixed number of possibilities and draws a clear line 
between what is possible and what is not. There are 
other places, however, where we are choosing from 
a very large number of possibilities, we can not 
even count them or draw a clear line round them such as 
will separate what is possible from what is impossible. 
This is the domain of lexis running parallel to 
grammar. Grammar deals with closed system choices 
which may be between — (a) items, e.g., this/that, 
I/you/he/she etc. or (b) between categories, e.g., 
singular/plural, past/present/future etc. Lexis, on 
the other hand, is concerned with open set choices 
which are always between items, e.g., park/garden/ 
room etc. 
1. Halliday, M.A.K. et. al (1964). The Linguistic 
Sciences and Language Teaching, Longmans, 
London, pp.22-23. 
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4.2.4 Grairanar organises language form in its own 
terms and generally ignores any patterns that do not 
resolve themselves into system. It fails to distin-' 
guish between items of an open set where there are 
more items with a similar or at least overlapping 
shapes and functions to choose from at any given point. 
Bloomfield described lexis as an appendix of grammar, 
and a list of basic irregularities, that is to say, 
lexis deals with that part of the functioning of 
language that has not already been and can not be 
treated under the general classes and categories of 
grammar. It is undoubtedly a potential advantage 
that closed systems lend themselves to more abstration 
and generalisation than do open sets, that is, state-
ments made in grammar can account for a large number 
of events than those made in lexis. In lexis every 
statement has to be based on more observations and 
yet it accounts for fewer events. In other words, 
we have to take larger samples in order to describe 
the lexis of a language. The enormity of the task 
can not be accepted as a justification for ignoring 
it or treating it in a superficial manner. The 
weakness of the grammatical apparatus in handling 
the vocabulary system necessitates an investigation 
that would reveal facts about language not usually 
ascertained by grammatical analysis. Language it-
self does not draw a clear distinction between grammar 
and lexis as there is a continuous gradation in the 
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patterns of formal choice. Grammar in part consists 
of words and words too owe a lot to grammar. Peda-
gogy, however, has to draw a line because these two 
types of phenomena need different approaches and 
strategies to account for them. We can not account 
for the patterns of grammatical type and patterns of 
the lexical type with the same categories and relations. 
Since language is the concern of the linguist in all 
its aspects and pedagogy draws substantially upon 
the linguists' analysis and description we can, and 
prifitably so, reinforce the setting up of lexis as 
a distinct part of the language form. 
4.2-5 This aspect of language form has been known 
for a long time and recognised since the earliest 
days of linguistics. In our times. Firth (1957) 
stresses the importance of lexical studies in descrip-
tive linguistics and shows that it is possible and 
useful to make formal statements about lexical items 
and their relations. Halliday (1966), taking a cue 
from Firth, suggests methods appropriate to the des-
cription of lexical patterns in the light of a lexical 
theory that will be complementary to but not part of 
the grammatical theory, and proposes to set up lexis 
as a linguistic level. He holds: 
All formal items enter into patterns 
of both kinds. They are grammatical items 
when described grammatically as entering 
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into closed systems and ordered 
structures, and lexical items when 
described lexically, as entering into 
open sets.l 
Thus out of a total mass of formal items recognisable 
in a language we seek to recognise grammatical items 
aid lexical items. We have to separate the two in 
order to say anything useful at all not only in the 
analysis but also in the presentation. The levels 
first separated are brought into relation with each 
other, in terms of an orderly hierarchy of levels, in 
the description of a language which forms a unified 
whole. 
4.3 Lexis and Language Teaching 
4.3.1 The proposal of setting up lexis as a lin-
guistic level can be fruitfully utilised in language 
teaching at various levels and for various purposes. 
Vocabulary has always been a' part of the teaching 
curricula but it has suffered from many a confusion 
arising out of its status in the totality of the 
programme. Much of the confusion has perhaps been 
due to the uncertainties in linguistic approaches 
to language description and the prestige of grammar. 
1. Halliday, M.A.K. (1966). 'Lexis as a Linguistic 
Level' in Bazel et al (eds) In Memory of J.R. 
Firth, Longmans, 1966, p.l47ff. 
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The term 'granunar' has been frequently used with an 
enlarged meaning referring to the total system of 
language and its description. At best, grammar is 
that part of the system of a language which can be 
described in terms of generalisations or rules. On 
the other hand, lexicon has often been characterised 
as a list of all the particular facts about the 
language which can not be generalised into rules. 
But particular facts are not always particular, they 
are also liable to include irregularities. Moreover, 
particular facts can also be stated with reference 
to certain elements (i.e., lexical items) generally 
commensurate with grammatical units we know of as 
words. But in certain cases a lexical item spans a 
piece of syntax larger than a word. In any case, a 
lexical item has to have its pronunciation and meaning 
specially stated and therefore, the lexicon impinges 
on all the three levels of phonology, syntax and seman-
tics. A lexicon, therefore, is not a mere 'appendage' 
of grammar, i.e., an indexing device subservient to 
the mechanics of grammar, but a vehicle of linguistic 
statement which deals with the deepest, most secret 
part of language. 
4.3.2 It seems imperative that lexical studies 
involving the scientific study of lexical items, 
their constituent elements, meaning, form, usage and 
derivational processes etc. should be recognised as 
an essential part of language teaching programmes 
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and assigned its rightful place in EFL/ESL and 
perhaps more rewardingly in ESP setting. Lexical 
studies dealing with the 'formal' aspects of vocabulary 
organisation, the environmental aspects of its use, 
lexical structure of a text, lexical descriptions of 
specialist discourse etc., ^ pen up exciting areas. 
The problems are immense but we have an open field 
to experiment and innovate. We can appreciate what 
has proved successful in other times and places. We 
can repeat and refine what we have found to be effe-
ctive in our circumstances with our learners- We 
need not be bound up with the taboos, social and lin-
guistic alike, about the boundaries and prestige of 
grammar or vocabulary (or for that matter a sentence 
or morpheme) we should rather be sensitive to imagi-
native, stimulating and resourceful teaching which 
will arouse and sustain effective and self motivated 
learning. The teaching of vocabulary due to its 
enormous bulk is one such area which students fear 
most and which offers a challenge to the profession, 
4.4 Vocabulary ... Definition and Scope 
4.4.1 The word vocabulary has different meanings. 
In its widest sense it refers to the total stock of 
words in a language. Does it then refer to this 'stock 
as listed and defined in an authoritative dictionary? 
or also to those which have not yet found acceptance 
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and inclusion in a dictionary but are in common use 
in polite circles. We know that few dictionaries 
manage to keep pace with the ever-increasing arrivals 
in the word stock. Johnson's dictionary, despite his 
industry, was far from exhaustive and, in a way, failed 
to reflect fully the language spoken at the time. 
Larger dictionaries, with all their merits acknowledged, 
contain many learned and technical terms not part of 
the language in common use and list many obsolete 
words also. Moreover, the larger the dictionary the 
less it will be possible to produce new and revised 
editions sufficiently frequently to include new words. 
4.4.2 The word vocabulary also means the stock 
of words used by a people, or by a particular class 
or person. It can be shown that there are regional 
vocabularies, class vocabularies, occupational voca-
bularies confined to relatively small groups, and 
lastly the vocabulary of an individual as obtained 
in the stages of acquisition and development throughout 
life and also distinct in some way or other from that 
of other people in the circles in which he moves. 
Individual vocabulary is often characteristic of 
one's style. We sometimes recognise people on the 
basis of the words used by them. No two people use 
exactly the same words or use them in the same way, 
4.4.3 Individual vocabulary is often very much 
restricted. According to Encyclopaedia Britannica 
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a normally educated person has a vocabulary of twenty 
to twenty five thousand words though most of us find 
some four to five thousand quite sufficient for our 
daily needs. We hardly use all the words with which 
we are familiar. According to an estimate Shakespeare 
used some fifteen thousand words and Milton only about 
eight thousand. The originators of "Basic English", 
however, think that eight hundred fifty with the addi-
tion of a few specialised words are enough for all 
day to day purposes. There are two obvious factors of 
an individual vocabulary — the words one understands 
and the words one actually uses. Within these one 
uses certain words on special occasions. Chaucer 
called this last type, "heigh style, as when that men 
to kynges write'. Vocabulary may even differ with 
the strata of society in which it is used. 
4.4.4 Vocabulary is the vehicle for thought, self 
expression, interpretation and communication- 'It 
enables us to think, speak and write coherently, 
logically and legibly'. It is the basis of the commu-
nication of ideas and of grasping the ideas trans-
mitted to us by others. With a reasonable amount of 
words in our possession we do not just read or converse 
or write but enjoy what we do. Vocabulary deficiency, 
on the other hand, deprives us of the satisfaction 
of knowing precisely what we converse about or read 
and thus of being able to share that knowledge with 
others. Vocabulary is an aid to achieve the , .u. . . •'^  
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requisite sprachgefuhal, feel for language, in order 
to handle the language effectively in different 
situations. Language performs a valuable social fun-
ction and the vocabulary of a language provides a 
referential apparatus. Vocabulary as an essential tool 
of our language mechanism equips us to say anything 
we need to say. Words have a valuable social function 
of some sort to perform and society trains the indi-
vidual to say the socially appropriate things in res-
ponse to socially undetectable stimulations. 
4.5 The Vocabulary of English 
4.5.1 The English language has the richest and the 
most extensive vocabulary of any language in the world, 
"due partly to historical factors, partly to what we 
may call the 'genius' of the language". English has 
always been ready "to absorb foreign words and coin 
new words for ideas for which the existing foreign 
terms were not found for some reason acceptable". 
English has always velcomed the alien, accepted with 
comparative equanimity words from other languages with 
which it has been in contact. Serjeantson (1935) high-
lights this process: 
The English language has ever been open 
to foreign influences, partly through the 
succession of invaders who came into contact 
with English speakers during the Middle Ages; 
partly through the enterprise of the British 
1. Sheard, J.A. (1954). The Words We Use, Andre 
Deutsch, p.16. 
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themselves who have carried their language 
into the far corners of the world, where it 
has gathered new matter as it passed its 
way.l 
Thus, contacts between peoples of alien speech through 
conquests, colonization, trade, literature, introduction 
of new ideas and objects, changes in social conditions, 
the widespread increase in culture and education have 
been some of the prime factors resp>onsible for the 
enormous growth of English vocabulary. 
4,5.2 Vocabulary of a living language is never 
stationary. It is constantly changing, growing and 
decaying. To estimate the size of the vocabulary of 
any language at a given time is very difficult. The 
number of recorded Anglo-Saxon words in the vocabulary 
of English is rather less than fifty thousand but 
today the bulk of this gigantic vocabulary is roughly 
approximated to a million. This huge stock of words 
available to us today invites us to consider the ways 
in which vocabulary development can be handled. In 
the field of pedagogy the problems are obviously immense. 
4.6 Vocabulary Selection ., ELT 
4.6.1 The realisation that the whole of English 
vocabulary is neither teachable nor appropriate gave 
rise to the formation of several strategies and the 
application of different techniques, viz,, restriction, 
limiation and selection etc. An illustration of a 
1. Serjeantson, M.S. (1935). A History of Foreign 
Words in English, Routiedge- and Kegan Paul,p,29. 
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systematic effort in this direction is provided by 
the technique of 'vocabulary selection' By vocabulary 
selection we generally mean the deliberate choice of 
particular sets of words for teaching purposes. The 
particular aim of this exercise has been to provide 
foreign learners with an indispensable minimum voca-
bulary... 'by eliminating all words outside the minimum 
the learners would avoid wasting their time on un-
necessary items'. The various criteria applied for 
choosing one word and rejecting another have, however, 
been debatable. The most obvious seems to be 'fre-
quency of occurence' and all vocabulary selection 
appears to be based on lexical frequency counts of 
one kind or another. 
4,6.2 Let us examine briefly the history and prin-
ciples of vocabulary selection. The first two decades 
of the twentieth century attempted to popularise the 
direct method of teaching English with no use for trans-
lation or mother tongue and paid no attention to voca-
bulary studies. In the third and the fourth decade, 
however, ELT field was dominated by vocabulary sele-
ction and control. As early as 1904 Jesperson had 
offered a principle of selection... "the most everyday 
word"... in the teaching of English as a foreign 
language. It was this principle perhaps which directed 
the way for the efforts in the 1930s and 1940s when 
the slogan was — "the useful words are the frequent 
words". 
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4.6.3 In 1921 Thorndike started working on voca-
bulary and the correction of errors in the language 
written by native children. He used only written 
materials and applied the method of objective count 
based on the frequency of a word in a given corpus. 
In 1926 Michael West provided another angle by pre-
paring a dictionary of forty thousand words defined 
in terms of 1490 words, known as Defining English. 
Later in 1928 Ogden and Richards published Basic 
English, containing 850 words, aimed at achieving 
the maximum economy in words. This work adopted 
the principle of 'one notion -- one word' and thus 
eliminated all synonymous terms. It reduced the 
number of verbs on the plea that they are the most 
difficult to teach. It uses only eighteen 'verbal -
operators' and collates them with nouns, adjectives 
and adverbs to find substitutes for verb forms, e.g., 
go (come) in/away - enter, depart; give in - yield: 
gets by heart = to learn* keep in mind = remember, 
etc. Basic English is an enlightening contribution 
but it employes a strictly productive vocabulary, 
useful for expression but unsuitable for reading and 
writing. 
4.6.4 Thorndike's Teacher's Word Book (1921), 
Horn's Basic Writing Vocabulary (1926) Faucett and 
Maki's Study in English Words (1932) were among the 
first works to put forward what they claimed to be 
more accurate lists by comparing and combining the 
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existing word-lists. In 1932 the original edition 
of Thorndike's Word Book was reissued after the 
vocabulary had been extended from ten thousand to 
twenty thousand words as a result of 'further countsi 
Another landmark in the field of vocabulary selection 
is the Carnegie Conference held in New York in 1934. 
The conference appointed a committee consisting of 
Faucett, Palmer and West with Thorndike and Sapir as 
consultants entrusted with the preparation of a 
vocabulary list. The Committee brought out the 
Interim Report on vocabulary selection in 1936, the 
most widely accepted and the most authoritative list 
uptodate. For the first time spoken utterances were 
used alongwith the written material for purposes of 
vocabulary selection. The committee collected half 
a million written words from fifty types of different 
texts and half a million spoken words from telephone 
conversations and prepared a list of two thousand 
words of general service use. The report was later 
on to be revised but the second World War broke out 
and the revision could not take place. Michael West, 
however, revised the list and published it in 1953 
as General Service List (GSL) of English Words con-
taining the same number of words. 
4.6.5 The principles that guided and governed 
the preparation of the Interim Report and later on 
the GSL can briefly be reviewed here — (a) frequency 
of a word in a given corpus, (b) range, i.e., how 
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many topics a word can cover, (c) expandability, i.e. 
inflection or the related semantic varieties of a 
word by adding prefixes and suffixes, (d) definition 
value, i.e., words that are helpful in defining other 
easy or difficult words, (e) universality, i.e., words 
which may not be frequent but are supposed to be of 
universal usage, (f) structure and content words, i.e., 
words we talk with and words we talk about, (g) seman-
tic breakdown of words, i.e., choosing the most 
frequent and most useful meaning, 
4.6,6 Language is so complex that selection from 
it is always one of the most difficult problems faced 
by anyone who wishes to teach it systematically. 
Roughly a language system can be considered as consis-
ting of words entering into grammatical constructions. 
To find the minimum number of words that could operate 
togher in grammatical constructions in different 
contexts has been the chief aim of those trying to 
simplify English for the learners, foreign learners 
particularly. Various criteria have been applied in 
choosing the word but the dominant activity throughout 
the period among all those concerned has been voca-
bulary selection. Random selection is a wasteful 
approach and only a complete system capable of conti-
nous enlargement can form a satisfactory objective 
for the first stage in any attempt to grasp as much 
of the entire language as may ultimately be necessary. 
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4.6.7 The many possible lines of approach applied 
in vocabulary selection can be traced to two broad 
viewpoints - linguistic and didactic. The practical 
teacher ought to favour the didactic approach for the 
linguistic angle can be fully considered when the 
subject of enquiry is language. Vocabulary selection 
subordinated to the purpose of facilitating the pro-
cess of learning within strictly defined limits serves 
the learners' interest best. We, as teachers, should 
concern ourselves with the simplification or descrip-
tion of language. Two main ways for compiling voca-
bulary lists for the aforesaid purpose have bean reco-
gnised, namely, the subjective and the objective count, 
According to subjective method the compiler selects 
words which seem to him most worthy of inclusion at 
each particular stage but such lists have extensive 
discrepencies because they are based on personal judge-
ment. But there is no perfect method for a purely 
objective count either, which would establish absolute 
values. Objective method is usually based on the 
number of occurence for all words appearing in a 
representative body of literature (e.g., newspaper 
reporting, editorials, novels, essays, plays, poems, 
letters and textbooks etc.) where the number of 
recurring words counted extends to several million 
the derived list of frequency may be considered as 
having the authority of investigation with which a 
personal judgement can vie. But word frequency counts 
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of either kind do not provide an absolute measure 
applicable to all purposes since they are based 
ultimately on matter selected on the very basis of 
personal judgement. 
4.6.8 A pragmatic viewpoint supports the didactic 
approach as the basis of word evaluation. Important 
distinctions between vocabulary needs for productive 
and receptive purposes in a variety of contexts must 
never be ignored. Smaller vocabulary may be found 
wanting when it is proved to lead only to the pro-
duction of a vocabulary for personal expression and 
not for the understanding of normal English. The argu-
ments in favour of restricting the vocabulary for 
expression in speech and writing may be understandable 
but fixing an equally restrictive range for reading 
will not do. Smaller vocabularies are intended to 
establish a 'vocabulary island' as is well known, we 
should rather do better by drawing up 'foundation 
vocabulary' of the most useful words for both produc-
tive and receptive purposes. A didactic approach is 
best suited to achieve these aims as it permits the 
consideration of all the relevant features, e.g., 
psychological, situational, social, linguistic and the 
like. 
4.6.9 Historically speaking, vocabulary studies 
made a significant advance upto the 1940s but in the 
fifties and sixties they have been subordinated to 
syntax and grammar. Phonology and morphology have been 
the main concerns of structural linguistics, with hardly 
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any interest in the 'word' as such but rather in 
units smaller than the word. The Chomskyan revolution 
too focussed on the centrality of syntax and Transfor-
mational Generative Grammar concerned itself not with 
the 'word' but with units larger than the word, i.e., 
the structure of phrases/sentences, which were assumed 
to be made up not of words but of morphemes. Words 
as such played no real role in the scheme of things. 
4,5.10 In more recent years, however, linguists have 
started paying attention to vocabulary again. Lexical 
studies are being taken up by various linguists and 
considered from different points of view — phonolgical, 
syntactic and semantic. 'Word' appears to have become 
the object of the latest concern not only of the 
linguist but of the psychologist and the philosopher 
as well, in a search to find out how word formation 
reflects language in general. The study is expanding, 
"blending various theoretical viewpoints...synchrony, 
diachrony, morphology, phonology, syntax and semantics".' 
This renewed focus of attention on vocabulary studies 
is striking in many ways; above all it can be seen 
as developing against the backdrop of the specialised 
vocabulary needs of the specialist learner (ESP), a 
phenomenon which runs parallel to the restoration of 
lexical studies to the prestige they deserve. 
4.7 Vocabulary ESP 
4.7.1 Untill comparatively recently English 
courses have been intended to teach a generalised 
1. Bauer, L. (1983). English Word Formation, 
CUP., p.17. 
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English, the framework making some degree of allowance 
for the level of teaching and the maturity on the part 
of the learner. The application of the linguistic 
techniques in the field <f*vocabulary selection have 
mainly been concerned with general ELT, h study of 
the specific vocabulary needs of the specialist learner 
in the diversified areas of his study/vocation, and 
the preparation of word-lists specially compiled for 
one particular group of learners have rarely been 
attempted in a systematic and purpose-oriented fashion. 
The distinction between language teaching for general 
educational and cultural purposes and language teach-
ing directed solely towards practical ability has 
become imperative due to the vast increase in the 
demand for English to be taught to learners, mainly 
adults, outside the normal educational system. These 
lerners have aims manifestly different from those of 
the average secondary school student. These special 
aims relate to national requirements of an institutional 
kind, for academic specialisations, for professions 
and vocations, and have precisely been responsible 
for the emergence of new style courses and corresponding 
strategies. Special aims require special treatment, 
of materials based on a close analysis of the specific 
needs of the learner,and of our techniques and methodo-
logies in terms of their utility. Analytical studies 
of specialist texts carried out on the basis of large 
samples of language used by particular fields in order 
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to discover all those features which make them distinct 
from other types of discourse appears to be a step 
in the right direction. And as Halliday et al (1964) 
observe..-. 
the crucial criteria of any given register 
are to be found in its grammar and lexis. 
Probably the lexical features are the most 
obvious. Some lexical items suffice almost 
by themselves to identify a certain register.-'-
... the clearest signals of a particular register are 
technical terms. A study of the technical terms 
employed by a specialist text not in terms of the 
frequency of their occurence alone but on the basis 
of their potential to contribute to the conveying of 
special messages in different forms, i.e., reading, 
writing, speech etc. may prove to be of substantial 
help to the ESP learner. 
4.7.2 Language serves a great variety of purposes 
and utterances perform a very wide range of functions. 
Within any one language notable differences of use 
in part employing differences of vocabulary and compo-
sition but mainly drawing on a common grammatical 
and lexical stock must be recognised. To cope with 
the variety of purposes and meet with ever growing 
demands language is organised with the help of a set 
of grammatical rules and a system of symbols by means 
1. Halliday, M.A.K. et al (1964), op.cit., p.88. 
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of which we can refer to the entities in the physical 
world and can express most abstract concepts. The 
notion of the 'field of discourse' or for that matter 
of 'communicative purpose' implies a significant 
differentiation in grammar and lexis, the lexical being 
more prominent. In terms of syntax there is the 
practical possibility of mastering the system. The 
problem of lexis is much less tractable and a severe 
obstacle to the processing of the message. 
4,7.3 Every language has a built-in potential to 
fulfill the needs of its speakers in carrying out their 
social and occupational activities. In different sit-
uations we assume different roles and choose the 
relevant liguistic code available within the language. 
Age, relationship between the speaker and the hearer, 
occupation, topic of discourse and a number of other 
social, psychological and linguistic factors determine 
the choice of words and expressions. For instance, 
a jurist playing with his grandchildren will employ 
a vocabulary substantially different from what he 
uses in a legal debate. Similarly, many of the words 
that a sheep farmer uses in the pursuit of his occu-
pation are bound to be strikingly different from those 
used by a physicist in his field. Again, a farmer 
may not be able to participate very actively in a dis-
cussion on fine arts or nuclear physics but he is 
likely to outwit others by talking about cattle 
disease and the different parts of a plough (Quirk, 
1962:22). 
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4.7-4 The choice and employment of a particular 
linguistic code is sometimes natural and instinctive, 
and sometimes deliberate and obligatory. The former 
can be referred to as 'ordinary' or 'natural' use, or 
in other words, what language chdefly exists for, and 
the latter, as the specialised use of language. 
English has been widely used for such special pur-
poses and as Candlin et al (1978), pointed out 
"there may be as many Englishes for special pur-
poses as there are disciplines expressed in English," 
Thus we come across Scientific English, Medical 
English, Business English and so on. Further cate-
gorisation within these broad divisions depending 
on the degree of specialisation is also possible. 
In several other fields where the needs are relatively 
limited we find varieties usually referred to as 
'registers', e.g. cookery, advertising etc. Further, 
we witness 'restricted uses' of English in fields 
like tourism, printing and publishing, international 
air transport etc. Still further, we have jargon 
and sLang like what can be observed in a dockyard, 
in a sailors' inn, in a highway pub etc. 
4.7.5 There are considerable linguistic differences 
involved inthe use of English for different purposes 
but various analyses of purpose-specific texts reveal 
major differences in the use of lexical items. English 
1. Candlin, C.N. and D. Murphy (1978). Study Skills 
in English in Mackay and Mountford (eds.) 1978 
op.cit., p.197. 
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in its totality appears to be an abstraction mani-
festing itself in a wide range of different, partly 
self-contained forms of communication. The total 
range of English presents a complicated picture even 
to those who are born to it and certainly too vast 
for the foreign learner who must restrict himself 
to acquiring only so much as corresponds to his practi-
cal needs. It must, however, be noted that the basic 
structure of language is fundamental to any specialised 
use. We have to start from the ordinary or natural 
use only to move to the special rise later. A sound 
knowledge of the working of English and a reasonable 
amount of the general vocabulary of English is 
essential to the utilisation of English for specialised 
and sophisticated purposes. The first prereauisite 
of a special use is the acquisition of a special 
vocabulary. 
4.7.6 ESP is, by definition, identified with 
special subject areas and topics. ESP consumers too 
are identified by their subject/job specialisms. 
Linguistic differences between the subject areas being 
mainly centred around vocabulary it becomes evident 
that lexis assumes a nuclear position in the prepa-
ration and interpretation of ESP materials and, there-
fore, the principles and techniques of lexical studies 
can be fruitfully extended to ESP with a renewed 
vigour. ESP demands a special focus on lexical items 
which are characterisitic of the field of discourse. 
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4.8 Specialist Vocabularies 
4.8.1 The fact that the enormous bulk of the voca-
bulary of English consists largely of learned words 
and technical terms coming from different foreign 
sources at different times deserves an investigation 
into the growth of specialised vocabularies used by 
the specialist for specific purposes. The extension 
of the boundaries of knowledge causes the language 
to cope with new ideas for as knowledge grows language 
grows with it. New words are always needed to 
express new ideas, new perceptions and discoveries and 
to give names to new inventions. Literature, philo-
sophy, art, music, social customs and fashions have 
all been responsible for the introduction of speciali-
sed words in the English language. 
4.8.2 Every trade or art has its own technical 
vocabulary. Technical or specialised words have always 
existed or have been borrowed from time to time accord-
ing to needs. Technical terms are needed to denote 
new applications of knowledge from different spheres 
of human activity. Just like the social, cultural 
and academic factors mentioned above trade and occu-
pation, vocation and profession have accumulated a 
large corpus of technical terms unfamiliar to the 
non-specialist and indeed not needed by them. Tech-
nical vocabulary serves the specialist in many ways, 
above all it saves time as it is much quicker to name 
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a process than to describe it. Hoggart (1977) points 
out two important reasons why technical vocabularies 
are sometimes indispensable. He observes: 
Specialists do need specialist terms for 
at least two good reasons -- as forms of 
shorthand to speed up discussions between 
themselves, and as safeguard against their 
analyses being misinterpreted because some 
of their words might be read in more than 
one sense -- their language must be so far 
as possible cleansed of the ambiguities of 
subjective reading,^ 
4.8.3 Technical terms constitute specialist voca-
bularies. Specialist vocabularies exist within the 
general vocabulary of a language and enlarge its 
total range. Technical terms have likewise played an 
important role in the extension of the vocabulary of 
English. Perhaps more than any other factor it is 
science that has solely been responsible for the 
introduction of the largest number of such learned,or 
technical terms of specialist use. It is definitely 
relevant to the scope of this study to consider briefly 
the growth and nature of the specialised vocabulary 
of science as it is fundamental to the organisation of 
the much debated 'language of science'. 
1. Hoggart, R, (1977), in the Foreword to Kenneth 
Hudson's The Dictionary of Diseased English, 
Macmillan, 1977, 
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4.9 The Vocabulary of Science 
4.9.1 Chronological studies have revealed the 
existence of certain terms of learned use in the 
native tongue that was brought to the British islands 
in the 5th century by the Germanic tribes who even-
tually overran the Britons and since then there appears 
to be a continual presence and introduction of such 
terms either borrowed or adopted, even coined accord-
ing to need. Both in the Old English and Middle 
English period we find lists of names of plants, 
animals, and mathematical and astronomical terms of 
Latin, Greek and Arab origin making their way into 
the language for scientific use, Chaucer's A Treatise 
on the Astrolabe (an instrument for ascertaining the 
position of the stars, for the use of his little son, 
Lewis : 1391 ) is a reliable evidence of many of the 
scientific terms in educated or specialist use at that 
time. Science or natural philosophy as it was then 
called must have been confined to the learned use and 
Chaucer's use of words like 'latitude, longitude, 
meridian, zodiac, ecliptic, equator, equinox, horizon, 
declamation, degrees' , etc., establishes the fact 
that he had a considerable knowledge of these spe-
cialist areas. The Prologue to the Centerbury Tales 
presents such other specimen, as for instance the 
following couplet 
Ther nas quicksilver, literge ne brimstoone 
Boras, Ceruce ne oille of tartare noon. 
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Similarly Canon's Yeoman's Tale includes many terms 
from the vocabulary of Alchemy. It is interesting to 
read such lines as 
As bole armoniak, verdegrees, boras 
OR 
Arsenik, Sal armoniak and brimstoone 
OR 
Sal tartare, alkaly and sal preparat. 
4.9.2 In the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries 
the vocabulary of science manifests a slow growth. The 
chief reason for this was the custom of writing all 
important materials in Latin. For most of us today 
Latin is a dry, dead language but in the sixteenth 
century England it was a vital living language 
used in the service of the church, the accepted 
universal language of philosophy, theology and 
science. When English proved inadequate to deal 
with the huge influx of new ideas which came in with 
the Renaissance borrowings from Latin became inevi-
table. In the seventeenth century, however, the 
vocabulary of science imporoved its pace as the advance 
of science became rather rapid. It is the period which 
witnessed the lives and works of such famous scientists 
as Harvey. Newton and Boyle. Science at this time was 
read in latin but it was talked about in English. 
The scientists went to the Greek language too for the 
multitude of new terms which they needed. By the 
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end of the seventeenth century a scientific voca-
bulary had begun to take shape. The process was in-
tensified in the eighteenth century when new dis-
coveries in Chemistry, away from the limitations of 
medieval alchemy, added a large number of new words. 
Nineteenth century witnessed a flood of scientific 
words composed of Latin and Greek elements usually 
newly coined, an evidence of the increasing degree 
of specialisation in.science and characterisitic of 
the developing language of science". An outstand-
ing feature of the twentieth century vocabulary of 
English is directly related to the extension of scien-
tific vocabulary parallelled only in the period 
following Renaissance. Thus we have today a highly 
sophisticated vocabulary of science in English. 
4.9.3 The specialist vocabulary of science and 
technology that has grown through the centuries has 
equipped the scientist with a language often referred 
to as the 'language of science'. This language of 
science is chiefly characterised by a "wealth of 
2 
words expressing a wealth of ideas" . We may ask 
ourselves why such a vocabulary was necessary, how 
the words were formed or borrowed or coined and from 
what kind of source material, how much of it has 
remained the particular province of the scientist. 
These are obviously technical questions and reauire 
1, Sheard, J,A, (1954), op.cit., p.93. 
2. Ibid.. p,58. 
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analytical and systematic studies. We propose to 
consider them howsoever briefly but before doing 
that it appears to be more appropriate to examine the 
nature and potentiality of these words which contri-
bute to the making of the 'language of science' so 
distinct. 
4.9.4 For the purpose of scientific description we 
need a language that is exact. A scientist is strictly 
concerned with his purpose. He does not seek to 
arouse emotion or present beauty by imaginative exploi-
tations of the language. He rather seeks to make 
himself understood and if he succeeds in this he is 
content to leave 'the purple patches' to those who 
need them most. Brook (1981) aptly remarks, "haunt-
ing rhymes are unnecessary and the association of ideas 
which contributes so much to the appeal of the language 
of poetry are a nuisance to the scientist." Vague-
ness or for that matter, suggestiveness, i.e., 
leaving much to the imagination of the reader, a 
virtue in poetry is no less than a curse for the 
scientist. He needs only to be confident that his 
hearer or reader will attach exactly the same meaning 
to a word that he himself gives to it. Sheard (1962) 
quotes a valuable definition of the language of 
science given by Whewell... 
.."when our knowledge becomes perfectly 
exact and intellectual we require a 
language which shall also be exact and 
intellectual, we shall exclude alike 
1. Brook, G.L. (1981). Words in Everyday Life, 
London, Macmillan, p.48. 
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vagueness and fancy, imperfection and 
superfluity, in which each term shall 
convey a meaning steadily fixed and 
vigorously limited. Such is the lan-
guage of science-"1 
4.9-5 By way of illustration we can quote a sample 
of the language of science, cfuoted by Savory (1953) 
'from a scientific journal' : 
Begoniacae by their anthero-connectival 
fabric indicate a close relationship with 
amonaseo-hydrocharideonymphaeoid flexuosono-
dulous stem, the liriodendroid stipules, and 
cissoid and victorioid foliage of a certain 
Begonia, and if considered hypogynous, would 
in their triquentrous capsule, alate seed, 
apetalism and tufted stamination, represent 
the floral fabric of Nepenthes, itself of 
aristolochioid affinity, while by its 
pitchered leaves, directly belonging to 
Sarracenias and Dionaceas-^ 
The specimen quoted above appears to be frightening 
to the non-scientist but at the same time contains 
much of interest to the student of specialised 
vocabulary. A cursory glance would convince one of 
the complexity of syntax and the preponderence of 
1. Sheared, J.A. (1962). The Words We Use, London, 
Andre-Deutsh, Reprinted, p.144. 
2. Savory, T.H. (1953). The Language of Science, 
London, Deutsh, p.128. 
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highly specialised technical terms. An analyst 
may, however, succeed in resolving the syntactic 
complexity at a closer reading and decide upon the 
presence of five verbs pointing to the presence of 
five embedded sentences, the principal verb being 
'indicate' followed by an object suggesting an 
S.V.O, pattern, followed by a defining relative 
clause consisting of three identifying objects listed 
serially, followed further by a compounding condi-
tional clause manifesting its twin resultant options, 
the second of the options further qualified by a 
relative clause of concession at the end. Any kind 
of syntactic analysis, it appears, will not resolve 
the difficulty of comprehension. What strikes one as 
the biggest obstacle to comprehension is the presence 
of specialised terms. And these terms will not yield 
to the kind of analysis just made. One can, by way 
of a general observation, remark that each word has 
been placed in its most befitting position and that 
the complexity of syntax is directed towards achiev-
ing utmost economy and the highest degree of pre-
cision. But it is abundantly clear that the claims of 
objectivity and precision in scientific description 
are largely realised by the choice and use of specialised 
words from the lexicon of science where meanings are 
exact and definitions limited. The focus ultimately 
remains on a specialised vocabulary and demands the 
application of sophisticated techniques to the study 
of specialist vocabularies-
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4.9.6 Another illustration not quite so fearsome .. 
A gulf divides the exaltations of the mystics 
from the tachypraxia of the microsplanchric 
hyper-thyroidics or the idea-effective disso-
ciations of the schizothymes, 
...brings home the same point, i.e., the necessity of 
paying special attention to the specialised vocabulary 
used in scientific language. 
4.9.7 Reverting to the questions raised earlier 
(4,9.3) as to the necessity and the source material 
of the vocabulary of science we can observe that 
logical and exact communication which is the first 
requirement of the scientist demands a language which 
should have an effect not over men's heart and emo-
tions but over their minds and efforts. And such a 
language requires terms characterised by 'mono-signi-
ficance', terms which not only have a precise meaning 
but remain emotionally neutral. Some of the points 
that are raised by way of criticism, adverse comments 
and judgements by the non-scientists against the pe-
cularity of the language of science focus upon the 
inherent features themselves rather than the draw-
backs, as they are calculated to do, of the language 
of science. The language of science has often been 
called too impersonal, abstract and over condensed, 
often characterised by the overuse of learned words 
where ordinary and more familiar ones are available. 
The apparent unfamiliarity of the words used in science 
sets them apart, in a peculiar way, from the everyday 
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vocabulary. This is obviously an advantage. Fami-
liar words of everyday speech are prone to misleading 
popular associations making their meaning often 
vague and ideterminate, depending more and more on 
the context for a better grasp. The strangeness of 
the words of science, on the other hand, gives them 
a constancy of meaning so important for the scientist. 
Bradley (1968) gives an interesting example to sub-
stantiate this point: 
...if for example, the English founders 
of the science of geology had chosen to 
call it 'earthlore' everyone would have 
felt that the word ought to have a far 
wider meaning than that which was assigned 
to it. The Greek compound 'Geology' which 
etymologically means the same thing has 
been without difficulty restricted to one 
only of the many possible applications of 
its literal sense.-^ 
4.9.8 The words used by the scientist for scienti-
fic description and discussion can be broadly classi-
fied into three main types. First, the words taken 
from the native vocabulary of general use but used 
with a particular force to keep them away from ordi-
nary associations. The word 'salt' means the same 
thing the world over to everybody but the scientist 
insists on calling it 'sodium chloride' and instead 
Bradley, H. (1968). The Making of English, 
London, Macmillan, p.74, 
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uses the word 'salt' for another chemical compound. 
The second type are words borrowed from foreign 
sources and pressed into the service of science with-
out any change of form or meaning. Thirdly there 
are words coined by the scientist for the expression 
of new ideas. Concerned not so much with the purity 
of language or linguistic restrictions the scientist 
coins his own words which are often hybrids and 
sound strange and ugly. The language of science is 
primarily concerned with efficiency and intelligibility 
not so much with beauty. The purists may claim that 
familiar native words are more expressive and contain 
within themselves more of history and spirit but the 
scientist prefers a word on the basis of its merit 
and not sentiment. To quote Prof. Sheard (1962), 
"dull as our -- ations, --isms, --ities, and --izes 
may be they are essential for the clear thinking and 
expression of science, politics, economics, with 
which our age is so much concerned" . 
4.9.9 Another characteristic feature of the 
language of science is the use of words of classical 
origin, mostly Greek and Latin. This is an outstanding 
feature which can be attributed to several causes, 
the most convincing being their own qualities coming 
as they do from, e.g., Latin, the acknowledged lan-
guage of European scholarship, and Greek,the language 
of the people who led to world in art, science and 
Sheard, J.A. (1962)., op.cit,, p.39. 
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philosophy. Another reason which has persisted 
since antiquity and still being emphasised by present 
day scientists is the concept that the language of 
science in order to be most efficient must be uni-
versally intelligible. Since the meanings of Greek 
and Latin elements are so well known throughtout 
the world that words composed of such elements are 
readily understood by the scientists the world over. 
It is undoubtedly easier to learn the meaning of 
elements in two fixed languages than to learn the 
corresponding ones in all the contemporary vernaculars. 
To this extent the language of science as characterised 
chiefly by a specialist vocabulary may be considered 
international. Jesperson (1905) holds that scientific 
nomenclature is to a great extent universal and "there 
is no reason why each nation should have its own 
names for 'foraminifera' or 'monocotyledons." 
4.9.10 Still another factor which deserves a 
mention is the passing out of many technical terms 
from the province of the scientist to popular use, 
in other words the use of the specialist terms by the 
non-specialist. As science becomes more and more 
popular and its achievements more and more familiar 
many of the technical words pass into general use. 
It is where the trouble begins. Some of the techni-
cal terms become vogue words, gain prestige value and 
1, Jesperson, O. (1905). Growth and Structure of the 
English Language, Oxford, Blackwell, Reprinted 1982 
2. See 4.9-3. 
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gradually acquire emotional associations. Savory 
(1953) gives two interesting examples of this kind. 
He points out that 'peroxide' was originally a scientt 
fie term with no emtive content but because of the 
power of hydrogen peroxide to bleach hair it now has 
a derogatory sense when used as an adjective in an 
expression like 'peroxide blonde'. Similarly the 
word 'atomic' has acquired associations with 'terror' 
and 'destruction' because of the effects of the explo-
sion of the bomb at Hiroshima, The general vocabulary 
of English may get richer by the adoption and inclusion 
of technical terms in popular use but the effects of 
semantic change do not affect the scientist in his 
laboratory. Considering the infelxibility of meaning 
as the prime virtue of scientific terminology he 
confines himself to his meaning rigidly. The con-
stancy of scientific vocabulary and the scientists' 
insistence on mono-significance of specialist terms 
may also be illustrated by a reference to the British 
and American scientists using a common vocabulary 
although the language used for literary and other 
purposes has drifted considerably. We must, therefore, 
admit the claim of the scientist for a specialist 
vocabulary of science. We can not do otherwise, 
4,10 Medical English Vocabulary 
4.10,1 Within the broad confines of science there 
are many constitutent sciences. They may overlap and 
contribute to each other's progress but they are 
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basically concerned with their own set of objectives 
and problems. In consequence each has developed, 
within the general framework of the language of 
science, its own patterns of specialist discourse 
characterised mainly by a vocabulary more or less, 
peculiar to itself. Thus a biologist seldom speaks 
or writes of a parochar, a chemist has no interest in 
a parasite, a geologist does not worry about a * 
parabola (Savory, 1953:67). Among the specialised 
uses of English Medical English holds a distinctive 
position- Medical writing relies veiy heavily on a 
specialised vocabulary a great deal of which is not 
native but Latin and Greek. With a growing tendency 
towards specialisation Medical Lexicon stands out 
as an enormous stock of technical terms of specialist 
use encompassing multifarious disciplines and spe-
cialities that lie within the orbit of medical science. 
4.10.2 Medical lexicon has been going strong for 
more than two thousand years accumulating specialist 
terms through the ages. Of course, through the 
centuries many of the words might have deviated 
from the original form and to some extent from meaning 
also but there is an amazing evidence of some words 
of current use found in the same form in the works of 
earliest medical writers. Hoppocrates, about 400 B.C., 
used such words as catarrh, sciatica, cholera, kyphosis, 
lordosis, etc. Galen who belongs to the first century 
of the Christian era (130-201) appears to have used, 
in the hundreds of his treatises on the medical lore. 
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such words as skeleton, sarcoma, systole etc. 
Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) who surveyed the whole 
range of zoology and whose broad classifications 
have been accepted by later science uses, we are told, 
terms of much frequent use in the contemporary scene 
like 'leukoma, glaucoma', etc. 
4.10-3 Since all sciences are studies of material 
things their first concern is the naming of the sub-
stances and objects with which they have to deal. A 
name, as we all know, may be just a label associated 
by general agreement with some concrete or abstract 
entity, yet names are extremely important, more parti-
cularly in science. We learn and tell others about our 
discoveries only after a substance or organism or 
phenomenon has been named. This process of naming so 
essential to the specialist areas of knowledge conti-
nually adds to the bulk of the specialist vocabularies. 
To trace the working of this process in the field of 
medicine we can go right back to the Old English period 
where besides a long list of names of plants and ani-
mals medical terms such as fefor - fever, mamme - breast, 
uf -uvula are used. The age of the medieval alchemy, 
a period before science, furnishes us with a host of 
technical terms although they are treated as part of 
the vocabulary of the alchemist rather than that of 
the vocabulary of the doctor in our sense of the 
word. Arabic medicine which has a distinguished 
record of medical knowledge and practice has made a 
valuable contribution to the medical lexicon. It 
is mostly in the Middle English period that we find 
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Arabic words making their way into the medical 
lexicon. Especially in the field of pharmacology 
we can witness terms like 'alcholol, alkali, alembic, 
naphtha, tartar, syrup' etc. Many other derivatives 
are easily recognisable by the presence of Arabic 
definite article 'al, el' affixed to a Greek stem, e.g., 
al-chemy, el-exir, etc. Many of these terms are de-
rived through the intermediary language, French. The 
Arabs were not only distinguished as physicians but 
as men of wide learning. Avicenna, the author of the 
Canon of Medicine, (a textbook of medical study in the 
European universities of tine Middle Ages) was also a 
commentator upon Aristotle.and Averroes (Ibn Roshd)-
the Cordova- born physician and philosopher of the 
twelfth century,was a commentator on Plato and Aristotle. 
The Arabs were highly skilled in the lore of the 
heavens and as medieval medicine was closely concerned 
with astrology it is not surprising to find words of 
this class introduced early, e.g., almanac, azimuth, 
zenith etc. 
4.10.4 In the middle English period itself we find 
terms like diaphragm, ligament, saliva, ether, essence 
etc. being used. In the 15th and the 16th centuries 
most of the scientifi-c works were written. Some words 
were, however, added to the medical English lexicon 
but not a great number. Among them we may note fungus, 
rheumatic, artery, virus, delirium and quite a good 
1. Serjeantson, M.S. (1935). A History of Foreign 
Words in English, London, Routledge and Kegan 
Paul. 
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number of names of diseases as epilepsy, mumps, 
scurvy etc. The advance of science in the 17th century 
was very rapid and with this most of the words conn-
ected with anatomy entered the medical vocabulary of 
English. By the end of the 17th century most of 
the bones and organs of the human body had received 
the technical names by which they are now known. The 
advance in medical knowledge is revealed by the 
presence of such words as goitre, pneumonia and 
rabies. Evidence leads us to maintain that by this; 
time the human body and its weaknesses had been 
thoroughly studied adding corresponding terms to the 
lexicon to facilitate discussion of the newly 
acquired knowledge. Progress in anatomy and general 
medicine was markedly rapid as revealed by additions 
in the lexicon. A tnsemendous number of technical 
terms derived specially from Greek were thus added 
to the vocabulary and the process continued through-
out the 18th and the 19th centuries as per the needs 
of the allied specialities. 
4.10.5 An outstanding feature of the 20th century 
medical lexicon is a flood of medical terms composed 
of Greek and Latin elements, usually newly coined. 
This rapid expansion of the medical English vocabulary 
follows a great expansion in medical knowledge and 
offers itself as an evidence of the increasing degree 
of specialisation. The coinage of medical terms in 
1. Sheard, J.A. (1962). The Words We Use, op.cit. 
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the modern times has often violated the linguistic 
norms of word formation, the sole prerequisite 
being a knowledge of the elements making up the word. 
This purely arbitrary method has been responsible 
for the coinage of certain compounds which never 
existed in the source languages. Thus the medical 
lexicon has attained massive proportions in the 
recent times, a kind of terminology explosion. New 
concepts, new theories and new discoveries surpass the 
available stock and consequently entail new groupings 
and coinages to describe and discuss them. Naturally-, 
the succeeding generations of medical specialists 
have to cope with this stupendous bulk and to keep 
pace with the recurrent additions as well. An inter-
esting feature of this vast expansion of the medical 
vocabulary is the spread of certain technical terms 
to general use at a comparatively faster pace. As 
Sheard (1952 : 132) remarks, 'iodine, aspirin, vacci-
nation' have long been household words and 'calories' 
have made their way from the laboratory to the kitchen. 
4,10.6 Medical English vocabulary is evidently a 
product of varied material. It is a confluence of 
diverse streams, embracing form and flavour of 
tributaries of various origins, adapted and modified 
to consolidate a lexicon of international use. The 
various obvious sources of this lexicon can be out-
lined as under: 
a) Greek and Latin, 




d) Dutch, German, Persian, Chinese etc. 
According to a conservative estimate as much as 
seventy percent of the scientific element in English 
vocabulary is of Latin and Greek origin. The largest 
number of medical terms, however, stem from Greek 
entering English via Latin where they have undergone 
some change. Still others come from Greek via a 
second intermediary language such as French, with 
still further change. As an illustration of this 








Terms like surgeon, plaster, migraine, palsy etc. 
have followed the same route. Another fairly large 
group is of Latin origin. Most of the words in this 
group are retained in their original form and the rest 
are derivatives which have naturally undergone some 
sort of change in their transfer to English. 
Serjeantson (1935) enlightens us: 
Some words have entered English, not by 
direct contact with the language which is its 
source, but indirectly through an intervening 
language. In this way many of the earlier 
Italian loans come through French, the earlier 
loan words from the east come through Latin, 
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many of them having already passed through 
Greek before reaching Latin...Words travelled 
thousands of miles, westward from Asia to 
Europe, across Europe from east to west and 
from south to north, all round the Mediterranian 
from nation to nation and from generation to 
generation.! 
4.10.7 The words of the medical lexicon can con-
veniently be classified into three major categories: 
a) borrowed words, b) imported words, and c) invented 
words (Savory, 1953). Words taken by the scientist 
from ordinary native speech and given special dress 
for medical use belong to the first category. The 
word 'life' may be used in everyday speech in several 
ways but none of these meanings is the same as the 
biologist's. The botanist has given his own meaning 
to such common words as fruit and berry -- fruit 
being the product of the fertilised ovule of the 
flower which includes seeds and grains like maize or 
oats, and berry is defined in a way that it includes 
oranges and bananas also. Savory calls this ..."habit 
of seizing an unsuspecting word and forcing to do 
work for which it has no Qualifications" .. outrageoas, 
and further, a sort of "lingustic rape".^ Moreover, 
some of the borrowed words become so widely known and 
so familiar in their new context that their origins 
are forgotton. 'Dialysis' which originally meant 
'a statement of alternative propositions' has become 
1. Serjeantson, M.S. (1935). A History of Foreign 
Words in English, op.cit. p.15-16. 
2. Savory, T.H. (1953), The Language of Science, 
op.cit., p.112. 
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accepted as essentially a medical term meaning 'the 
separation of crystalloids and colloids' in the blood. 
4.10.8 The second category, i.e., imported words 
includes those words which were taken into the medical 
lexicon from foreign sources, mainly Latin and Greek, 
without changes in form or meaning except those reauired 
by transliteration. Since these words are not so 
familiar as the ones borrowed from the native sources 
the danger of confusion is less. These words are, 
therefore, best suited to the purpose of the specialist. 
This method of import was widely adopted in the 
early period when familiarity with classicial langua-
ges was Quite common among the specialists of diff-
erent fields. These words are still a part of the 
medical lexicon in a large way, for instance, bacillus, 
axis, cortex, pollen, femur, salvia, semen, species, 
nectar, vertebra, larynx and so on. 
4.10.9 Words coined by the specialists to meet 
their new requirements belong to the third category, 
i.e., invented words. Confronted with the need to 
express new ideas and to keep pace with the rapid 
advance in medical knowledge the specialist coins 
his own words. Words belonging to this category are 
by far the largest proportion of the medical lexicon 
and the number is increasing daily. The pattern of 
these coinages which belong to the present century 
shows little familiarity with the classical sources. 
Taking the formative elements from Greek and Latin 
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and compounding them or combining them with native 
elements often results- in the production of forms 
unknown to Greece and Rome. 
4.10.10 Thus the medical lexicon presents an 
alarming picture to a prospective medico. ESP is 
directly concerned with this problem. It seems rather 
odd to learn to read the different source languages 
or even Greek and Latin which offer the largest 
chunk. A short cut to the necessary information is 
inevitable and therefore, certain fundamentals of 
vocabulary acquisition and linguistic procedures of 
word formation and word analysis have to be learnt 
and fruitfully utilised. New strategies have to be 
formed and past techniques have to be reviewed in the 
interest of the ESP learner as also in the interest 
of effective teaching. The teaching of vocabulary in 
ESP ( or for that matter in general ELT also) has 
to move a step ahead of the statistical counts of 
vocabulary items in isolation by treating them as 
occuring in characteristic networks and contributing 
to the overall patterns of meaning. Medical lexicon 
which is the accepted international terminology of 
the discipline and the profession is the prime need 
of the ESP learner of medicine irrespective of 





5.1.1 One of our major aims in teaching a language 
is to open up to our students the world of language 
itself. Part of this world is the 'wonder of words', 
their multiplicity,their elasticity, their quality of 
changing in different environments and so on. Voca-
bulary is more than vocabulary items and their frequency. 
As a sub-system operating within a network of systems 
that constitute a language vocabulary teaching demands 
formulation of effective strategies and teaching tech-
niques (cf. 4.3.2). Vocabulary is essential to ELT 
in all its manifestations, viz., EFL, ESL, ESP, CLT 
and the like. In ESP, however, it assumes special 
significance where it is to be treated as a frame of 
reference accompanying the professional activity. 
Special subject matter is crucial to any definition of 
ESP. The everyday understanding of ESP is realised in 
such labels as 'English for Engineers', 'English for 
Air Traffic Controllers', 'Nursing English' etc. There 
is an implicit suggestion, as Robinson (1983) points 
out, that "language use varies from subject area to 
subject area and that there will be variety in terms 
of the linguistic forms, language functions, linguistic 
activities and subject matter". Special subject 
1. Robinson, P. (1983). ESP, communicative language 
teaching and the future, in Johnson, K. and D. 
Porter (eds), 1983. 
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matter, among other things, depends largely on a 
special vocabulary. The preoccupation with special 
subject matter has led to a strong interest in voca-
bulary, A review of ESP materials (cf. 4.3.16) substan-
tiates the view that vocabulary is a central issue in 
ESP teaching. Indeed several series of textbooks are 
exclusively concerned with it. But the methods of 
vocabulary teaching,, listing, testing and rehearsing^ 
however, vary greatly. There appears to be an obvious 
tilt towards registral analysis of the subject specific 
lexicon. The pedantic urge to reduce every word to 
what 'it really 'means', and the statistical fallacy of 
lexical counts and frequency of occurence is often mis-
directed. What is required is reformulation of our 
strategies incorporating our past practices in terms 
of their strength and drawing upon the contemporary 
insights in order to justify the ageold dictum so rele-
vant today that the 'meaning of a word is its use'. 
5.2 The Communicative Potential of Vocabulary 
5,2.1 ESP professionals and materials'writers 
have employed several approaches and techniques to 
the teaching of vocabulary. A brief mention of a few 
of the important ones among them will not be out of 
place. Edwards (1974) teaching midwives and nurses in 
Nigeria suggests .. "esoteric terms were explained by 
the subject teacher whereas we should concentrate on 
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giving the students a good grounding in the vocabulary 
which it will be taken for granted they know." 
Edwards' suggestion obviously emphasises the general 
vocabulary i.e. 'core', or 'foundation' vocabulary but 
implicitly it shows a disregard, may be, helplessness in 
handling the specialist vocabulary which is the main 
feature of ESP texts. Martin (1976) distinguishes 
"academic vocabulary which is sub-technical, occurs 
across disciplines, is often incorrectly used by the 
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students but rarely recognised as a problem", Martin's 
suggestion points to a valuable direction in vocabulary 
teaching i.e., a consolidation of vocabulary items 
selected from allied areas of academic studies, to help 
foreign graduate students in the pursuance of their 
education in English. Evidently this is the area of 
EEP and not ESP but this approach can be extended to 
handle ESP texts as well. For instance, an ESP learner 
of Technology or Medicine needs to draw auite substan-
tially upon the vocabulary of related fields within the 
broad framework of science and technology. Faning 
3 
(1977) suggests that it is not single words which are 
always difficult but phrases, so that combinations of 
1. Edwards, P.J. (1974). Teaching Specialist English, 
ELT Journal 28. 3 April 1974. 
2. Martin A.V. (1976). Teaching Academic Vocabulary 
to Foreign Graduate Students TESOL Quarterly 10 
1 March, 1976. 
3. Faning P. (1977). Review : English for Engineers 
ESPMENA 9 1977. 
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words should be taught, not just the individual items 
of a discipline, Tanning's suggestion stems basically 
from the viewpoint of levels of difficulty, in other 
words, phrases are more difficult than words, and this 
is the reason for his preference of the phrase, not 
their own value in the contexts of use, 
5.2.2 Vocabulary selection and teaching strategies 
for ESP have to be governed by certain principles which 
correspond to the specific needs of the learners. One 
such principle will naturally •'be concerned with what 
Mackay and Mountford (1978) call "code features of the 
language system , But these features studied and 
analysed under the registral or purely formal framework 
where only percentage counts of certain specific items 
are given credence will not yield results conducive 
to what Widdowson (1979) calls "communicative features 
of language use", We can not teach the language itself 
nor for that matter the communicative features, we can at 
best give the learner the basic tools of creating 
language and the foremost among these tools are 'words' 
which in different contexts and structures assume different 
roles. 
5.2.3 Again, vocabulary selection and presentation 
will depend on an adequate description of the language 
employed by the subject specialist discourse which the 
learner needs to handle. It must emphasise the communi-
cative import of the code, i.e., lexical items within 
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given contexts. Meaning relations between items vary 
with the conceptual space of the subject area, e.g., 
the relation between 'invasion' and 'attack' in a medical 
text is not the same as in everyday use. A lexical item 
is not just a dictionary entry or a unit of the lexicon, 
it is a potential tool of communication. The very fact 
that items of general use assume technical and sub-
technical meanings in certain contexts and acquire 
special connotative features is a pointer to their 
inherent ccaranunicative potential. Lexical items have, 
therefore, to be treated not simply as countable enti-
ties whose usefulness is determined on the basis of their 
frequency of occurence and structural features but as 
'instances of use', rendering by each of their occurence 
a special communicative force to the type of discourse 
they are employed to build. We would obviously gain by 
enhancing the scope of the study of vocabulary by pro-
jecting what may be termed as the communicative potential 
of a lexicon. 
5.2.4 The communicative potential of vocabulary 
manifests itself most effectively in one-word utterances. 
One-word utterance constitute a discourse by themselves, 
nullyfying parts of the earlier utterance and making 
them redundant if repeated. They perform a sort of 
signalling job and their recognition is essential to the 
decoding of the message. Moreover, such signals exhibit 
the speaker's/author's intended organisation of the 
discourse and thus appear to be the essential tools 
wherewith a listener/reader interprets the discourse 
properly. 
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5.2.4 Items of a lexicon have a life of their own, they 
animate the units th^fmake up and occur with. They 
exist in dictionary but they live in the context. We 
hear them in context, we learn them in collocations with 
other words and try not to 'break the code'. Quirk 
(1962) cautions us,"we should beware of thinking that 
the meaning resides in the word itself; it is rather 
spread over the word and the neighbouring words." 
Goknik (1972) notes that items like 'increased', 'changed', 
'remained', 'constant' are implicit comparatives. She 
also notes the existence of items which refer to the 
whole of the previous discourse, e.g., 'this evidence', 
2 
'these findings', etc. Hoey (1983) suggests that 
"lexical signalling can take the form of a sentece, 
3 
clause, or phrase." There is, strictly speaking, no 
boundary line as such, a word too is at times a lexical 
signal which functionsLas a vital link- in the sentence 
or clause or phrase and carries the focus of communi-
cative import. Fames (1973) makes reference to 
4 
"signposts along the route" divided into content and 
structure signals. The function of these signposts. 
Quirk, R. (1962). The Use of English, London, 
Longman, p.137. 
Goknik, M. (1972). Linguistic Structures in Scien-
tific Texts, The Hague, Mouton, p.48. 
Hoey, M. (1983). On the Surface of Discourse, London, 
Allen and Unwin, p.23. 
Fames, N.C. (1973). Comprehension and the Use of 
Context, Milton Keynes, The Open University, 
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i.e., lexical items charged with a definite content, 
is naturally to foreshadow the subject matter. Words, 
phrases, phrasl verbs, idioms and even slang and collo-
quialisms are all lexical items or made up therefrom 
and all have their communicative potential. When they 
appear in combinations and stand for more than what 
they are generally supposed to be in a dictionary, they 
gather a special momentum and become .highly communicative. 
5.3 Vocabulary and Communicative Skills 
5.3.1 Vocabulary embraces several aspects of linguis-
tic communication. Communicative patterns of the kind, 
i.e., defining, classifying, describing, exemplifying, 
and even larger units like a report, an exposition, a 
legal brief etc. are linguistically realised with the 
help of the appropriate linguistic codes which mainly 
constitute the lexicon. A lexicon, therefore, provides 
raw material for the communicative features of language 
use. Major communicative skills are operated and en-
riched by the lexicon. 
5.3.2 Speaking : Oral communication involves two 
(or more) people to react to what they hear, and make 
their contribution at a certain speed. Each partici-
pant has certain goals which he wants to achieve in the 
interaction. Effective interaction demands the ability 
to interpret what is heard, which is not usually pre-
dictable, and respond quickly in a way that takes account 
of what has just.been said as also to grasp the speaker's 
intention at this point in the interaction. Much of the 
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participant's ability of interpreting and responding 
would depend on the amount of language at his disposal, 
mainly reflected in the amount of vocabulary appropriate 
for the occasion, that is, carefully chosen with regard 
to the role of the participants, their attitudes, inten-
tions and the eagerness about the achievement of the 
goals. Vocabulary provides the interactants with an 
input for communication. Participation in the inter-
action of a specialist nature will evidently require 
a proficient lexicon. ESP learners must of necessity 
acquire a reasonable amount of the vocabulary of their 
subject/job specialism to participate in discussions, 
seminars, case conferences and contribute effectively 
therein. 
5.3.3 Listening: It is the listener's ability to 
recognise language elements in the stream of sound, 
to understand how a particular element relates to what 
else has been said, and its function in the act of 
communication. It is at this stage that the listner 
selects what is relevant to his purpose (e.g., response) 
and rejects what is not equally so. Here again the 
focus will remain on certain highly significant and 
communicative words rather than on the whole stretches 
of utterances in the totality of their grammatically 
obligatory lengths and structures. The listner will 
select and make a mental note of certain essential points 
aided and associated with some brief but highly charged 
word-like units, i.e., lexical items, and store them 
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for ready reference and to be pressed into service 
to serve as an input to a response, if necessary. 
5.3.4 For ESP learners listening situations in the 
pursuit of their goal are very many. With regard to 
the academic needs, we know that subject specialisms 
demand receptive listening to formal lectures, debates, 
symposia, radio reports etc. To cope with the referen-
tial and conceptual features of a spoken discourse we 
can not but emphasise an increase in the command of 
lexis with special reference to nominalised groups, 
idioms, and logical connectors (e.g., consecjuently, 
therefore etc.), referential items (e.g., anaphora, 
cataphora etc.) along with a recognition of stress 
and intonation which is equally important. 
5.3.5 Reading : Reading is a communicative process. 
Books communicate linguistically. They also communicate 
non-linguistically by means of diagrams, maps, graphs, 
pictures etc. Symbols both visual and graphic/Unguistic 
are used to convey messages. Reading requires a know-
ledge of how the linguistic symbols combine to make 
words and how words are used to make sentences, and 
what these words and structures made therewith convey. 
Reading, however, does not stop at understanding word/ 
sentence patterns; sentences are arranged into larger 
sequences in order to present information in a logical 
way. The logical structure of a passage depends on 
how the writer wants to presentthe information in it and 
it is often signalled by certain expressive words and 
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logical connectors. A deficient vocabulary will be 
a serious obstacle to the processing of the message. 
Widdowson (1979) suggests that we must recognise "the 
patterns of language inside the sentence and between 
sentences by increasing our understanding of voca-
bulary." A good command of the lexis will speed 
up the process of reading. 
5.3.6 Reading has a purpose. Developing purposive 
reading involves reading styles and techniques. Of the 
various styles — namely, scanning, i.e, locating a 
known item, skimming, i.e,, to gain an idea about the 
organisation of the text; search reading, i.e., for 
quick information gathering; receptive reading, i.e., 
to discover accurately what the writer wishes to convey, 
responsive reading, i.e., to reflect upon what the 
writer has written -- it appears that a prime consi-
deration is the involvement of the reader in the process 
of the written communication. Among other factors, 
the basic motivation to proceed onwards, practically 
as well as psychologically, is a reasonable fund of 
vocabulary. Williams (1983) defines the communicatively 
competent reader as "one who can understand the text 
2 
as the writer intended it to be understood." 
5.3.7 Writers and readers communicate in the same 
sort of way as listner and speaker. Obstacles in 
1. Widdowson, H.G. (1979). Discovering Discourse, 
Reading and Thinking in English, OUP; p.43. 
2. Williams, E. (1983). Communicative Reading in 
Johnson and Porter (eds) Perspectives .. 1983, 
p. 177. 
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reading communication mostly occur in the area of lexi-
con particularly because there is hardly any oppor-
tunity for feedback and a continuous negotiation of 
meaning which is possible in the case of spoken inter-
action to some extent. But it..never means that read-
ing is a passive skill. More than being merely 
receptive it is perceptive, involving exceedingly 
active processes. The activity of interpretation 
requires a simultaneous perception of the content 
expressed and the language used, particularly the 
lexical items characteristic of a field of discourse. 
Swift and effective reading requires a high standard 
of vocabulary proficiency to comprehend the message 
as contained in the rhetorical structure of a text. 
Lastly and very briefly, WRITING communicates infor-
mation mainly derived from reading and observation. 
To convey precise information we have not only to 
be careful but responsible in the choice of words. 
5.3.8 An integratioi of the various skills leads 
to efficient performance. Integration is a means of 
providing natural contexts for language use. Sometimes 
the context will call for speaking, sometimes for 
writing and at times for a combination of skills. 
The skills to be used depend on the activities 
involved. Individual skills developed into an 
integrated sequence aided at each stage with a pro-
ficient lexicon will serve as an immediate and handy 
device to quicken the process and maintain the spon-
taniety of linguistic communication. 
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5.4 Generative Vocabulary - A Teaching Model 
5.4.1 The acquisition of a proficient lexicon is 
mainly concerned with how best we form our strategies 
for exploring 'the world of words'. For this the 
dictionary can be an invaluable friend if used effect-
ively and intelligently but making a recourse to the 
dictionary for each and every unfamiliar word is too 
combersome a procedure and at times not so very reward-
ing. Vocabulary acquisition may better be directed 
to the analysis of the internal structure of words 
systematically and regularly. One should feel or be 
made to feel how words are structured and built. 
Rote learning engenders boredom and defeats the purpose 
of pleasurable reading. A study of word-elements, 
their form and function, on the other hand, leads to 
better understanding, easier association and 
greater retention. A word is easily understood with 
reference to its derivational process. More so, many 
words when analysed into their constituent parts yield 
their own definitions. A knowledge of word-elements 
makes familiar words more interesting and strange 
words become less so with this knowledge to ^pply. 
5.4.2 With this objective in view we propose a 
model of Generative Vocabulary based on the much 
emphasised and universally acknowledged principles 
of economy, i^e., designed to teach much thraigh little 
The model aims at providing a particularly useful 
shortcut to vocabulary development (see 4.10.9) thereby 
sparing a lot of time spent in making a repeated 
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recourse to the dictionary. It is possible, for example 
to learn the meaning of fifty words and have that only, 
but no more to show for that effort. It is also 
possible to learn one thing in such a way as to 
learn fifty nine other things in the process. The 
proposed model is based on the latter approach, 
i.e., on principles and elements that are generative 
in nature and are best calcualted to speed vocabulary 
growth, 
5.4.3 A generative model of vocabulary acquisition 
designed to teach much through little has to be based 
on (a) certain basic principles and (b) carefully 
chosen language elements : 
A. Principles : (1) Learning to look analytically 
at word-form; 
(2) Recognising the underlying stems 
through the application of the 
knowledge of affixation; reco-
gnising the related forms and 
the changes resulting from affix-
ation leading to corresponding 
differences in the syntactic 
function; developing word-analy-
sis insights by manipulating 
prefix-root-suffix elements; 
(3) Discovering the meaning of the 
Whole by an analysis of the parts 
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moving from word-analysis 
to word building, i.e., from 
word to definition and from a 
given definition to building an 
appropriate word; 
(4) Discovering the meaning of 
strange, unfamiliar elements/ 
words by establishing meaningful 
associations. 
B. Elements: (1) Affixes producing grammatically 
classed words; 
(2) General suffixes attached to a 
number of words, adding special 
meaning to the same radical; 
(3) Combining forms used in the for-
mation of compounded forms of 
specialist use; 
(4) Carefully selected root forms. 
5.4,4 The model of the generative vocabulary will 
take the following operational procedure: 
Stage I Memorization : of the selected roots and 
other word-elements (most of 
the memorisation will be 
reduced by developing skills 
of meaningful associations); 
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Stage II Identification : of the elements making up 
the word, e.g., roots, stems, 
affixes etc. 
Stage III Application analysis of the parts of a 
word leading to its defini-
tion; building words as per 
definitions given; 
Stage IV Generalisation producing word-forms not 
specifically learnt. 
The proposed model of generative vocabulary may be 
used in teaching situations and manipulated to suit 
the various levels. It can be shown to serve as a 
pleasantly revealing exercise in learning the vital 
communicative tool, the'word'. ... 
Example I. We can take a base, e.g., JECT and then 









Example II. We can recognise the formative elements 
in the structure of a word, analyse the 
word-form into its component units, pro-
duce the meaning of each unit separately 
and then combine the root-affix meaning 
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to arrive at its definition: 
(a) INJECT in = inside 
Ject = throw 
Definition: to throw inside (to inject 
a syringe) 
(b) OBJECT Ob = before, against 
Ject = throw 
Definition: to throw against (thrown 
before the mind) 
(c) PROJECT Pro = forward 
Ject = throw 
Defintion : to throw forward (an 
image, plan, idea etc.) 
Example III, We take a definition and attempt to 
build a word: 
Definition : a device for throwing 
(something) inside 
inside = in 
throw = ject 
device = or 
Word : Injector 
Similarly the definition, 'an apparatus 
for throwing (an image) forward' would 
inspire one to build the form..Projector. 
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Example IV. We can move still ahead and discover 
a number of possible derivatives from 
one root element: 
. . . J E C T ... 
project projection projector 
projective projectionist projectional 
projectivity projectively projectivity 
In the grammatical analysis words are assigned to word 
classes on the formal basis of their syntactic be-
haviour. While studying the derivational process of 
a word we can observe these formal changes with 
reference to a corresponding change in the grammatical 
function, by assigning labels to each derived form: 
e.g., project = Noun 
projector = Noun 
projection - Noun 
projectionist = Noun 
projective = Adjective 
projectively - Adverb etc. 
Various derivatives of the.same root can be handled 
with the help of word-analysis techniques and the 
manipulation of root-affix elements. A large number 
of words can be handled in this fashion and although 
meaning can not always be inferred in this manner 
the analytical procedures will at least give the core 
meaning and an insight into the structure of the word. 
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Moreover, it must be admitted that this is not possible 
to provide a mode for each formation. 
5.4.5 It is evident that the model of generative 
vocabulary presupposes a knowledge of analytical pro-
cedures and linguistic techniques of word-analysis 
usually designated as word-formation or word grammar 
which whill be dealt with later but before we do that 
we must emphasise that the model of generative voca-
bulary is not only an aid to the acquisition and 
handling of the general vocabulary of English it is 
particularly helpful in the learning of specialist 
vocabularies. ESP learners can gainfully employ 
these techniques for consolidating their attainments 
in the general vocabulary of English (see 3.3.8) as 
also in the interpretation and generation of technical 
terms of their subject/job specific discourse. In 
pursuance of one of the projected aims of this study, 
below is presented the pattern of the analysis and 
generation of compounds used in the specialist dis-
course of medical sciences. A medical entrant is 
likely to feel threatened when he comes across for the 




What appears to be a confused jumble of letters at 
first sight stands out clearly if analysed into its 
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constitutent units, the meaning of each unit listed 
separately and then combining the meanings of all the 
units to arrive at a definition of the whole ... 
Example 1. HEMANGIOENDOTHELIOSARCQMA 
hem = blood 
angio = vessel 
endothelio = pertaining to endothelium 
sarcoma = a tumour, often malignant 
Definition : a malignant tumour of the blood 
vessel with masses of endothelial 
cells. 
Example II. HYSTEROSAPLINGOOOPHORECTOMY 
Four constituent elements are recognisable in this 
compound. They can be analysed as under: 
HYSTER(O) , SAPLINGO , OOPHOR(O), ECTOMY 
The meanings of these elements can be listed separately; 
hyster(o) = pertaining to the uterus 
saplingo = uterine tube 
oophor(o) = ovary 
ectomy = excision 
The meanings obtained from these elements can be 
combined to produce the following defintion: 
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Definition : Excision of the uterus (alongwith), 
uterine tube and ovaries 
On the basis of the known elements the pattern can be 
reversed and fruitfully employed for the generation 
of other compounded forms from given definitions: 
Example III 
Definition : Excision of a malignant tumour 
from the uterus 
excision = ectomy 
malignant tumour = sarcoma 
uterus = hyster(o) 
Word : hysterosarcomectomy 
Example IV 
Definition : Excision of a calculus from 
the liver 
liver = hepat(o) 
calculus 1 •^ u / N 
, . \ = lith(o (stone) 
excision = ectomy 
Word : hepatolithectomy 
Such an exercise insures active participation and 
affords pleasure of discovery and intellectual satis-
faction. It encourages errorless learning and re-
inforcement by checking and verification of the right 
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answers. Lastly and most significantly it is based 
on a generative principle, i.e., while it negates the 
role of rote learning it provides an extra learning 
dividend which accelerates further learning. Instead 
of adding one word to our vocabulary at a time we 
get acquainted with several of them at the same time, 
5.4.6 An ESP learner ought to enrich his vocabu-
lary in a meaningful way. He should know how the words 
he has learnt are in fact used in the subject specialisjt 
discourse and where they serve the most useful purpose., 
Technical words of a highly specialised nature, as 
analysed above, are not so much of a problem in use. 
They are used within the fixed range of meaning only 
which they so overtly signify. Sub-technical items 
employed by a specialist discourse need special 
attention as to their use. A major reason for 
exapnding our vocabulary and developing added word-
power is to improve our communicative skills. An 
ESP learner can achieve these aims by exploring the 
crucial role of word-elements which have a tendency 
to recur and make up the specialist lexicon. A good 
vocabulary, among other things, helps to minimise 
wordiness. A learner with a meagre working vocabulary 
will often have to use several words to express an 
idea that could well be expressed in one if that 
were present in his working vocabulary. For example, 
instead of speaking about visiting 'a large building 
used for scientific experimentation and research' he 
might better speak of visiting 'a laboratory'. 
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5.5 Word Grammar 
5.5.1 Words are the most fascinating products of 
the human intellect. By paying attention to words and 
their parts we enrich our vocabulary. Words are part 
of the material into which utterances may be analy-
sed and the ability to analyse the word into its con-
stituent parts is a performative knowledge with which 
word grammar or word formation is chiefly concerned. 
Words are convenient units in the division of a 
language into manageable parts but the word is not 
the smallest unit of meaning. We can sometimes arrive 
at the meaning of a word by thinking about its parts. 
About the relative functions of the phrase, the word 
and the parts of a word Turner (1973) observes: 
It is likely that people think mainly in 
phrases as we all do in all but strenuous 
conversations... it is the educated writer 
who learns to think in words, weighing the 
contribution of each element in sequences 
which are tailored to the ocassion, enor-
mously multiplying possible combinations of 
items by working with smaller parts. He 
depends on an educated reader able to think 
in the same way...the scholar goes even 
further in becoming a skilled writer or 
reader by understanding the parts of the 
word.-^ 
Word grammar is firmly based on the notion that 
learning of the wholes proceeds largely from an ab-
stracting and assembling of parts or to quote 
1. Turner, G.W. (1973). Stylistics, Penguin, p.23. 
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Prof. Quine (1960) "a boat if we have to rebuild it 
we must rebuild: plank by plank while staying afloat 
in it". We must also remember that Dr. Johnson, 
a lexicographer, demonstrated the reality of 'stone' 
by kicking it. 
5.5.2 Interest in word formation has probably 
gone hand in hand with interest in language in general. 
Thus there are available scattered comments and some-
times detailed works on the subject of word for-
mation from the time of Panini, who provided a detailed 
and the most authentic description of the Sanskrit 
word formation, right upto the present day. But our 
present day knowledge, as Bauer (1983 : 7) stresses, 
in many ways shows little advance on Panini's. In 
more recent years, however, the study shows signs of 
expansion as the linguists aided by philosophical and 
psychological insights have considered word formation 
from various theoretical viewpoints. No approach 
can claim perfection but the different approaches do 
provide a framework within which pedagogical models 
can be produced to facilitate the learners in making 
their own discoveries about words. The model of 
generative vocabulary (5.4) is one such attempt. In 
order to handle a generative approach and to ensure 
its effective operation certain amount of theoretical 
discussion and a familiarity with the basic concepts 
in the field of word grammar is inevitable. 
1. Quine, W.V. (1960). Word and Object, MIT, p.X. 
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5.5.3 WORD : Defining 'word' has been for a long 
time a major problem. Various definitions that are 
available point more towards the attitude and the 
purpose of the scholar offering the definition rather 
than suggesting an all round working soluticn to what 
really counts as a word. Recognising words on the 
basis of what has often been referred to as 'printers' 
use of space' does not help a student of vocabulary-
much. We know that words are basic and elemental 
in our lives, they come to us naturally, yet we 
find how hard it is to say what exactly a word is. 
Bloomfield's (1933) classic definition of word as a 
"minimum free unit" is a great help undoubtedly in 
formulating analytical procedures of word grammar. 
Fries (1940) too offers a valuable definition .."word 
is a combination of sounds acting as a stimulus to 
bring into attention the experience to which it has 
2 become attached by use" .., but the defintion is 
obviously too narrow in its scope and application for 
analytical purposes. The words of a language are 
a highly complex system of classes of items, inter-
locking classes as to form, meaning and distribution. 
Lado (1955) provides a significant direction in under-
standing the vocabulary system of a language when he 
remarks, "in dealing with vocabulary we should take 
into account three important aspects of words -- their 
1. Bloomfield, L. (1933). Language, New York, Henry, 
Holt. p.178. 
2. Fries, C. (1940). English Word Lists, Washington, 
DC, AnnArbor, p.87. 
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form, their meaning, their distribution — , and we 
should consider the various kinds or classes of words 
in the operation of the language". 
Form : Some words are fixed and some variable. Words 
appearing only in one form are called invariable 
words such as English 'since', 'seldom', etc. The 
variables are governed by certain patterns. They 
undergo a partial but systematic change in their form 
which corresponds to a change in their grammatical 
function, e.g., 'walk' — 'walks' — 'walking', etc. 
The invariables may also vary but not functionally, 
only environmentally, e.g., 'not ..'nt', 'and ...'nd, 
'n', etc. 
Meaning : Meaning into which we classify our exper-
ience is culturally determined and modified. Meanings 
can be defined according to the form they attach to 
a) meanings that attach to words as words are lexical 
meanings, e.g., 'house', a building for human habi-
tation; b) the meaning 'two' or 'more', i.e., plural, 
attached to 's' as in 'books' is morphological meaningr 
c) the meaning 'question' attached to the word arrange-
ment in the sentence — 'Is he a farmer?', is syntactic 
meaning. 
Distributioja: Grammatical, geographical and stylistic 
restrictions govern the distribution of words in 
utterances and have to be strictly adhered to for 
effective interaction. 
1. Lado, R. (1955). Patterns of Difficulty in 
Vocabulary, in Language Learning 6. 23ff. 
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Classification : Words can be classified into four 
groups : 
(1) Function words — words which primarily 
perforin grammatical function, e.g., 'do' 
signalling question; 
(2) Substitute words -- words which replace 
a class of words, e.g., 'he, she, they, 
so', etc. 
(3) Grammatically distributed words — words 
which show unusual grammatical restriction 
in distribution, e.g., 'some, any, many, 
severa', etc, 
(4) Content words -- words which represent 
the structuring of experience and con-
cepts, e.g., 'man, house, think', etc. 
The first three groups have often been bracketed 
together and labelled as Form Words while the fourth 
group has also been named as Full Words. The number 
of words in the first three groups is very small but 
of frequent occurence and gifted with a wide range of 
meanings and functions. The fourth group is the 
largest and constitutes the bulk of the vocabulary of 
a language. The content words are'again sub-divided 
into items treated as things/objects, processes, 
qualities etc. 
5.5,4 Word, as has been pointed out, defies defi-
nition. We can, therefore, think of an abstract unit 
called 'lexeme' denoting all possible shapes that a word 
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can have, e.g., SHOOT, a key member inclusive of 
'shot, shoots, shooting' etc. A particular shape 
that a word has on a particular occasion can be ref-
erred to as Word-form. A word-form has a phonolo-
gical and/or orthographic shape. It realises a 
lexeme. For prupses of analysis every word-form is 
divisible into one or more meaningful units generally 
referred to as Morpheme , for instance, 'boy' in 'boys' 
is a free unit, it contitutes a word-form by itself 
while 's' is a bound unit and as such incapable of 
working as a word-form. Whereas a morpheme is 
defined as a minimal unit of grammatical analysis 
a segment of a word-form which represents a parti-
cular morpheme is called a Morph. Thus bound units 
can occur only if attached to other morphs whereas 
free units can occur independently. Further, a 
phonetically, lexically or grammatically conditioned 
member of a set of morphs representing a particular 
morpheme is called an Allomorph. A lexeme is said 
to be Transparent if it is clearly analysable into 
its constituent morphs, e.g., 
coverage = cover + age but not so in 
carriage = carry + age , which is known as Opc.que. 
Affixation : Morphemes may be divided into Roots and 
Affixes. Analysis of formative elements to the ulti-
mate point takes us to forms which have been called 
Roots, the starting point in word analysis. Root is 
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a word form which is not further analysable. It is 
the nuclues of a lexeme shorn of all possible addi-
tives, e.g., in the word-form 'untouchables' 'un', 
'able', 's' , are additives while the ultimate point 
is 'touch' and that is the root. Roots of various 
types fused together result in the formation of Stems. 
A stem is defined as that part of a word-form which 
remains when all inflectional additions have been 
removed, e.g., in the form 'untouchables', 's' is the 
inflectional addition, (that is, no further addition 
is possible) and after removing 's' we get 'untouchable' 
which is the stem. Similarly in 'touched' the stem 
is 'touch'. A stem can consit of two roots as in 
'wheel-chair'. While the concept of stem is concerned 
with inflectional additions the concept of Base is 
concerned with derivational additions, e.g., 'touchable' 
is a base which can produce 'untouchable'. 
5.5.5 Inflection is the change inithe form of a 
word which can express different grammatical relation-
ships, i.e., the addition of -s to a noun to form 
plural (book - books) or -ed to a verb to form the 
past tence (book - booked) etc. The chief inflectional 
affixes of English are the plural marker -s, -es, -en; 
the genitive -'s (as in book's) the verbal endings 
-s, -es, -ing, -ed,(t) , (d), (en); adjectival -er, 
-St and change of vowel as in 'goose — geese' and 
zero as in 'sheep'. The function of inflection is to 
indicate relationship between words in a sentence, e.g., 
'the cow eats grass'/cows eat grass'. Inflectional 
affixes appear to be stable in function and meaning. 
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5.5.6 Derivation is a process by which new 
words are formed through the mechanics of affixation 
to a root-form already in existence. It is one of 
the commonest methods of word formation, for example, 
the root 'nation' exploited to produce 'national', 
'nationalist', 'nationalisation' etc. Whereas deri-
vation results in the formation of new lexemes by 
affixation Compounding another process of word 
formation , is concerned with the formation of new 
lexemes from two or more stems. It is a process by 
which two words are joined with no part of either 
word being lost, e.g,, 'highway', 'blackbird', 'riverbed' 
etc. Compounding yields not only one word but one 
conception, not just the sum of two concepts expressed 
by the two fused elements. 
5.5.7 Both inflectional and derivational processes 
depend on affixation. By affixation we generally 
mean additions to a word-form either initially or finally, 
Such additions are referred to as Prefixes and 
Suffixes. Prefixes are by and large derivational in 
English, for example, . . . ' un employed', 'ij. legal', etc. 
Suffixes can be both derivational and inflectional, 
e.g., 'man, man jLy, man _li ness' , 'walk, walked' , etc. 
Many derivational affixes have more than one meaning 
and can be added to more than one category of base forms" 
'allowable knowledgeable' etc. Both derivational 
and inflectional affixes are grammatical rather than 
lexical elements hence relatively small and stable 
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in membership. Unlike lexical elements they are 
members of a system having canplementary function 
and are interdependent. Again, derivational affixes 
are much larger in number than inflectional affixes 
and, therefore, less interdependent, less generalised 
in meaning. 
5.5.8 Derivaticnal affixation is two-dimensional, 
that is, class maintaining and class changing, the 
former refers to a process which produces lexemes 
belonging to the same form class as the base — 
e.g., king (noun) , kingdom (noun) 
legal (adjective) , ij.legal (adjective) 
do (verb) , undo (verb) 
—the latter refer to a process which produces lexemes 
which do not belong to the same form class as the base: 
e.g., king (noun) kingly (adjective) 
do (verb) doer (noun) 
In English prefixation is mainly class-maintaining 
while majority of derivational suffixes are class-
changing, that is, producing forms which behave syn-
tactically very differently from their bases. Pre-
fixes and suffixes have a life of their own. Many 
are inseparable from the rest of the word fot'm they 
are attached to, e.g., 'dis' in 'disgruntled'. Many 
are used at will to form new words, e.g., 're-,un-, 
non-; -ness, -ise, -ist, -ish, -able', etc. found in 
such words as 'rethink, undo, non-existent, darkness. 
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pluralise, racist, childish, bearable', etc. No two 
prefixes are exactly alike in sense. They undergo 
divergent developments in different words as, for 
example, in 'uninterested, disinterested'. Some pre-
fixes different in origin and meaning have fallen 
together —'in' usually indicates movement inside/ 
towards as in 'intrude, inject' but it is also a nega-
tive prefix as in 'insane , invisible', etc. Some-
times prefixes and suffixes get fused so compeltely 
with the rest of the word-form that they are hard to 
recognise, e.g., 'th' in 'warmth, length, strength', 
etc. Affixation also includes the concept of stress/ 
tone that a word-form inherently carries and that is 
subject to variation as the form changes. This is 
usually referred to as Superfix. Many pairs of words 
in English are solely or chiefly distinguished by 
the superfix, e.g., 'present (noun) and 'present' 
(verb). The distinction between 'sheep' singular 
and 'sheep' plural is referred to as Infix. Infixes 
normally appear within the consonant and vowel sequen-
ces of root forms, e.g., 'man - men', 'foot - feet', etc, 
5.5.9 In the light of the above discussion we can 






5.5.10 For purposes of analysis word-forms are 
classified as Simple, Complex, and Compound. 
Simple : The occurence of a particular form indepen-
dently constitutes a simple word. A simple word-form 
may be: 
i) just a minimal base, e.g., cat = Base + (superfix) 
ii) a base + an inflectional suffix, e.g., 
cats •= Base + Inflectional suffix ('s' plural) + 
(superfix), 
Complex : A word-form which contains a base and a 
derivational suffix and/or an inflectional suffix, 
e.g., 
player = Base + Der. Suffix(-er)+(superfix) 
players = Base + Der. Suffix(-er)+ Infl. 
Suffix ('s' plural)+(superfix) 
Compound : A word-form produced out of tfe linking 
of two or more elements expressing a single idea. A 
simple analysis yields the following types: 
a) two elements, both simple e.g., foot ball 
b) three elements, all simple e.g., son in law 
c) two elements, one complex e.g., tax collector 
d) two elements, both complex e.g., elevator operator 
e) two elements, one or both e.g., football player 
compound 
5.5.11 Compounding is an active process of word 
formation in English. The Elizabethans who were ex-
tremely free in the treatment of language took a most 
adventurous initiative in this field and since then 
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compounding has performed a unique job chiefly in 
the growth of the vocabulary of the poets, philosophers 
and above all the scientists. There are several 
stages in the making of a compound, namely, two dis-
tinct word-forms joined in thought by some sort of 
link in meaning, later on the distinction gets lost 
and the word-forms thus jointed together come to be 
regularly connected in thought and writing- Such 
forms usually remain hyphenated in the early stages 
but the last stage is one of the fused word when the 
two ideas finally become one with no conscious analysis 
of the constituents. Sheard (1962) calls this, "a 
question of the degree of establishment" and further 
on he observes, "the modification of language by 
thought is best expressed in the formation of com-
pounds for they are the result of the condensation of 
a mental image, two originally distinct images having 
been fused." Bauer (1973) provides analytical insigh-
in his definition of the compound, Bauer observes 
that a compound is "a lexeme containing two or more 
potential stems that has not subsequently been sub-
2 jected to a derivational process." 
5.5.12. The normal English type of compound is one 
that has as its second element a word-form carrying 
the main idea and the first element is a qualifier 
or determinant, e.g., 'air travel, tea stall, steam-
ship' etc. Some foreign types, i.e., initial deter-
minants, are also found in use, e.g., 'court martial, 
knight errant', etc. Phrasal verbs have much in 
common with compound word-forms especially when the 
1. Sheard, J.A. (1962). The Words We Use, Andre 
Deutsch, p.47ff. 
2. Bauer, L, (1973). English Word Formation, CUP,p.63. 
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vertis combine with adverbial particles, e.g., 'give 
in', 'let down' etc., they sometimes coalesce to form 
compounds, e.g., 'undergo, showdown, withstand', etc. 
Compounds are classified on the basis of their gramma-
tical function as Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives etc. Sub-
classification can also be attempted in many different 
vayS — by the form classes of elements that make up 
the compound, by semantic classes, by syntactic fun-
ction and so on. The majority of compounded word-
forms, both in general and special use, are, however, 































































make believe (Rare) 
out live 
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IV) Phrasal Compound : Henry Sweet (1892) calls 
such compounds as "intermediate between true 
compounds and word-groups", e.g., 
a-pain-in-stomach-gesture , forget-me-not, 
devil-may-care, travel-now-pay-later-scheme etc, 
V) Compounds formed by derivational/inflectional 
elements, e.g., foul-mouthed, open-eyed, long-
legged, etc. 
VI) Hybrids : Compounds made up of foreign elements 
attached to native roots are also called 
Hybrids. They are quite common in specialist 
vocabularies. 
5.5.13, Word formation is linked with social needs 
and uses. Words formed for special effects or 
coined for special purposes travel long distances 
and undergo wide ranging transitory impacts before 
they get firmly established in the language. The 
instance of hyphenation pointed out earlier is a 
token of many such features. There is no consistency 
in the use of hyphen in most of the compounds. Much 
perhaps depends on the personal taste of the writer, 
the degree of fusion and the extent to which a form 
has been established. This gives rise to a number of 
other forms of which the following may be mentioned 
briefly: 
Portmanteau or Blends : Part of one WDrd combined 
with part of another resulting in a new word, e.g.. 
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a tendency to drop syllables and 
make two words into one, e.g., don = 
(do + on) 
forms shortened for convenience,e.g., 
lab., exam., zoo, O.I.G.S. 
preference for brevity sometimes leads 
to extreme cases when only the ini-
tials are used to form full words, e.g., 
WHO, NATO, UNESCO etc. 
Syncopation the beginning and the end of two forms 
retained but syllables are lost, e.g., 
pram, econ, etc. 
Back formation: a fruitful scource of new forms, e.g., 
backbite 
Words from 
Proper Names : e.g.. Calico, Watt, Parkinsonism etc. 
The above discussion about the working of word grammar 













5.5.14 The vocabulary of a living language like 
English grows like a dynamic organism. While main-
taining its luxuriant growth it keeps providing 
nourishment to the language in its mysterious and 
multifarious manifestations. Word grammar which pri-
marily deals with the study of this organism, that is, 
with the analysis and formation of new lexemes from 
the given bases provides a link between syntax and 
lexicon. The techniques and procedures of word grammar 
can be extended further to study special patterns of 
word-forms and word-groups which manifest themselves 
most significantly in the following ways : 
Collocation : Collocation is defined as some kind of 
lexical company. There is some kind of association 
in words, a sense of companionship which may appear 
to be quite natural to the native speaker but not so 
difficult for the foreigner too. New words should, 
therefore, be learnt with a focus on their collo-
cational range - 'flock' (of sheep), 'band' (of 
soldiers), 'drive' (car), 'ride' (horse/bus) etc. 
Idioms : A group of words peculiar to one language 
which by usage is given a special meaning is an 
idiom. But idioms, like collocations, have a lexical 
range. An idiom according to OED is 'a peculiarity 
of phraseology approved by usage'. Thus expressions 
like 'maiden name', 'maiden speech' have a lexical 
range and they can be handled by word grammar. But 
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if in an expression the total meaning is not inune-
diately deducible from the parts of which it is composed 
it is called highly idiomatic. It has to be learnt 
as it is, e.g., 'virgin soil', 'cold war', etc. 
Proverbs ; Proverbs are defined as short, pithy 
sayings based on the affairs of everyday life. Most 
of them can be studied by analytical and associative 
processes... e.g., law and order, safe and sound = 
near synonyms linked 
by 'and' 
give and take = contrast' 
Dialect : It is a form used habitually by a group of 
people most significantly marked by vocabulary. 
Slang : Informal and not quite respectable,slang 
draws upon a quest for novelty. They rarely have a 
long life. If they do not pass out of use, as they 
generally do, they cease to be referred to as slang but 
rather survive as words. Slangs even before they are 
established perform a useful job and can not be ig-
nored as such. Most of the informal conversations 
related to a particular context or subject depend 
vitally on slang. 
Register : A form used only on certain occasions and 
in specified situations depending largely on a speci-
fied vocabulary. 
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Specialist Texts and Discourse : Specialist texts and 
discourse are the main consumers of specialist voca-
bularies consisting of learned, technical, borrowed 
or coined words of specialised use. An ESP learner 
is directly concerned with this area but success in the 
handling of purpose specific devices and codes depends 
largely on an understanding of how the total system of 
communication operates. 
5.6 Vocabulary Content and ESP 
5.6.1 The problem of deciding upon vocabulary 
teaching strategies and the vocabulary content in ESP 
can not be seen in isolation from the total system. 
An analysis of the needs of the learner in his specified 
area is to be supplemented by an assessment of his 
level of proficiency in the use of language for 
general purposes. We can assume different levels of 
proficiency of general English but we can not alto-
gether exclude the 'common core' on the basis of 
suppositions as to their 'knowledge of the language'. 
Various types of materials in broadly defined areas 
of study or vocation draw heavily upon the general 
or the core vocabulary of English. In highly spe-
cialised branches the dependence is rather twofold, 
in addition to the common core they draw upon their 
parent discipline as there is a mutual feedback among 
allied areas. Thus, for example, the problem of 
deciding upon vocabulary content in ESP for Medicine 
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is to be seen in terms of three stages, viz. (A) 
Defining and selecting the vocabulary of General 
English, (B) Defining and projecting the vocabulary of 
science, and (C) Defining and presenting the vocabulary 
of subject-specialism. Such a hierarchy poses consi-
derable effort of a data collecting and analysis 
kind. We would, therefore, consider the three stages 
separately and observe how the model of generative 
vocabulary aided by the techniques of word grammar 
can be used to minimise this effort and to quicken 
the process of the acquisition of vocabulary to the 
best advantage of the learner. 
5.6.2 (A) Defining and selecting the vocabulary of 
General English: The prospective user of English for 
specific purposes would be better advised to review 
and consolidate his attainments in the general voca-
bulary of English before getting ahead with a specialist 
vocabulary. As per the principles and elements 
focussed upon in the proposed model of Generative 
Vocabulary (5.4.2) below are listed some of the chosen 
elements/roots pertaining to the general vocabulary, 
having a direct bearing for generative purposes under 
the procedures outlined earlier. 
(I) General Prefixes 
Prefix Meaning Example 
a- = (on,in,out,from,of) ashore, abed, 
alight 
variant: 











arrogant, as sume, 
attribute 

























= (by, near) 
= (twice, two) 
= (away) 




= (out, outside) 
= (above, beyond) 
= (this) 
= (beneath) 
= (against, back) 
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(II) Prefixes added to certain roots for the for-
mation of negatives or adding negative force 
IN-
variants: il-,im-,ir-, inactive, indecent, 
illegal, irrational, 
impossible, impolite 
= (ill, bad) nonsense, nonentity 
= (not,...) unkind, unjust 
= dislike, disagree 
= mistrust, misuse 
non-
u n -




- , a n t i - . 
te-) apathy, atheist,' 
(III) Some of the commonly used Suffixes which 
produce gramatically classed forms: 
(a) Of Nouns: denoting agent, doer, beneficiary etc. 
-r,-er,-or = trader, player, actor 
-ian = musician, electrician 
-ist = artist, tourist 
-ee = payee, trustee 
(b) .... denoting state, action, result of an 
action, condition etc. 
-age = bondage, breakage, leakage 
-ance = brilliance, importance 
-cy = accuracy, lunacy 
-dom = kingdom, freedom 
-hood = manhood, boyhood 
-ism = socialism, patriotism 
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-merit 
- n e s s 
- s h i p 
- t y 















































(e) Of Adverbs 
-ly = quickly, suddenly 
-ward = homeward, upward 
-wise = likewise, otherwise 
(IV) Roots 
As most of the English word forms are derived from 
foreign roibts selection of roots for vocabulary 
teaching is a challenging job. L.A. Stevens (Brown, 
1964) in Coronet article "The fourteen words that make 
all the difference" provides the most useful shortcuts 
yet discovered to a bigger vocabulary. The fourteen 
words contain the most important fourteen roots found 
in fourteen thousand words of Collegiate dictionary 
size or close to an estimated 1,00,000 words of un-
abridged dictionary size. The roots are highly pro-
ductive and can be used for the identification of the 
base in common English words leading to a generative 
manipulation by applying root-affix techniques. These 
roots, however, require a brief review for an effi-
cient handling. Both in English and Latin verbs have 
a variety of forms. In Latin most of the infinitive 
forms end in ' -ere, -are, -ire', e.g., 'capere' 
(to take). To discover English words derived from 
Latin forms we can drop the infinitive ending and 
get the base: e.g., capero=cap (base) meaning 'to 
take or seize' as in English words, 'capture, captivity, 
capsule', etc. we can, then, move ahead and discover 
the variant forms of the base: cep as in 'accept'. 
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'deception' (take to, take away); ceip as in 'receipt' 
(take back); ceit as in 'deceit' and 'ceive' as in 
'deceive'. 
The fourteen roots: 
capere 
cap(base) 
= (take or seize) 
variants: cep, 









pos, pose, posit, 
posite 




















= (see or look) 





















ducere = (lead) education, conductor, 
due (base) duke, duchess, con-
duit, conducive etc. 
facere = (make or do) facile, factory, 
face (base) edifice, fashion, 
perfection, effective 
etc. 
tendere = (stretch) extend, attention, 
ten (base) tension, extension 
etc. 
stare = (stand) distant, establish, 
sta (base) status, station, 
obstacle, obstinate, 
etc. 
graphere (ein) = (write) graphic, phonogram, 
graph (base) telegram 
logos = (speech,reason, logogram, logic, 
science, study) prologue, biology, 
etc. 
In addition to these roots we can select other pro-
ductive roots from the General Service of English 
Words (GSL) and use them for generative purposes, 
particularly at the lower levels. A sample selection 
is presented below: 
agree = -ment, dis- , -able, dis—ble 
appear = -ance, dis—ance, dis . 
avoid = -ance, -able, -ably, un-able, un-bly. 
depend = ---ent, -ant, -ence, in-ence 
certain = -^Y> -ty, un-ty 
mad = -ly, -ness, -ent 
aim = -less, -lessly, -lessness 
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art = -ist, -istic 
bear = -able, -ably, -ing 
ceremony = -ial, -ious 
collect = -ion, -or, -ive, -ively, re-
n&ture = -al, -alise, -alisation 
beauty = -ful, -ify, -ous, -cation. 
5.6.3 (B) Defining and Projecting the Vocabulary 
of Science 
The vocabulary employed by scientific discourse can 
be defined as under: 
i) words of general use, ii) words of general 
use objectively defined and delimited to serve the 
purpose of the scientific discourse, iii) technical 
terms of (a) general language of science and (b) of 
subject specialisms. 
While projecting a vocabulary of science a reasonable 
amount of the general vocabulary of English (as out-
lined in A above) is taken for granted. We shall be 
mainly concerned now with (ii) i.e., words of general 
use serving the scientific purpose and (iiia) techni-
cal terms of the language of science. Scientific 
discourse is governed primarily by the nature of the 
scientist's work which is broadly divisible into two 
major activities, namely, (1) Observation and experiment. 
and (2) description and explanation. Both these 
types of activities involve a large number of non-
technical words and phrases which are essential to 
describe and explain things scientifically and thus 
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constitute a handy tool in the service of the scienti-
fic discourse. It will serve a useful pedagogic 
purpose if we compile lists of such words as an aid 
to vocabulary study. For purposes of compilation, 
however, the two major kinds of activities can be 
sub-divided into separate topics, viz.. Observation 
... dealing mainly with qualities of things and 
objects with reference to their shape, composition, 
texture, colour, taste, smell and so on, and Experi-
mentation ... dealing mainly with performative concepts 
like action, motion, relation, technique and use of 
apparatus etc. A large number of words of general 
use are employed in these activities which could be 



















































































similarly, the activities of Description and Explana-
tion can be subdivided as mainly dealing with facts, 
concepts, processes, comparison, causation, classifi-




















































property universal etc 
5.6.4 Most of the technical terms employed by 
scientific discourse are derivatives and compounds. 
One of the obvious features of these terms is the 
frequency with which several elements are used over and 
over again. They are highly productive. The shorter 
Oxford Dictionary lists fifty seven words using the 
element 'tele-', thirty five compounds of 'pyro', 
forty four of 'thermo', and as many as fifty four 
compounds of 'photo'. Here it may be noted that 
specialised dictionaries would naturally enhance the 
lists to frightening proportions. This leads to a 
consideration that besides the elements of general 
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use scientific discourse employes certain specific 
elements, not ordinarily in general use, for special 
purposes. Perhaps the use of prefixes is more common 
in scientific terms of technical use than others, A 
number of prefixes almost unknown outside the scientific 
world play an essential role in the scientists's 
vocabulary. Below are listed some of the most frequent 
word-elements (prefixes and suffixes) used in standard 
scientific texts which can be manipulated for word-






































































































































































'• m o l e 
hydrogen 




















































5.5.5 (C) Defining and Projecting the Vocabulary 
of Subject Specialism 
For deciding upon the vocabulary content in the sub-
ject-specialist communication ESP course planners will 
have to narrow down and delimit the larger field of 
science to the specified needs of a particular disci-
pline. A detailed review of the subject specialist 
vocabulary, i.e.. Medical English Vocabulary, its 
listing and teaching will be taken up in the following 
chapter. 
CHAPTER VI 
MEDICAL ENGLISH VOCABULARY 
6.1 Introductory 
6.1.1 A subject-specific programme is what ESP is 
characterised with and expected to offer. It, however, 
produces a dilemma for the teachers and designers of an 
ESP course. Most of the ESP professionals have reported 
that ESP learners of Medicine have low expectations about 
both a language course, and a language teacher, usually 
arts-trained with little other than a layman's know-
ledge of subject-areas outside the humanities. A 
professional discussion of medical matters is sometimes 
beyond the competence of the ESP teacher, but this is 
what the learners value most,and not merely a sequence 
of 'general' language items rarely connected with their 
subject. The tendency to look for simplified content or 
to de-emphasize specialist subject matter seems not only 
to be avoiding the main issue but it is also likely to 
spoil motivation. Very little genuine communication 
takes place if needs are not fully catered for. Too -
general an approach to the specialist areas does not 
serve the purpose, it reflects upon the status and 
function of ESP too. If developments are to be made 
within ESP then we have to change and devise our means 
to deliver the goods. A thorough-going exploitation of 
specialist subject-matter is inevitable. Team teaching 
is an encouraging development in this direction. In 
our situation we can analyse the specialist medical 
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discourse, select prominent features as evidenced by 
rhetorical patterns and specialist vocabulary. 
Selection and presentation of a working vocabulary 
of specialist areas handled by generative procedures 
caters to the specific needs of the learners in a 
highly motivating style. A dynamic professionalism 
on the part of the ESP teacher is the need of the 
hour and this naturally entails putting considerable 
effort in developing appropriate pedagogic skills 
in order, not only to pleasantly surprise the lear-
ners but also, to achieve, what is more important, 
job satisfaction. 
5,2 Teaching Medical English 
6.2.1 Of the several strategies formed and fruit-
fully tried experience has shown that the diagnostic 
approach is preferable to the rest in revealing 
communicative difficulties directly related to target-
situation needs. A subject specific ESP programme 
like Medical English can utilise the diagnostic 
approach whereby the learners will be taught directly 
in terms of the problems revealed by the diagnosis. 
It must be admitted that diagnostic tests, howsoever 
carefully designed, are likely to be selective. A 
thorough-going and continuous process of diagnostic 
testing at each stage of teaching can effectively 
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overcome this drawback. In fact diagnostic work should 
be kept up with the teaching activity as a basis 
for determining the content of the next phase of 
teaching. The diagnostic testing relies to a large 
extent on a specially devised Questionnaire and 
Structured Interview which reveal the prospective 
learners' perception of their needs and communicative 
difficulties. But the success of the entire exercise 
will be determined by how insightful the projection 
and subsequent analysis of the problems has been. 
6.2.2 As a follow up to the diagnostic testing use 
can be made of Case Conference Simulations, as sugges-
ted by Joan and Richard Allwright (1977) in the class-
room "to promote meaningful clinical problem-solving" 
involving history, diagnosis, management, treatment, 
questions to the patient, group discussion etc. 
The teacher has a bank of case reports, rewritten and 
reorganised by him to suit the level and the needs. 
The learners are encouraged to work independently 
of the teacher to promote learner centred activity. 
The teacher's role, according to the Allwrights, is 
"to diagnose language problems, note them down for 
subsequent language repair sessions" but he is at 
best regarded as "a willing informant as far as 
vocabulary/pronunciation are concerned... the teacher 
ends up hissing corrected pronunications at them and 
flashing vital vocabulary items on the board, if the 
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need arises" and such a need is evidently one which 
if not attended to is likely to obstruct communication, 
in other words, vocabulary items vital to a parti-
cular topic must be readily available to keep the 
process of communication going. 
6.2.3 Another teaching technique in the aural/ 
oral component of English is 'Lecturette' tried at 
the ESP centre of Kuwait University. Lecturette is a 
short monologue, delivered by a student to the class 
on a pre-selected topic and the other students take 
notes. At the end they are asked to write an answer 
to a question which is based on the contents of the 
lecturette. The method has been quite effective and 
yielded satisfactory results in practising specialist 
discourse with reference to purpose, presentation, 
topic selection and evaluation criteria. The method 
allows for practice in communicative speaking, writing 
and listening. 
6.2.4 All these techniques draw heavily upon a 
carefully selected specialist vocabulary. Thus 
the teaching and listing of medical English vocabulary 
becomes an important aspect of the challenging job 
of the ESP teachers and course planners. Emphasizing 
the importance of a specialist vocabulary in Medical 
1. Allwright, J. and R. Allwright (1977). An 
Approach to the Teaching of Medical English 
in Susan Holden (ed) op.cit., p-60ff. 
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English Kenneth and Chuntana MethoLd (1975) observe 
Medical writing relies very heavily 
on a specialised vocabulary...most of 
these words can not be usefully trans-
lated or even defined. Medical writing 
is often so difficult to understand, it 
is necessary to approach it from a 
variety of angles if one is to understand 
the ideas hidden in long words and even 
longer and complex sentences .-'-
Vocabulary, it is indisputable, is a substantial help 
in the comprehension of medical discourse. The 
Metholds offer valuable suggestions for listing and 
presentation of Medical English vocabulary. For the 
preparation of working 'glossaries' the classify 
this vocabulary into five units, namely, (1) less 
common 'general' words (2) borderline cases (3) common 
general words (4) less common medical terms (5) words 
with a meaning slightly different from the normal one. 
There appears to be obvious overlapping in these cate-
gories. We can, however, observe that whereas units 
1 and 3 belong to the first stage of our proposals 
(as outlined in (A) Ch.V./5.6.2) unit 4 can be treated 
under the specialist vocabulary. Unit 2, i.e., border-
line cases, can be grouped together with unit 5 and 
fruitfully exploited for a stimulating study of the 
medical discourse. 
Methold,K. and C. Methold (1975). Practice in 
Medical English, Longman, p.6. 
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6.2.5 Joan Maclean (1975) provides another angle 
to the study of vocabulary in medical texts — he 
prefers to divide the subject according to "the 
Compartments of the Body, Organs and Systems" and to 
select vital terms therefrom in order to present 
vocabulary lists classified into grammatical catego-
ries like verbs, adjectives, prepositions etc. 
commonly used in relation to them. Macleans sugges-
tions point to a useful direction in the compilation 
of vocabulary lists. Brasnett (1976) presents 
"unfamiliar features of the kind of scientific English 
used in medical texts" and focusses upon both voca-
bulary and structure. He also provides lists of 
"useful and frequently occuring" terms in relation 
to "research in laboratories, general practice, 
2 
hospitals', etc. Joy Parkinson (1975) chooses 
case histories, as he believes they provide "a 
valuable teaching aid" from different departments 
like" chest, psychiatry, gynaecology and paediatrics 
for review and listing of vital medical terms. 
„3 
6.3 Medical English Vocabulary :'The Generative Rule" 
6.3.1 Medical lexicon contains a large proportion 
of classical borrowings. It has acquired a capacity 
1. Maclean, J. (1975). English in Basic Medical 
Science, OUP, p.21. 
2. Brasnett, C. (1976). English for Medical 
Students, Methuen, p.58. 
3. Parkinson, J. (1976). A Manual of English for 
the Overseas Doctor, Churchill Livingstone, p.32 
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for using this raw material from antiquity in new 
coinage, resulting at times in "malformations', 
'hybrids', and even 'barbarisms' (Fowler, 1965:48-
49/253). Elements of classical languages used in 
English word formation yield a category which can 
be labelled as neo-classical compounds. With many 
recent compound elements the distinction between 
native and classical becomes difficult to make. 
Another difficulty with certain foreign elements is 
their strange behaviour in compounded forms; they 
function as affixes in some places but in other 
facets of their behaviour they appear to be distinct 
from affixes. Again, some of these elements usually 
precede and some follow the other elements of a 
compounded form while most of them can appear at 
any stage of the compound. Oxford English Dic-
tionary (OED) calls them Combining Forms, e.g., 
astro-, hydro-, -phile, -myel(o)-, -lith(o)-, etc. 
These combining forms have offered a tremendous help 
in the formation of an astonishingly large number 
of compounded forms of specialist use, and more parti-
cularly, in the medical sciences where word formation 
has assumed the proportions of word manufacture. In 
the teminology of word grammar they can be referred 
to as affixes but their functional and lexical value 
Webster (1961) has adopted the label ISV (= Inter-
national Scientific Vocabulary) for many modern 
coinages. This label recognises that the word 
as such is a product of the modern world and 
gets only its raw material from classical sources, 
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often surpasses the barriers of position and nomen-
clature. We would, therefore, refer to them just 
as word elements (WE). 
6.3.2 With a view to forming meaningful pedagagical 
strategies as also to handle the procedures of Gene-
rative Vocabulary effectively, we need to analyse and 
dissect the combinations of these elements as obtain-
ing in medical compounds in order to arrive at a 
rule governed pattern. In other words we have to 
evolve a generative rule for the use of these word 
elements in their mutual combinations. A close 
scrutiny of most of the medical terms reveals the 
following facts: 
(a) Compounded forms in which the first 
element is a combining form and the second a full 
English word are more frequent (e.g., physiotherapy, 
auto-suggestion etc.) than those in which the native 
element precedes the combining form (e.g., insecticide) 
This may be partly because some words do not fit 
entirely comfortably into the role of the first 
element of a compound. 
(b) Many of these word elements appear 
in both the initial and final positions, e.g., 'anthrop' 
in 'anthropology'. 'misanthrope' ; 'chrom' in 
'chromometer', 'monochrome', etc. They may appear 
with regular prefixes and suffixes also, e.g., 
'ambidexterous', 'extracardial' , 'exodontics', etc; 
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(c) Some of these 'elements, however, mani-
fest a restriction of occurrence. Elements like bio-, 
crypto-, etc. are generally restricted to initial 
position whereas elements such as -scope, -nym etc. 
appear to be restricted to the final position only. 
(d) The ending of the Terminal Word Element 
(WE ) indicates its class, e.g., Nominals usually 
end in -y (-pathy, -scopy, -graphy,) -ia, -ea, -a 
(hydremia, ottorrhea, pododema), -tis, -sis (hepatitis, 
neurosis) etc. Adjectivals usually end in -al, -ial, 
-ic, -ical, -oid, -ous (vertebral, endocardial, 
fibrogenic, cervicovesial, cephaloid, fibrous) etc. 
(e) Variation of form can be seen in different 
instances of the same element, e.g., 'evaporimeter/ 
evaporometer', 'gravipause'gravitometer' ; 
(f) An element may sometimes be an incom-
plete form, especially when it occurs in combination 
with other elements. In combinations the linkage is 
acquired with the help of a Combining Vowel (CV), 
depending upon its position in the compound and the 
terminal soutid of the element, i.e., if the word 
element ends in a consonant (WE ) the combining Vowel 
(CV) is usually present but if the element ends in a 
vowel sound (WE ) or the following element begins 
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with a vowel the combining vowel is usually omitted 
(0) ; e.g. hem-o-dynamics, nem-a-cyte, hemalburain; 
my-o-cardium, my-a-tonia, myatrophy; dermat-o-megaly, 
dermalgia, etc. 
(g) In classical times each declension and 
conjugation had its own combining vowel but through 
analogy 'o' and 'i' became the most popular ones. 
In medical compounds, however, most of the elements 
appear with 'e' and 'a' also. The choice of the 
combining vowel seems to be dependent mainly upon 
factors involving ease of pronunciation. 
6.3.3 In the light of the observations made 
above we can state that morphophonemic changes take 
place at the formative stage(s) of the compounded 
form and that the terminal elements do not undergo 
any phonological change as such. Thus a minimal 
form can have a root/element like 'bronch' (WE ^) 
which can be combined with another element - 'scope/ 
scopy' usually a terminal element (WE ), with 
the help of a Combining Vowel (CV) 'o', in order to 
obtain 'bronchoscope' or 'bronchoscopy'. Other 
elements (WE / T O T ) ca-n also appear at the inter-
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6.4 Medical English Vocabulary : Selection and 
Listing. 
6.4.1 Use can be made of the insights provided by 
the authors of the aforementioned works in the compila-
tion of vocabulary lists but before getting ahead with 
the job it would be advisable to decide upon the basis 
of selection and listing as also the purposes such 
lists will be aimed at. A general purpose Medical 
English Vocabulary will be too unwieldy a project ana 
not much different from an abridged medical dictionary. 
We would do better by specifying and delimiting our tar-
get by classifying the vocabulary into topic oriented 
inventories and similarly classifying the users in terms 
of their level and need. We can prepare vocabulary 
lists for the pre-medical ESP learners, for the medical 
entrant at the first year level of the course and so 
on, for the practitioners whose mother tongue is not 
English but who have to fulfill their professional 
requirements in English. A common core vocabulary of 
Medical English representative of English-contact-
situations will, however, be essential to all the cate-
gories of users. 
6.4.2 A common core vocabulary will serve as an 
aid to developing skills of reading and understanding 
initially and to be incorporated with speech and writing 
at the later stages. Its purpose is to provide the 
learner with a strategy for reading difficult medical 
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texts, to show how language is used as a medium for 
the study of medicine and thus to prepare him for 
making effective use of the vocabulary learnt in his 
own speech and writing. For purposes of selection an 
analysis of the English-contact-situations can be 
attempted as under: 
Reading ... Textbooks, journals, papers, documents 
etc. 
Listening... Lectures, symposia, conferences etc. 
Speaking... Clinical discussions, case conferences, 
informal discussions and conversations, 
doctor-patlent discourse etc. 
Writing ... Examination paper, reports, articles 
etc. 
Besides standard medical textbooks the data can be 
collected from Authentic Case Conference Recordings , 
and transcripts of clinical discussions, case histories 
printed in medical journals. But the raw data needs 
to be analysed with the help of the discourse analysis 
techniques, developed over the last few years, to 
arrive at reliable idenfication of the really communi-
cative terms and expressions. 
5.4.3 In consonance with these objectives a 
pattern for the selection and listing of Medical English 
Facilities are offered by the Medical Recording 
Service, UK and a tape library sponsored by the 
Royal College of General Practitioners, UK and 
these materials are made available through their 
agencies overseas. 
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Vocabulary is suggested below. While the vocabulary of 
common core is presented in some detail as it is per-
haps the most difficult and at the same time better 
suited to the analytic and formational procedures of 
word grammar, a suggested format with illustrative 
entries rather than exhaustive lists for allied cate-
gories is presented. The lists drawn on the basis of 
the format can, however, be enlarged keeping in view 
the learners' requirements at a particular level of 
use. Selection of illustrative entries has been made 
on the basis of the principles outlined above. The 
pattern for listing is as given below: 
(1) Core Medical Vocabulary 
(2) Technical Terms from Subject Specialities, 
sub-disciplines, e.g.. Anatomy, Surgery, 
Neurology etc. 
(3) Technical Terms from the Systems, e.g., the 
digestive system, the CVS, the CNS and 
corresponding diseases, conditions and 
drugs etc. 
(4) 'Borderline cases', verbs/phrasal verbs 
frequently used and with special effects in 
medical discourse 
(5) Items from the doctor-patient discourse 
(6) Idioms, proverbs, quotations from medical 
discourse 
(7) Standard Abbreviations 
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6.5 Core Vocabulary of Medical English 
6.5.1 Items of the medical lexicon are almost in-
variably long but their length, as has been seen (5.4.5), 
is no bar to their analysis and understanding so long 
as they are made up of familar elements. They are, in 
a way, self-explanatory and gifted with an inbuilt 
power of easy definition. The ESP learner of medicine 
needs to know the meaning of the .elements and once 
these elements have been mastered there is no diffi-
culty in discovering the meaning of a compounded medical 
term, no matter how long it may be, for these elements 
are used over and over again in all kinds of words. 
We have selected a hundred such vital elements from 
standard medical textbooks and journals not simply 
on the basis of their frequency but also keeping their 
productive potential in mind. These basic word-ele-
ments/combining forms are listed below in an equal 
number, i.e., fifty elements as'prefixes' and fifty 
as'suffixes', with their maanings and examples illus-
trating their use. It is in terms of their value and 
practical use for all the categories of ESP learners 
of medicine that we are treating them as part of 
the core vocabulary of Medical English. 





= examination of the abdomen 






the top, the extreme point 
madness with extreme motor 
activity 








gas in the stomach 
gas in the stomaCh and the 
colon 
different from nocmal 
irregularity in heart/pulse 
rhythm 
grafting tissue from 6ne 





ability to use either hand 
effectively 
having sexual characteristics 




blood or lymph vessel 
scientific study or descrip-
tion of blood vessels 
plastic repair of blood 





inflammation of a joint 






= presence of bacteria in 
the blood 






inflammation of the bronchi 




: heart; under portion of 
storaath 
= affecting the heart 
= pain in the upper portion of 





pain in the head 





scientific study of the brair 






plastic surgery in the neck 







producing colour or pigment 






a tumour of the cyst 








= the branch of medicine deal-
ing with the diseases of the 
skin 











within the heart 





originating in the intestines 





upper layer of the skin 






abnormal redness of the skin 
inflammation of the skin 








out; outside; away from 
to discharge 
tooth extraction 
outside the heart 












presence of milk in blood 
excessive secretion of milk 





inflammation of the stomach 









= iron containing pigment 






inflammation of the liver 





fear of water, rabies 





high blood pressure 





low blood pressure 





inflammation of the uterus 












loss of pigmentation of the 
skin 
an acute decrease of leukocytes, 





the heart muscle 





: spine; bone marrow 
= inflammation of the spinal 
column 





a calculus, stone, of the kicney 




nerve; nervous system 
scientific study of the 
nervous system 






composed of bone 
excision of a bone 





the sac around the heart 





behind the heart 





beneath the skin 












: clot; thrombus 
= formation of clot in blood 
vessels 




of thyroid gland 
inflammation of the thyroid 





: neck; necklike 
= inflanunation of the muscles 
of the neck 




trachea (the passage from 
the larynx to the bronchi) 
bleeding from the trachea 
inspection of the interior 




ureter (tube leading from 
kidney to bladder) 
inflammation of the ureter 




urethra (canal from the 
urinary bladder to outside 
pain in the urethra 





= scientific study of the genito-
urinary system 






: a vessel or duct 
= relaxation of blood vessels 
= controlling vasomotor nerve 
action 
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= towards the head 
= towards the skin 
-algia 
analgia 
card ia lg ia 
pain 
absence of pain 





loss of sight 





outside the mouth 




of the heart 
weakness of the heart muscle 




swelling; sac; tumour; herniii. 
hernia of the kidney-




of cerebrum (main portion of 
the brain) 
inside the cerebrum 






white blood cell 








pertaining to skin 
= redness of the skin 
= causing disorder of skin due 
to poison 











pain in the stomach 







excision; cutting out 
incision 
excision of the kidney 
excision of part or all of 
the stomach 
cutting into the kidney 





inflate; swell; expand 
fluid swelling in the feet 
a swelling due to the escape 






excess sugar in the blood 





development of a disease 




: to induce; to make flow 
= agent that stimulates flow 
of urine 




: tracing; mark; written 
record; unit of weight 
= tracing the electrical acti-
vity of the heart 




: a record; a device to record 
or measure 
= a device to record respiratory 
movements 





act or method of recording 
process of taking X-Rays 
recording functional aspects 
of the heart 
-lasis 
(osis) 
hypochondr ias is 
scoliosis 
: condition; pathologic state 
= morbid anxiety about one's 
health 





inflammation of the breathing 
tube 
inflammation of the inner 





impairment of speech 





to the back and side 
three sided 
•lysis 
c a r d i o l y s i s 
nephrolys is 
dissolution; setting free 
freeing the heart from the 
surrounding adhesions 
separation of the kidney from 






softening of the muscles 











within a nerve 












muscle tumour with a sac like 









creation of a mouth, an outlet 
opening into intestine throuch 
the abdominal wall 






any disease of the blood 











difficulty in swallowing 
destruction of bacteria by 





loss of speech owing to 
braininjury 






loss of voice 





a morbid state of restlessness 




to shape; mould 
plastic repair of the nose 





: growth; formation 
= abnormal growth of cells, 
tissues 










of or pertaining to kidney 
beside the kidney 











discharge from the ear 




look at; examine; a device 
a device for hearing body sounds 
a device for examining the 




: the process or act of 
looking at or examining 
= examination of the abdomen 












loss of sensation, an arti-






a wasting away, decay arisinj 
from lack of nourishment 




of or pertaining to vertebrae 
within the spinal column 




pertaining to bladder 
inside the bladder 
outside the bladder 
6.5,4 A sound knowledge of these word-elements and 
their mutural combinations helps in the analysis, 
understanding and formation of many of the unfamiliar 
and high sounding compounded forms. As an illustration 
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we present some of these forms: 
1. encephalomyeloneuropathy (four elements) 
encephal(o) = brain 
myel(o) = spinal cord 
neur(o) = nerves 
-pathy = disease 
Definition: A disease involving the brain, spinal 
cord and peripheral nerves 
2. encephalomyelitis (three elements) 
encephal(o) = brain 
myel = spinal cord 
-itis = inflammation 
Definition : Inflammation of the brain and 
spinal cord 
3. gastrotonometer ,,, , ^ < Z . .. (three elements) 
gastr(o) = stomach 
ton(o) = sound, pressure 
meter = instrument 
Definition: An instrument for measuring gastric 
pressure 
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dermatomucosomyositis (four element;;) 
dermat (o) = skin 
mucos (o) = mucous membrane 
my(o) = muscle 
-itis = inflammation 
Definition : Inflammation of the skin, mucous 
membrane and the muscles 
5. dermatoheteroplasty (three elemen-:s^ 
dermat (o) = skin 
heter (o) = different 
plasty = plastic repair 
Definition : Grafting of skin derived from an 
individual of different species 
6. electroneuromyography (four elements 
electro(o) = pertaining to electrical 
properties 
neur(o) = nerves 
my(o) = muscle 
graphy = recording or study 
Definition: Recording and study of the electrical 
properties of the muscles and the nervo 
of the muscle under study. 
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the science of the structure of the 
animal body and the relation of its 
parts 
the study and administration of drugs 
that produce insensibility to pain 
the study which treats of bacteria 
the study of the chemical reactions 
occuring in living organisms 
a branch of medicine concerned with 
the diagnosis and treatment of the 
diseases of the skin 
study of the internal secretions 
: application of medical knowledge to 
questions of law 
: study and treatment of the diseases 
of the genital tract in women 
: study of the nervous system and 
its diseases 
: a branch of medicine dealing with the 
pregnancy and child birth 
: a branch of surgery concerned with 
the preservation and restoration of 
the function of the skeletal system 
: study of the eye and its diseases 
: study and treatment of the diseases 
of the ear, nose and throat 
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Paediatrics : study and treatment of child afflictions 
Proctology : treatment of the rectum and its diseasies 
Psychiatry : study, diagnosis and treatment of 
emotional illness and mental disorders; 
Physiology : the science which treats of the fun-
ctions of the living organism and 
its parts 
Pathology : scientific study of the structural 
and functional changes in tissues and 
organs of the body which cause or are 
caused by the disease 
Pharmacology : the science wli ich deals with the stud^ ^ 
of drugs, their sources, preparations 
and uses 
Preventive , v . ^ . ^ j ^ • u-u 
,,-,.. : a branch of study and practice which Medicine 
aims at the prevention of disease at 
the community level 
Radiology : a branch of medical science which 
deals with the use of radiant energy 
in the diagnosis and treatment of 
disease 
Surgery : treatment of diseases wholly or 
partially by manual and operative 
procedures 
Urology : a branch of medical science dealing 
with the study and treatment of the 
diseases of the genito-urinary tract 
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6.6.2 Medical Specialists and Practitioners 
Alienist : a psychiatrist; one skilled in the 
treatment of mental disorders 
Allergist a specialist in the treatment of 
allergic conditions 
Anaesthetist one skilled in the administration of 
anaesthesia 
Anaesthesio-
logist : a Specialist in the science of 
anaesthesia 
Aurist : an otologist, one who specialises 
in the disease of the ear 
Cardiologist a Specialist in the study and treat-
ment of heart diseases 
Dermatologist : a Specialist in the treatment of 
skin and venereal diseases 
Endorcinolegist a Specialist in the diseases of 
endocrine or ductless glands 
Epidemiologist : a specialist in epidemic diseases 
Gynaecologist : a specialist in the diseases of women 
Hematologist a Specialist in the study of blood, 
its composition, functions and 
diseases 
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Iiivmuno l e g i s t a specialist who treats of the causes 
of immunity to diseases 
Neurologist a specialist in the diseases of the 
nervous system 
Obstetrician a specialist in treating women during 
pregnancy and parturition 
Ophthalmologist : a specialist in the study and treat-
ment of the diseases of the eye 
Orthodontist : a practitioner of dentistry who spe-
cialises in the treatment of malo-
cclusion of the teeth 
Pathologist a specialist in the diagnosis of 
morbid changes in tissues 
Paediatrician a specialist in the branch of medicint; 
dealing with the development and care 
of children and with the afflictions 
of childhood 
Pedodontist a dentist who specialises in the 
care of the teeth of the children 
Psychiatrist a specialist in the treatment of mental 
and emotional disorders 
Radiologist a specialist in the diagnosis of 
diseases by radiant energy 
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Surgeon a medical specialist who practices 
manual and operative procedures of 
surgery 
Urologist a medical practitioner who specialises 
in the treatment of the diseases of 
the genito-urinary tracts 
Vaccinotherapist: a medical practitioner who specialises 
in the treatment of disease for pre-
vention or cure by the modern vaccine 
method 
6,6.3 The Human Body 
There are three chief parts of the human body; the Head, 
the Trunk and the Limbs or extremities. The skeleton 
of the body is composed of bones, of various sizes and 
shapes, muscles and organs, and an external covering -
the skin. All these divisions are self-contained 
topics for the preparation of vocabulary lists. We can, 
however, deal with the essentials vital to the under-
standing of the system and treating them separately, 
can compile adhoc pedagogic lists focussing upon what 
appears to be manageable within the framework of gene-
rative procedures in order to maximise the output of 
the effort put in. For example .... 
Head the anterior or superior partof an 
organism, in vertebrates containing the 





= (word element) head 
cephaloid cephalopathy 
cephalopathy cephalotomy etc 
Brain the mass of nerve tissue occupying the large 




= (word element) brain 
cerebellum cerebrosis 
cerebritis cerebrospinal etc. 
Neck: the part between head and thorax 
cervic(o) = (word element) neck 
cervical cervicofacial cervicitis etc. 
Trunk: 
Thorax 
the main part of the body to which the head 





= (word element) spine 
= (word element) spinal cord 
vertebrate vertebrarium 
myeloplegia myelography etc. 
the part between the neck and abdomen 
thorac(o) = (word element) chest 
thoracic . thoracopathy thoracoscope 
thoracotomy thoracomydynia thoracotomy etc. 
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Abdomen : the belly, containing organs like stomach, 
liver, gall bladder, kidneys, spleen and 
the bowels 
Waist : the part between the ribs and hips 
Genitalia: the organs of reproduction 
Different organs contribute to the functioning of the 
different systems of the human body, for instance, the 
lungs belong to the Respiratory System, and kidneys 
and bladder are parts of the Urinary System. 
The Limbs : (extremities) 
the upper extremity = shoulder, the upper arm, 
the forearm and the hand 
the wribt = the joint between forearm 
and hand 
the lower extremity = the thigh, the ankle, knee 
joints, calf, heel and 
sole etc. 
Bone : a hard, tough, elastic material which forms 
the skeleton of vertebrates, composed prin-
cipally of calcium salts. 
OSS-, ost(e) = (word elements) bone 
osteoma osteomalacia osteometry 
osteodystrophy osteitis ostectomy etc. 
orthlo) = (word element) straight, nomal 
orthopaedic orthopaedics orthpeedist 
arthr(o) = (word element) joint 
arthritis arthrogram arthrcctomy 




strong, contractile tissue which produces 
movement in the body 










Skin: the tissue which forms the outer covering 
of the body 
^^^"^;°! = (word (a) 
(at)o-













6.7 Technical Terms from the Systems 




- (word element) stomach 
= (word element) intestines 






































gastroenteritis gastroenterology gastrointestincil 
gastroenteralgia enterogastritis enterohepatitis 






= (word element) artery 
= (word element) heart 





















































(word element) pharynx 
(word element) larynx 
(word element) trachea 
(word element) breathing tube 
(word element) air; gas; lung 




































bronchopneumonia tracheobronchitis tracheolaryngotomy 
thoracobronchotomy tracheobronchomegaly pneumostethomet:-y 






























































5.7.5 The Nervous System 
neur(o) 
-plegia 
= (word element) nerve 






































5.5.6 Special Sense Organs 
EYE : the organ of vision 





= (vord element) circular membran*^ 
=(word element) the transparent 
anterior part of the eye 
=(word element) eye 
=(word element) vision 









































EAR the organ of hearing 
aur(a) 
(i) 

















































=(word element) nose 
=(word .element) smell 
=(word element) taste 
=(word element) tongue 
=(word element) mouth 













































6.7.5 Types of Diseases 
Inherited or Familial 
Congenital 
Diseases which are due to 
faults inherent in the cells 
of one or both parents and 
transmitted to the offspring 
(e.g., hemoph ilia) 
Diseases which are present at 
birth; inheritied, developmental 
defects and infections acquired 




Diseases which are caused by 
various poisons causing cell 
degeneration or cell death 
(e.g., snakebite) 
Diseases which result from 
deficient dietry intake, 
vitamin deficiency or imbalance 
Infectious Diseases which are caused by 
the invasion of the body by 
living pathogenic agents, 
usually bacteria or viruses, 
sometimes parasites (e.g., 
tuberculosis) 
Contagious Infectious diseases which are 
also capable of spreading froT\ 
one person to another (e.g., 
plague) 
Traumatic Diseases which result from direct 
physical injury (e.g., fractures) 
Degenerative Diseases which are generally 
considered to be the result of 
ageing or wear and tear (e.g., 
arthritis) 
Allergic Diseases which result from sen-
sitivity to different substances 




Diseases in which certain cells 
of an organ become 'outlaw cells' 
not living in harmony with their 
fellow cells, multiplying rapidly 
and destroying surrounding tissues 
(e.g., carcinoma or sarcoma) 
Diseases in which certain phy-
siological processes become 





Diseases which have their 
origin in emotions, manifested 
through autonomic nervous systsra 
(e.g., deudenal ulcer, hyperaci-
dity) . 
A disease produced artificially. 
Thus convulsions may be pro-
duced when an emotionally dis-
turbed person gives himself 
an injection of insulin. 
A disease resulting from the 
activity of physicians, words 
or manners; also by auto sugges-
tion and over sensitivity aboi t 
health, (e.g., bad effect of 
surgery, skin cancer followed 
by radiation etc.) 
There are a number of diseases that overlap several 
of these categories and still others in which the true 
nature of the disease is almost completely unknown, as 
hypertens ion. 







: agents which relieve pain 
: agents which produce loss of 
feeling, especially sensitivity 
to pain 
: destructive of pathogenic or 
noxious organisms 
: destructive of pathogenic or 
noxious organisms 
: agents that check the growth 
of bacteria 




















: agents which prevent blood 
clotting 
: agents effective against emo-
tionally depressing illness 
: drugs which suppress some of 
the effects of released hista-
mine; anti-allergic 
: that which destroy or inhibit 
the growth of micro-organisms 
: having a specific effect on ths 
micro-organisms causing diseas2 
without injuring the patient 
: a broad spectrum antibiotic 
with specific therapeutic acti-
vity against rickettsias and many 
different bacteria 
: used as a local anaesthetic 
: an analgesic prepared from 
morphine 
: harmone from the adrenal corte< 
: used as a cardiotonic agent 
: stimulating flow of urine 
: causing vomiting 
: agents which promote ejection 
of sputum from air passage 
: an anti-coagulant used in the 
treatment of thrombosis, renders 
blood incoagulable 
: having a specific effect on th2 
activity of certain organ or organs 
: used in the treatment of diabetes 












: a narcotic analgesic 
: agents which produce stupor 
or sleep 
: an antibiotic substance extracted 
from cultures of certain molds of 
the genus of fungi, grown en 
special media 
: an analgesic produced from salt 
of salicylic acid 
: effective against excitement ard 
allay activity 
: products of the adrenal cortex 
gland 
stimulating agent 
: an antibiotic, effective mainly 
against tuberculosis 
: calms an anxious or disturbed jarson, 
6.8 'Borderline Cases' 
6.8.1 There are a number of lexical items which are 
not truly specialist medical terms but they are used 
frequently in medical writing with a special communi-
cative force. Such special usage is significant to 
medical discourse and as proposed earlier (6.2.4) we 
can compile lists of these items in order to focus 
upon the context-based potential of such items in real 
instances of use. We shall classify them into different 
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heads and present illustrative patterns for listing 



















Meaning in Medical Discourse 
: development of disease stopped 
: patients being affected by an in-
fective agent 
: managing or controlling a condition 
: a district where disease has spread 
: all the living animals, including 
human beings 
: complete failure of memory 
: not harmful 
: not a healthy state 
: a person who has been in contact with 
a person infected with a disease 
: one who carries a disease, not suffe-
ring himself but able to infect others 
: the moving (into body) by large 
numbers (of bacteria) 
: a very large gathering of bacteria 
which grows from one or a small number 
: counting the number of bacteria in 
a sample 
: made strong 
: bacteria growing on or in a substance 
which gives them food 
: concerning the physiological structure 
and functioning of the body 
: 25 7 





something wrong with the functioning 
of an organ or system 
bacteria which Live on or in the 
body without causing it harm 
carrier of another organism that 












resorting to medical treatment of an 
illness 




treatment, control and care 
the form of living things 
forecast of how an illness will 
develop or show signs of control 
small hole made in the skin by a 
sharp instrument 
the normal living place of an 
infective agent 
nurse 
a person likely to acquire a disease 
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6.8.2 
Verbs: The following verbs appear to be of general 
occurence in medical discourse. They are not spe-
cialist terms but they characterise the specialist 


























































Thee verbs, it will be seen, are listed in a familial 
relationship. The purpose is to link them up with 
the functions they perform in a medical discoiirse^ in, 
other words, the activities they directly refer to. 
For instance, the group ' consist (of)' etc. is one likely 
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to be used for the description of a certain structure 
like the compartments of the body) similarly, the 
group 'subside' etc, is of likely occurence in the 
stating function with reference to the management of 
a particular condition, and so on. 
6.8.3 
Phrasal Verbs : In English there are certain widely 
used verbs which sometimes take on an entirely different 
flavour when followed by a preposition or an adverbial 
particle. These forms are known as phrasal verbs and 
it is rather impossible to follow spoken English without 
a knowledge of them. They are, of course, equally 
useful in written English as well. Some of these forms 
have more than one meaning and an analysis of medical 
texts reveals that one such meaning is quite special 












= collapse physically/mentally 
= give up habits (e.g., smoking) 
= fall (e.g., temperature, blood-
pressure etc.) 
= progress, start, appear 
(symptoms etc.) 
= show itself (e.g., rash, spot etc.) 
= regain consciousness 
= survive 
= isolate, amputate 

















= begin walking after illness, 
i.e., able to get about again 
= declare incurable 
= have an anaesthesia 
= supply deficiency (of blood, iron, 
calcium etc.) 
= kill humanely (an animal) e.g., 
the vet. put down the dog after 
the accident 
= increase (weight) 
= exaggerate (suffering) 
= dislocate a joint, e.g.. He put 
out her elbow in a fall. 
= feel tired or be in poor health 
- restore after illness, e.g., A 
good holiday will soon set you up. 
- reduce (weight) e.g.. It is better 
you take off your pounds. 
= upset (stomach, heart) e.g.. My 
stomach turned over at the sight 
of meat, or My heart turned over 
as I saw his blood 
= cause to vomit, e.g.. The sight of 
the dead animal turned me up 
= stitch ( after surgery) 
6.9. Items from the Doctor-Patient Discourse 
6.9.1 Recordings of doctor patient discourse reveal 
that many patients find it quite difficult to discuss 
their health problems with a doctor especially when it 
comes to refer to symptoms of disorder in their bodily 
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function. The more intimate the part of the body the 
greater is the embarassment. The situation takes a 
graver turn when one of the interactants, the doctor 
or the patient is a non-native. This handicap may 
sometimes be attributed to shyness or ignorance but 
even educated patients are found to be visibly embara-
gsed in these situations. In still another kind of situa-
tion when both the interactants are non-native con-
ducting their business in English the communicative 
hurdle is seen to result in the non-technical or even 
incorrect but often inventive use of technical terms 
of medical discourse entering the arena of popular 
usage. Thus a wide vocabulary of euphamisms, slang 
and colloquial expressions has sprung up within the 
orbit of Medical English. This is likely to be estab-
lished as a variety, designated as Colloquial Medical 
English. One can not undervalue its utility as it 
serves a very special kind of communicative function. 
Used not only by the patients of different types but 
even by the doctor to make the patients speak it serves 
to bridge the communicative gap. ESP learners of 
medicine in their capacity as practitioners as also 
in their clinical training have to resort to this kind 
of vocabulary when they offer several suggestive and 
leading alternatives to a symptom and the patient merely 
responds by saying 'yes' or 'no'. Knowing that the 
patient will understand them he makes use of slang and 
colloquial expressions he knows or has learnt from 
other patients. 
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6.9.2 A specimen of colloquial Medical English 
extracted from a medical journal is presented 
below for illustration: 
Of the more colloquial ways of indicating that 
there is something the matter or something wrong 
with our bodies, I will mention a small selection, 
all quite usual. I would first warn the foreign 
student against using: what ails you? quite out-of-
date for what is the matter, what is up or what 
is wrong with you? If one feels generally indis-
posed, one is poorly or dicky out of sorts, under 
the weather, seedy, not up to the mark, not one's 
self, not up to much. Perhaps one may be suffer-
ing from a bilious attack or a bout(fit) of 
indigestion; or one is nervy/and jumpy (fidgety), 
has an attack of the blues and needs a tonic or 
pick-me-up or one is done up with overwork, pumped 
out and thoroughly jaded and needs a rest to 
avert a complete breakdown and to set one up; or 
perhaps one is sickening for an attack of flu 
(influenza), in which case one is often advised 
to go to bed and take a stiff toddy (hot whisky 
and lemon). 
6.9.3 Presented below is an illustrative sele-
ction of some of these highly communicative expressions 
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Colloquial 
back passage, bosom, 




imitation breasts breast 
bottom, behind, rear, 
hind quarters, seat buttocks 
black out faint 
curse, the period menstruate 
down-below, private 
parts 




























































smallpox .. variola 
wind -. flatulence 
6.10 Idiomatic and Proverbial Expressions in 
Medical Discourse 
6.10.1 Vocabulary, as we have seen, embraces several 
aspects of linguistic communication and^a study of 
vocabulary in a specialised area has to take into 
account special-patterns of word-forms and word-groups. 
Highly expressive words having a colloquial range 
are utilised to form easily recognisable patterns in 
the form of collocations, idioms, proverbs etc. As 
pointed out earlier (5.5.16) word grammar procedures 
can be extended to study such manifestations by 
making meaningful associations. In the medical discour3e 
we have come across instances where behind each of 
the idomatic expression there is one key word which 
uniquely contains the meaning of the whole pattern. 
Studying the patterns with a view to discover the 
hidden key word can be used as an interesting exer-
cise. We are presenting below a sample list of such 
expressions alongwith the possible key word. 
Idiomatic Expressions: 
Item Key Word 
a brain storm 
face ache 














to be expecting 
to go off one's head 
to cost head 
to pass water 
to be sick 
to feel sick 
to lose one's nature 
not to be able to manage 
to get up in the night 
to be a case 
to be blue 
to have butterflies 






















to be in the bed 
to be on one's legs 
to be first rate 
to be on one's last legs 






6.10.2 Proverbial and quotable Expressions 
A proverb is, by definition, a short, familiar, pithy 
saying long in use, embodying some well known truth, 
practical precept or useful thought in expressive 
and often picturesque language. They become the 
object of common mention or reference in certain 
contexts, almost a byword. Some of them assume 
the status of being used as authoritative or illu-
strative citation and in this capacity they are 
referred to as quotations. By virtue of the wisdom 
contained in them they are repeatedly made use of 
in specific contexts and it is naturally in terms of 
their quotability that their value in communication 
is measured. They, at their best, are substitutes 
for long argumentative utterances. A knowledge 
of such expressions is vital to the appreciation of 
a discourse pattern. Medical discourse offers 
valuable instances of their use. Some of these 
pithy expressions originate in the colloquial arena 
while some are of the making of the specialist him-
self. We are listing below a few notable specimen 
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with a view to provide stimulation to the ESP 
learner in this field. 
Health is a state of complete physical, 
mental, and social well-being and not 
merely the absence of disease or 
infirmity. 
Constitution of the World 
Health Organisation (WHO) 
Once you start studying medicine you 
never get through with it. 
Charles H. Mayo 
Papers in Surgery, 1931, 
The aim of medicine is to prevent 
disease and prolong life; the ideal of 
medicine is to eliminate the need of 
a physician. 
William J. Mayo 
American Journal of Medicine 
For mercy's sake, gentlemen, let us 
have a little less science, and a 
little more art. 
Trousseau 
Lectures on Clinical Medicine 
Rehabilitation is to be a master word 
in medicine 
Lancet 
British Journal of Medicine 
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A specialist is one who knows more and more 
about less and less. 
C.H. Mayo 
An apple a day keeps the doctor away. 
Diet cures more than the doctors 
The best physicians are Dr. Diet, Dr. Quiet,and Dr. Morry, 
Where there are three physicians, there are two atheists. 
If the doctor cures the sun sees it; but if he 
kills the earth hides it. 
There is no medicine against death. 
A good surgeon must have an eagle's eye, 
a lion's heart, and a lady's hand. 
5.10.3 Linked with the features of proverbial 
expressions there are certain technical terms in 
the employ of medical discourse which are items of 
frequent reference. These terms are self contained 
units referring to some diseases, symptoms and other 
facts pertaining to medical knowledge. A significant 
feature of these terms is that they are named after 
famous Anglo-American physicians who are known to be 
the originators of those concepts. This character-
istic of the specialist vocabulary of English seems 
to draw sustenance from one of the practices of word 
formation in the general vocabulary, that is, words 
formed from proper names of either individuals 
or places, e.g.. Watt, Calico etc. A sample selection 
of some of these medical terms is presented below: 
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Medical Terms Named for Famous Anglo-American 
Physicians 
Addison's disease a disease due to underfuncticn-
ing of the adrenal glands char-
acterised by low blood pressure, 
anaemia, myasthenia, gastric 
upsets and pigmentation of skin 
Bowen's disease precancerous dermatosis marked 
by the formation of a pin-
kish papule 
Bowman's membrane the anterior elastic or limit-
ing membrance of the cornea 
Bright's disease 
Broca's area 
acute or chronic nephritis 
the motor centre for speech 
situated in the left hemi-
sphere of the cerebrum. Injur/ 
to this centre results in loss 
of speech 




a leather collar for applying 
extension to the vertebral 
column 





a disease of the inner ear 
characterised by attacks of 
vertigo 
a theory of heredity, which 
deals with the interaction of 
dominant and recessive cha-
racters in cross breeding 
Paget's disease carcinoma of the nipple 
Parkinson's disease paralysis resulting from 
loss of muscular control 
Pott's disease 
Pott's fracture 
s p i n a l t u b e r c u l o s i s 
a fracture, dislocation of the 
ankle joint 
Swift's disease erythroedema, dermatopoly-
neuritis 
Turner's syndrome retarded growth and sexual 
development 
Wharton's jelly connective tissue constitut-
ing the matrix of the umbilical 
cord 
W i l s o n ' s d i s e a s e progressive lenticular 
degeneration 
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6.11 Medical Abbreviations 
6.11.1 In consonance with a preference for bre-
vity medical discourse draws, to a large extent, upon 
the shortened froms of certain technical terms. These 
shortened forms usually known as 'Abbreviations' in-
clude words or phrases reduced in length for conven-
ience. In extreme cases only the initials are employee 
These abbreviated forms are a commonly shared stock of 
codes among the specialists. In terms of their value 
they are capable of replacing longer and complicated 
items for which they are used as symbols. Extremely 
useful to the specialist they are acquired as a 
part of the medical lexicon. In many other subject 
areas abbreviations are mostly a part of the written 
discourse but a striking feature of the medical 
discourse is a relatively larger use of abbreviations 
in spoken discourse. Listed below is a selection of 
some of the standard abbreviations of frequent use 
in medical texts, conversations and case histories. 







Army Medical Service 
Bachelor of Surgery 
Bachelor of Dental Surgery 
Master of Surgery 
Diploma in Clinical Health 














Diploma in Tropical Medicine 
Fellow of the Royal College 
of Obstetricians and Gynaeco-
logists 
Fellow of the Royal College 
of Physicians 
Fellow of the Royal College 
of Surgeons 
General Practitioner 
Indian Medical Service 
Honorary Physician to the King 
Honorary Surgeon to the King 
Bachelor of Medicine and Surgery 













American Association of Blood 
Banks 
American College of Surgeons 
American Medical Association 
American Red Cross 
British Medical Association 
British Red Cross Soceity 
College of American Pathologists 
Indian Council of Medical 
Research 
National Health Service 
World Health Organisation 
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6.11.4 Some abbreviations used in case histories, 





























Autonomous Nervous System 
antero-posterior 
barium meal 
bis in die (twice daily) 
blood pressure 
birth weight 
congenital heart disease 
complaining of 
condition on admittance 
chest X-Ray 
dead on arrival 
electrocardiogram 
electroencephalogram 
erythrocyte sedimentation rate 





nothing abnormal discovered 
operation theatre 
provisional diagnosis 























quaque....hora ( every ..hours' 
quaque die (every day) 
rheumatic heart disease 
red blood corpuscles 
random blood sugar 
repeat/report 
respiratory system 
shortness of breath 
ter in die (three times daily) 
venereal disease 
white blood corpuscles 
well developed 








7.1 A characteristic of the language teaching pro-
fession is its enormous diversity and variability. 
ELT appears to be in the midst of a revolution cau-
sed by some recent and nob-so-recent developments 
in the field. These developments have mainly been 
triggered by the changing social needs and new 
acheivements in the related fields of intellectual 
enquiry contributing to linguistic work. The present 
study seeks to explore the major and rapidly growing 
branch of ELT usually referred to as ESP. We have 
examined major issues that are recurrent and critical 
to any discussion of the foundations of ESP. To 
return to the issues in an inferential summing up we 
need first to return to the question of what consti-
tutes language teaching in general and ESP in parti-
cular. The general aim of language teaching is to creat'j 
among the learners a capacity to communicate in a second 
or foreign language. Our particular proposals succeed ii 
capturing the essence of the process of communication 
by exploiting it in the form of appropriate materials, 
methods and language teaching organization. The 
higher the level of abstraction the more diverse the 
practical inferences that can be drawn from it. Viewed 
in this light, language teaching contains three major 
interacting components : linguistic, pedagogical and 
organizational. 
7.2 The linguistic component is intimately allied 
with the pedagogical component. The two together 
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supply the attitudes, the facts, the theories, the 
techniques and the methods by which professional, 
activities are by and large guided. The term 
'linguistic' here means both 'of language' and 
'of linguistics'. In other words, the teacher, who 
delivers the goods and offers himself as a suitable 
model to be emulated and copied by the learners in 
their own efforts, includes the specialists behind the 
scene and beyond the classroom, those who support 
the teacher from a distance by writing textbooks, 
preparing courses and scripts and providing a knowledge 
of and a guide to performance in the language concerned 
This component also presupposes a comprehensive 
description of the appropriate variety of language 
and its function in society. Besides a command of 
the language under instruction the language teacher 
draws upon his study of the pedagogical theory and 
of the psychology and sociology of education. The 
third, i.e., the organizational component of language 
teaching binds together the first two by supplying a 
framework of organization in consistence with the 
policy and needs and purposes of a society as a whole 
It is essentially the area of methodics where linguis-
tics and educational method meet in the preparation of 
syllabuses, courses and materials and in the formation 
of effective techniques of presentation to be employed 
at each point. Systematic instruction results from 
a proper matching of these three components and all 
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the three can be supported, though in different ways, 
by an intelligent application of modern linguistic 
insights and techniques. 
7.3 A reorientation of language teaching to the 
ever-increasing demands made upon the language 
corresponds to the practical and purpose-specific learn-
ing situations. Linked with the changing social needs 
is the emergence of purpose-oriented forms of lan-
guage which depend largely on a specialist subject 
matter. ESP has been seen to emerge out of urgent 
social and economic needs less generalised in nature 
and more related to learners' needs and purposes in 
education, vocation and society. It is indisputable 
that ESP has emerged to cater to specific purposes 
but we have argued that it is well within the tradi-
tion of ELT with a renewed emphasis on purpose and 
as a consequence on corresponding methodology too. 
ESP courses are suitable both for the native and 
foreign learner. A normal human-being provided with 
sufficient exposure to a language will acquire a 
grammatical system and a substantial lexicon. The 
range of exposure will usually be such as to produce 
a certain variability within its grammar and lexicon. 
The dimensions of the variability of language have 
by now been well charted for us by the sociolin-
guists and stylisticians. All speakers display 
features of variability but no one speaker knows all 
the variants that occur. The variants we know depend 
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on "Which we have encountered in our experience of the 
language. It is, therefore, the nature of experience 
that determines the nature of competence. In planning 
ESP teaching we can not avoid recognising that some 
language activities have greater relevance and therefore; 
higher prioirty for the learner. It must be our task 
to choose the content appropriate to the purpose so 
that the product is a competence that is relevant to 
the learner. 
7.4 In a process of speedy growth ESP has come to 
be identified with several distinct approaches and 
methodologies. Theoretically it has been seen to 
emerge out of the concept of language variety known 
as 'register'. We have argued that amidst a host of 
conflicting issues registral framework is not very 
useful for ESP course design. Aided by sociolinguis-
tic research and developments in the allied fields 
ESP has moved away from the barriers of registral 
approach and embraced notional, functional and 
communicative ideas. The teaching of structure was 
condemned and many of the practitioners of notional/ 
functional ideas claimed that structures should not 
be taught, something rather less tangible, usually 
'functions' should be taught. We have argued that 
acquisition of a grammatical system of a language 
remains a most important element in language teaching. 
Grammar is a means through which linguistic creativity 
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is ultimately achieved and an inadequate knowledge of 
the grammatical system would lead to a serious limi-
tation on the capacity for communication. There is a 
need to emphasize the relationship between grammatical 
and communicative elements, a reconciliation of form 
and use in the classroom. Communication is a highly 
complex phenomenon and for the development of a communi-
cative potential formal aspects are needed by any 
learner of a language. Whatever the complexity of 
the communication some linguistic elements will be 
more important than others. The totality of communi-
cation through language embraces primarily a formal/ 
functional correlation-
7.5 A communicative methodology can at best be 
seen as providing a functional and situational appro-
priacy to the use of the system. Thus materials which 
provide for a mutually reinforcing relationship between 
form and function offer the best stimulus to the emer-
gence of implicit communicative competence. Similarly 
a syllabus based upon structural sequencing punctuated 
and elaborated by functions serves our purpose better. 
The basic objective of ESP is to produce in the lear-
ners the ability to create and to construct utterances 
(spoken and written) which have desired social, pro-
fessional or educational value or purpose. This 
means deciding what information is to be conveyed or 
what communicative act is to be performed, by selec-
ting a syntactically, lexically and phonologically 
appropriate form and uttering it spontaneously and 
fluently. The ability to perform is thus a matter 
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of accurate selection from the repertoire of lan-
guage possessed by the individual at that stage 
(lexical, syntactic rules). It demands a practice 
in deploying the resources in meeting the demands of 
varied and complex communicative tasks. With regard 
to specialist areas special procedures of selection 
and presentation have to be evolved, 
7.6 Specialist uses of language manifest certain 
features which are specific to them and are parti-
cularly employed to encode the conceptual framework 
of a specialist area. Language varies in relation to 
the different purposes to which it is put and this 
kind of variation is not always a product of formal 
features alone. Both formal and rhetorical features 
go into the making of the specialist use of language. 
A sentence is ordinarily an exemplification of the 
language system but we do not communicate by compos-
ing correct or acceptable sentences, we use sentences 
to make appropriate utterances. An utterance is 
characterised by a communicative value in a certain 
context. Special uses are, therefore, the communi-
cative functions of language in given areas. An exami-
nation of the context would reveal how a language system 
has been utilised to perform communicative acts and how 
sentences with their formal and rhetorical features 
have been combined to form communicative units. Once 
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we are confronted with the problem of teaching English 
for Special or Specific purposes we are inimedlately 
involved with the features of specialist communi-
cation. An awareness, of how English is used to 
express the concepts and procedures which define 
specified areas as disciplines and how communicative 
effects are achieved in specialist discourse, is 
central to ESP. 
7.7 The functional/communicative orientation in 
language teaching can be seen as deriving principally 
from the distinction originally drawn by Austin, 
between the locutionary and the illocutionary aspects 
of speech acts. From this, via, for example, Widdowson's 
use and usage contrast, we have seen a correlation 
between the meaning of a sentence and the use to which 
it is put socially, in other words the act it performs. 
We know that there exist in language ways of perfor-
ming these acts. To know a language is, therefore, 
to know these acts of performing. Similarly in spe-
cialist areas we need to identify the acts that are 
generally performed and teach people how to perform 
them. When we say that there are ways of performing 
illocutionary acts we mean that an utterance contain-
ing a certain form will be normally interpreted as 
performing a specific acts. We have to take into 
consideration all such significant devices, syntactic 
and lexical structures, formulaic and graphic codes. 
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idiomatic and proverbial phrases etc., which have 
become continually associated with given illocutionary 
forces. We can neither deny the existence of such 
devices nor the need for a competent ESP learner to 
have mastered them. Selection and grading of these 
devices can be pursued with a view to the criteria 
of relevance as applicable to the specified group 
or groups of learners. A detailed needs analysis and 
diagnostic testing serials can be of much help in this 
direction. We can base a language teaching programme 
on the resulting analyses and thereby ensure the rele-
vance of what is learned. 
7.8 Successful performance of a communicative act 
largely depends on the meaning expressing system of 
the language to which, besides syntax, lexicon offers 
a substantial support. We have argued that lexis is 
not a mere appendage of grammar it is a sub-system 
in its own right; /contributing to the operation of the 
total system of linguistic communication. Essential 
to all facets of ELT vocabulary studies assume special 
significance in ESP as a frame of reference accompany-
ing professional activity. Special subject matter, 
crucial to the very identity of ESP, depends largely 
on a special vocabulary. Items of a lexicon are living 
units charged with a communicative import in given 
contexts. Statistical observations based on the fre-
quency of occurence are often mis-directed. It has 
be en calculated (Richards, 1974) that 80% of any given 
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text is drawn from the 2000 'most common words' 
(based on West's list). The remaining 20% is drawn 
from the remaining countless thousands generally 
called low frequency words, i.e., least likely to be 
known, and it is these that play a key role in the 
uniqueness of one message from another. Lexical 
items have, therefore, to be treated not as countable 
entities but as linguistic devices carrying communi-
cative force. What is communicated in any one instance 
is the product of relationship between the meaning 
normally carried by a lexical form and the pragmatic 
features which are perceived to be relevant by the 
participants. 
7.9 Foreign language teaching is such an enormous 
task that only a very small percentage of those who 
undertake it reach anything near the native-like 
ability. In the context of ESP success presumably 
means something like having developed the ability to 
perform adequately the communicative tasks -productive 
or receptive-in speech or writing, for which language 
is needed. It follows from this that there will be 
as many different manifestations of success as there 
are different needs. Most of the ESP learners with 
varying levels of proficiency, it is seen, are con-
fronted with different obstacles even in the preparatory 
phase. These obstacles have to be examined and looked 
after. A consolidation of the knowledge of the system 
of English as enshrined in its syntactic and lexical 
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structures would provide greater motivation in the 
preparatory phase. A great deal of language teaching 
is to be seen as a means of preparing the learner 
for subsequent language learning. Acquisition of a 
specialist lexicon is the next important obstacle in 
appreciating or expressing some new kind or degree 
of conceptual complexity. Communication skills are 
aided at each stage by a proficient lexicon. 
7.10 Learning presupposes teaching. Self-study is 
another alternative. Simplification is both a character-
istic of good teaching and of natural acquisition. 
The advantage of improved motivation carries consi-
derable weight in teaching. This study has proposed 
a model of generative vocabulary by establishing a 
link between theory and classroom needs. The model 
aims at providing particularly useful shorcuts 
to vocabulary development by the application of 
the procedures of word-analysis and word-formation. II. 
negates the role of rote learning and offers oppor-
tunities for pleasurable practice. Motivation is 
better maintained in a learner who is able to appre-
ciate or discover successfully in ways and topics 
he chose himself. Another attraction is that the 
learner would be able to work in his own way at his 
own place and thus exercise control over his learning. 
We have shown that the model is adaptable to the varying 
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facets of vocabulary, ranging from the general to 
the specialist. 
7.11 ESP demands a special focus on the lexicon of 
a specialist area as linguistic differences between 
subject/job specialisms are manifestly centred around 
it. Specialist vocabularies characterising specialist 
discourse exist and it is essential for an ESP learner 
to acquire them systematically. In this study we have 
attempted to present the specialist vocabulary of 
Medicine which is the accepted international termi-
nology of the discipline. In consistence with the 
principle of 'use' as a guide to the understanding of 
the lexical items we have treated lexical items of the 
medical discourse as occuring in characteristic net 
works of meaning and contributing to the overall 
patterns of communication in the specialist discourse. 
Medical vocabulary in different aspects of its use 
has been selected and presented in the form of peda-
gogic inventories which could be enlarged as per 
requirement. The lists are in no way exhaustive but 
included to serve as illustrations. Selection being 
inevitable is guided by needs and distributed in terms 
of topics, sub-disciplines and activities. Empirical 
research in language learning has disclosed that 
learning proceeds by processes of 'fusion' and 'fission 
created out on memorized 'prefabrications'. Exploring 
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this possibility we have proposed that the enormous 
bulk of the medical lexicon can be handled by gene-
rative procedures v/hich are based on the principle 
that (a) known parts of a lexicon should be systema-
tized and (b) unknown parts should be memorized or 
taught or learned. Comparing these memorized prefabs 
with each other and combining them with new forms that 
the learner comes across motivates learning and maxi-
mises the propensity and skill of the learner at 
inferring from the context. The proposal aims at pro-
viding a viable system for the handling of vocabulary. 
There is both empirical and theoretical support for 
this proposal. 
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